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ROBERT LOWELL 1917-1977
As a young poet Robert Lowell used his rich modernist style and
the "mythical method" of Joyce and Eliot to dramatize a corhontation between Puritan past and Boston present. As a Lowell he
seemed to have special authority to do this. But his most signscant
contribution began in his forties with Life Studies. His new direct
style definitely seemed as well written as good prose and discarded
the impersonal persona of modernism for a new, seemingly confessional mbde. We know now that Lowell had not only transformed his own style but that of contemporary poetry as well.
No one wrote better poetic epitaphs. Through his poems we
knew the deaths of his father, his mother, his cousin, his uncle, his
grandparents and those of his peers in poetry, Theodore Roethke,
Randall Jarrell, Delrnore Schwartz, and John Berryman-those
poets, including Lowell himself, once known as -the middle generation of poets." Robert Lowell's epitaph might simply be that the
death of the third Lowell poet is an even greater loss to our generation than that of the fist two to theirs.

FICTION AS HISTORY, HISTORY AS FICTION:
THE READER AND THOMAS PYNCHON'S V.
DONALD
J. G
m
One of the pleasures of reading contemporary fiction is that we
often find ourselves involved in the fictive process itself. Not content
with the generally passive reader perusing the traditional "well-made"
novel, many current authors fracture novelistic conventions to force the
reader into an active role. We have to determine plot, character, and
theme as best we can, and the resulting confusion is part of the fun.
And when the novelist involves his characters in the same dilemma,
we can only feel caught between authorial manipulation and character
ignorance. Denied the traditional reader comforts of the author's guidance or the protagonist's example, we are left to fend for ourselves.
The reading experience becomes part of the novel.
Thomas Pynchon is a master of this kind of fiction because his novels
are more than literary games. His enticing the reader into the fictive
process results in significant statements about both the nature of the
novel and the dehition of history, matters which I should like to discuss in this essay while suggesting a reading of his fist novel, V. (1963).
Confused by the author's technique in V., and frustrated by the main
character Herbert Stencil's bewilderment, we find ourselves witnesses
to violence and delusion in both historical event and novelistic method.
Pynchon poses an interesting question: what if we are Herbert
Stencil? Stencil's efforts to impose a personal notion of pattern upon
the wars, bombings, conspiracies, and genocide of the twentieth century cause the abstraction of his sense of self and the forfeiture of his
individuality. With his need to see plot in what may be sheer accident,
he does nearly as much violence to himself as the brutal events of this
century do to their victims. Born in 1901, the year Queen Victoria died,
he grows up as "the century's child." The horrors of his time are enough
to startle any sensitive observer, but Stencil refuses to accept the premise
that "any cluster of phenomena can be a conspiracy." Determined to
track down clues which would prove the reality of a historical plot,
he becomes not the &ch6 of a man in search of identity but rather the
quest itself: T h e only trouble was that Stencil had all the identities
he could cope with conveniently right at the moment: he was quite
purely He Who Looks for V.'q
IThomas Pyndon, V. (New York: Bantam, 1968), pp. 209-210. Further
derences will be in parentheses.
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The joy of reading this massive, funny, exasperatingly complex
novel is that we End ourselves playing Stencil's game. Even if we accept
history as a fiction, as a creation more bizarre than the zaniest novel,
we nevertheless join Stencil in wondering about the possibility of cause
and effect between one ver8able massacre and another. For example,
does General von Trotha's extermination of Africans in 1904 prefigure
Foppl's desire to do the same twenty years later? A young German scientist named Mondaugen ponders the relationship after hearing Foppl's
tale in 1922; Stencil is convinced of a connection in 1956; and, hally,
the reader at least accepts the possibility as long as he watches Stencil
go through his paces. V. is such a S c u l t novel that we must keep track
of the foreshadowings, cross-references, and allusions if we hope to withstand the weight of the nearly overwhelming mass of details. To spot
possible connections between one vague hint and another is to play
the role of Herbert Stencil, a man who attempts to take notes on the
entire twentieth century. And yet Pynchon suggests that all is accident,
that hallucination may equal truth.
Consider the numerous reminders that everything is fiction. The
anonymous narrator tells us, for example, that by the time Benny Profane hears of Father Fairing's descent to the New York sewers to convert rats, the stories may have been apocryphal: "at no point in the
twenty or so years the legend has been handed on did it occur to anyone to question the old priest's sanity. It is this way with sewer stories.
They just are. Truth or falsity don't apply" (p. 108). Readers who
wonder if the same disclaimer applies to V. may End support in the
following description of Mafia Winsome's novels: "Her novels-three
to date--ran a thousand pages each and like sanitary napkins had
gathered in an immense and faithful sisterhood of consumers. There'd
wen evolved somehow a kind of sodality or fan club that sat around,
read from her books and discussed her Theory" (pp. 112113). V. is
not a thousand pages long, but its profusion of fun and games indeed
draws readers together who wish to discuss Pynchon's method. Upon
a Erst reading of V., the reader may echo Evan Godolphin's complaint:
mere we are, in the thick of a grand cabal, and we haven't the slightest
meion of what's going on" (p. 177). And finally, hoping to understand
this complex novel, the reader may want to join Stencil as he leaves
blalta for Stockholm, pursuing "the frayed end of another clue" (p.
=).
Faced with these and other statements while trying to solve the
puzzles of V., we may be excused for suspecting that we are secondary
characters in an involved plot. Truth or falsity does not apply; the
&wonders what is going on; and he is asked to turn the following
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page in order to track down the next clue. Part of the joke is on us as
we stomble after Stencil, witnessing, as it were, such outrageously funny
scenes as alligator hunts in sewers and the religious conversion of rats.
Historically verifiable events and created action begin to merge in a
way which emphasizes the factitiousness of both history and fiction.
The violence seems random and apparently purposeless; the comedy
is painful and clearly absurd. In spite of the wealth of accumulated
detail, nothing in V. can be accepted as "real."
Pursuing the frayed end of the next clue has produced what amounts
to a critical industry on Pynchon's novels. I, for one, agree with Edward
Mendelson: 'Whatever one thinks of the early products of the Pynchon
industry, the novels certainly deserve the attention they receive. Pynchon's fiction is engaged in nothing less than an encyclopedic synthesis
of the origins and the condition of the modem world: not an especially
literary' or esoteric synthesis, but one with a breadth of scale and intensity of feeling enjoyed by few writers in any age.'" The lure of the
next clue and the suspicion of being involved in a cabal without knowing what is going on are not as pointless as Pynchon's more negative
critics insist
More will be said later about the complexity of V.,but we should
note here that even while laughing at our struggle to solve the puzzle,
Pynchon offers a choice between connection and randomness. In the
words of his second novel, The Cying of Lot 49, we and the characters
are faced with "another mode of meaning behind the obvious, or none."
Acceptance of succeeding modes of meaning may induce paranoia:
dismissal of all connections may negate purpose. The greatest temptation is to look for relationships among the parts, even to the extreme
of creating them. Accepting man's inability to direct the world, Pynchon
discusses how the individual reacts to a world which manages him.
He creates a sense of the world in extraordinary depth: politics, history,
fashion, pop culture, thermodynamics, geography, philosophy, religion,
and aesthetics all contribute. A word commonly used to describe Pynchon's fiction is "encyclopedic," something Mendelson has in mind when
he comments on the difbculty of analyzing these novels: 'The test of
criticism is always its adequacy to its subject, not its thematic coherence,
and F'ynchon is one of the rare subjects who makes that test a more
W c u l t one than many critics care to endure."'
SEdward Mendelson, "Rainbow's Corner," London Times Litmay Supplemsnt,
13 J~me19%. p. 666.
8 Mendelson, p. 666.

Not every critic agrees, even those willing to endure the dif6culties.
Commenting primarily on Gravity's Rainbow, but phrasing his remarks
to touch on all of the novels, David Thorbum dissents. He argues that
the acclaim conferred upon Pynchon says more about our literary culture than about our fiction, and he refuses to be impressed by encyclopedic novels. "But the claims made upon us by good novels, not to
say great ones, surely differ from the claims put to us by the Encyclopaedia Britannica, and we do well to be suspicious of reviewers who
think to win our regard for Pynchon's book by offering us elaborate inventories of its literary allusions or by expressing wonderment over its
compulsive inclusiveness concerning historical and scientific lore."4 Thorbum raises a point which bothers many readers: can Pynchon control
his art if he is limited by a compulsion to multiply his designs and
to vary his plots 'long since extended and c l d e d " ? The comic exaggerations, eccentric language, and parallel themes finally do not advance
the fiction but merely create repetitions, and the reader's understanding
gives way to confusion and to the suspicion that Pynchon cannot check
his imaginative vigor.
These are serious charges, carefully considered and calmly stated,
but I doubt that Pynchon fails to control his imagination. The point is
that Herbert Stencil cannot contain his. One of Pynchon's primary con~ m insV. is the imagination generating creations which finally ensnare
&e creator. Stencil fashions plots which do not enlarge his experience
but surely enslave his mind. In the end, his fantasies produce only more
and more imaginings. Some readers would extend these comments to
include the author. They argue that although Pynchon allies himself
with Profane, Stencil, and Fausto, characters who hope to avoid the
inanimate, his method seems to place him on the side of the Lady V.
He manipulates his characters witbin the demands of his narrative
scheme so that verisimilitude is denied. If they are not puppets of coioddence, they are at least victims of the author.
It seems to me that not Pynchon but the reader and the characters
especially susceptible to the extremes of an overly fertile imaginatioa The weird plots first entrap the characters and then the reader who
mmt commit himself to the maze if he hopes to follow the novel. Do
argmnents in favor of multi-dimensional characters, and the res a h g tendency to dismiss authors who do not create them, reveal
mae about the critic's general concept of a novel than about the spe4
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IksidThorbmn, "A Dirsent on Pynchon," Commentur& 56 (September 1973),

cific fiction discussed? The unreality of the characters in V. comes not
from Pynchon's perversity or from his questionable skill but from his
untraditional method. Uninterested in analyzing personality or detailing
behaviorial states, he conceives of character in terms of culture, science,
politics, and history. The reality of a character is irrelevant when an
author insists upon the factitiousness of his own inventions.
,
liberates
Like his peers John Hawkes and Kurt V o ~ e g u t Pynchon
the novel from standard forms, but unlike his contemporaries, he parodies many of these traditional forms in one book. Examples of spy
thrillers, romance novels, science fiction, historical novels, and political
tales appear in V. in such abundance that some readers find themselves
admiring the range and lcnowledge while simultaneously wondering
if the profundity is fake. The profusion of activity, parallels, puns, formulas, plots, historical references, and myth propels the reader to the
status of armchair investigator as he begins to pursue leads which spring
up in nearly every sentence. The question is not whether the reader's
game is fun but whether it is worth the effort. V. is both clever and authoritative, tedious and brilliant, apparently random and surely unified.
Always funny and violent, it takes pleasure in undercutting the ostensible meanings of symbols, images, and concepts which the reader has
painstakingly worked out, only to turn around and reveal a subtle unity
among the many parts. w o n , of course, has no intention of revealing
the meanings. Instead he supplies enough hints to invite us to determine
signi6cance as we find i t Whitney Balliott's comment is appropriate.
Praising V. as a comic novel whose author does not take his art too seriously, he advises that V. should be read at least twice or left alone:
"even its di5culties are di5cult to spot."
We should not take ourselves too seriously, either. Part of the
joke is on those who over-zealously try to track down the allusions. Since
exasperation remains a key reaction which F'ynchon both expects and
encourages, the charge of boredom is often directed at fictions like his
which disturb the complacent reader. Expectation is upset to such a
degree that the reader does not h o w how to read. Overindulgence in
repetition of bizarre formal arrangements and deliberate stretches of
mannered prose often take the place of what we call plot and action.
6See Irving Feldman, "Keeping Cool," Cormentary, 36 (September 1983),
258260. Feldman believes that characters should have a "serious existence," but that
in V. they are rendered nearly anonymous by the author's insistence that he controls
the game.
6 Whitney Balliott, "Wha," New Yorker, 15 June 1963, p. 113.
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Richard Poirier notes the disappearance of "reticent" literature in the
twentieth century, that is, a literature which does not offer so many
handles, tease with so many allusions, entice the alert reader with so
many puns and patterns.? Accompanying the decline in traditional fiction
is a corresponding rise in analytical interpretation as a literature of
puzzles and solutions gains respectability.
The results are not surprising. Focus on character and verisimilitude
shades away to permit a spotlight on style, form, and pattern. Rather
than respond to signi6cant issues and then take appropriate action,
Pynchon's characters react to technology, pop culture, and bureaucracy
in ways which may extend their life spans but do not enrich their lives.
Herbert Stencil cannot decide if the reality which shapes him has an
objective existence prior to his own or is the product of his own speculative imagination, but the reader knows that in this case the creation
controls the creator.
In mocking Stencil's need for order, his compulsion to organize the
disparate elements of his life into a manageable whole, Pynchon prepares his point for us in the guise of a literary trap. Yet playing games
is not his primary concern. I doubt if he wants us to emulate the earlier
aitics of, say, Ulysses and The Waste Land and then congratulate ourselves for spotting the slightest nuance. Rather than track down allusions and historical parallels, we might better ask the purpose of these
designs. V. is not only an intricate game invented to entice the ingenious reader but also a serious investigation shaped to question &cia1
yet venerable notions of order. Nevertheless, with Benny Profane, Herbert Stencil, and Fausto Maijstral, Pynchon shows that delusions of
order are necessary. Even while V. parodies patterns and plots, it re.ffirms that another mode of meaning is better than none at all. The
pmblem is one of extremes. Paranoia or nihilism, too much pattern or
too little, confronts characters in and readers of V. alike. Those looking
for a balanced reaction might heed McClintic Sphere's calmly stated
&ice, %eep cool but care." Yet Pynchon never offers McClintic's exprsrion of concern as a means to negate the violence of paranoia and
d d k m . The novel does not turn on his statement. Like nearly every
&tail except the omnipresence of the Lady V., his comment is lost
oa characters caught within the labyrinth of history, myth, and intrigue,
prt as the reader, overwhelmed by the mass of Stencil's design, simLb+ tends to forget Sphere's plea

'F k b d Poirier, The Politics of Self-Parody," Partisan Reoiew, 35 (1968),344.

Making fun of its own elaborate design, V. remains Pynchon's laugh
at historical plots and plotted novels. The strands and clues which pop
up here and there throughout nearly 500 pages are coherent if we accept Stencil's compulsive need to d e h e a plot, but the coherence whioh
he creates at such great cost to himself is finally so fantastic that we
laugh rather than aftirm his manufactured solutions. How can one love,
or keep cool and care if he wastes time participating in fabricated intrigues with imagined historical importance? Or is it better to join Benny
Profane and drift along with the chaos? Why accept the responsibility
of verities like friendship, love and commitment when the fabrication
of design lingers around the next corner, under the street in the sewer,
or within a set of dentures? Stencil prefers anonymous manipulation to
personal commitment, and Benny prefers Nothing at all. When Benny
rejects Rachel's declaration of love for Brenda's seventy-two pairs of
bermuda shorts, he has nothing left but to yo-yo his way down to the
sea. Since he is looking for nothing, the sea is there to absorb him.
Conversely, Sidney Stencil, a man who rejects plot in favor of accident,
drowns in a V-shaped waterspout, while his sou Herbert crosses the
ocean in pursuit of the next clue.
The sheer enticement of a plot of possible universal scale lures
Herbert away from even his own personality. Not only does he speak
of himself in the third person, he no longer cares who V. may be.
Concerned with "not who, but what: what is she," he ignores all suggestions that the letter V may be open to any interpretation but finally
idenfled with none (p. 43). Thus Stencil is his own victimizer, submitting not to a malign, impersonal plot but to a design of his own
creation. And the meticulous reader, the only appropriate reader of
Pynchon's fiction, finds himself in a similar predicament, gleefully complicating the reading experience by stopping to unravel entanglements
which will surely ensnare him as easily as the characters. Aware that
separate personality in V. means nothing apart from the plot which defines it, he must also realize that his involvement with ,the heonal
design determines his response to the novel. Pynchon plays his game so
that the too-enthusiastic reader is in danger of joining the Lady V. and
SHROUD (synthetic human, radiation output determined) as the ulh a t e examples of inanimateness. Plot is all.
But is history itself part of a larger plot? Pynchon raises the inkresthg question of whether one's definition of direction in his own
H e involves him in the processes of history. Benny needs individuality
with a purpose; Stencil needs a purpose which does not absorb his
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Stencil knows nothing about V., not what she is, who she is, or if she is.
But rather than admit the probability of randomness, he &st gives V.
h r i c a l factuality and then creates a Plot Which Has No Name to
account for the coincidence that violence breaks out each time she
appears in the twentieth century.
Although Stencil considers himself the century's child, born as he is
in 1901,he does not come alive until 1945when he discovers the reference
to V. in his father's journal. The Ultimate Plot sustains him, freeing him
from the time when he considered sleep one of life's "major blessings."
Thus in creating his historical account of the twentieth century, he
creates himself. Little wonder that he fears completing his search. TO
write the last chapter of his history would be to annihilate his sense of
self: He Who Looks for V. His guiding principle understandably remains
"approach and avoid," and his fear of uncovering something other than
the history of the twentieth century is genuine. Unaware that he has
created the Ultimate Plot in historical terms, and unwiUing to stop the
quest, he reveals his desperation at the end of the novel: T.'s is a
country of coincidence, ruled by a ministry of myth. Whose emissaries
haunt this century's streets, Pordpic, Mondaugen, Stencil p&re, this
Maijstral, Stencil 6ls. Could any of them create a coincidence? Only
Providence creates. If the coincidences are real then Stencil has never
encountered history at all, but something far more appalling" (pp. 423424). Caught between paranoia and Nothing, Stencil chooses paranoia
He never knows if the mass of historical detail is fact or fact edched by
invention, but we learn that what we call history is just one more conglomeration of random events on which man in his passion for order imposes
interpretation and chronology-in short, pattern. History is not a force
to be felt but a fiction to be created. First the author, then the characters,
and lastly the reader himself must fashion past events in terms of individual needs. Since the pieces, sections, and facts do not explain themselves,
participants in history and readers of V. interpret the puzzle subjectively.
The interpretations may not be wholly wrong, but surely they will never
be completely right. Always elusive, history and the novel V. &ally
meet: the processes of one reilect the methods of the other.
Sidney Stencil has always accepted what his son Herbert has persisWtly ignored Conscious plots on a universal scale do not exist. Meeting
another possible personi6cation of the Lady V. on Malta in 1919, Sidney
mnses:
Don't act as if it were a conscious plot against you. Who knows
how many thousand accidents-a variation in the weather, the availability of a ship, the failwe of a crop-brought all these people, with

their separate dreams and worries, here to this island and arranged
them into this alignment? Any Situation takes shape from events
much lower than the merely human. (p. 455)
Despite man's effort to the contrary, purpose and meaning do not apply
to the universe. Sidney's acceptance of the inappropriateness of logic
thus marks him one of the wisest characters in V.: "The inert universe

may have a quality we can call logic. But logic is a human attribute
after all; so even at that it's a misnomer. What are real are the crosspurposes. We've d i g d e d them with the words 'profession' and 'occupation"' (p. 455).
Old Sidney should know what he is taIking about, for he is the first
to identify V-ness. Unlike his son, he knows better than to try to define
tbe Lady V. That task, if it is to be done, must come from us, even at
tbe risk of falling into the trap which Pynchon sets for HerberL8 Like
tbe characters, and apparently like Pynchon, we are lured by the fascinatoo which V. promises, for her great power is the ability to enthrall
ad then destroy the imagination which creates her. Yet unlike Herbert
!bd,
we understand the horror which accompanies the lure. V. is evil.
She seems so horribly malign because she straddles both the real events
d history since 1898 and the fantasies of history's participants. Emb r i o g both fact and fiction, she apparently hopes for full control of
cbc twentieth century. Unfortunately, Sidney Stencil's dismissal of logic
i tbe ^inert9'universe does not satisfy the yearning for meaning. Althe reader soon suspects that he, too, is a victim of the novel's
that his passion to track down clues allies him with Herbert Stencil's
Idpursnit for order, he cannot help putting together the parts of the
hzmy puzzle which Pynchon forces him to acknowledge on almost every
W . Things are connected, but whether by accident or plan is the quesbaL If we refuse the challenge, we become Benny Profane, a yo-yo
k.igthe pages of a S c u l t novel, a dabbler in chaos. If we accept,
r baame Herbert Stencil, a quester chasing clues through a massive
a victim of paranoia. Form is a primary topic of V., but the more

---

@hs Josephine Hendin, "What Is Thomas Pynchon Telling Us," Hawet's
1975). p. 85; and Stephen Koch, "ImRginahon in the Abstract," Antioch
%4 ((September 1964), 280. Hendin describes V. as "female serenity, the

k ral baknce of emotional contml." Arguing that V. is a victim of '$ll male
rLc aeg- that the Lady V. returns the attack when she abandons traditional
d a d mother, lover, and protectress and assumes the stance of "vulnerability
a
d
'
Pshaps so, but I wonder if this definition views V. ta, much frmn the
d k&&m. Sbephen Koch's phrase may be more acceptable: the Lady V. is
5 h dc bom'ble by hjstory."

we dehe it the quiaker it disintegrates. The point, and the joke, is that

we are manipulated by Pynchon as his characters are manipulated by
"they." The orncial difference is that we h o w we are reading a novel,
participating in an invention, whereas many of the characters are convinced they are involved in reality. To us, the parallels and analogies
are part of a fiction which instrncts us about violent history; to Stencil,
the apparent order is a matter of life and identity which teaches him
about Nothing.
Herbert does not realize that the absence of plot reflects his unwitting parody of it. Thus be refuses to admit that any apparent conspiracy can assume significance and eventually "reality" if it seems universal
in appeal and ubiquitous in appearance. He must insist upon the reality
of the Lady V. and the seriousness of her cabal because be cannot admit
the world itself as he knows it is an invention created by politicians,
historians, artists, and anyone else-even God--capable of impressing
upon the populace a subjective debition of order. Discontent with his
tme status as Herbert Stencil, son of Sidney, born in 1901, he invents
himself in 1845 after reading his father's journal. F'ynchon suggests that,
like Stencil, our greatest inventions may be private concepts of self, in
this case, perhaps, He Who Reads V.
The reader may finally be the only source of order. Preferring the
threat of conspiracy to the possibility of meaninglessness, Stencil gives
a weird kind of positive value to paranoia. We know, however, that while
we should put together the clues if we hope to experience V. as more
than random set pieces, we must simultaneously dodge the imprint of
Stencilization when the puzzle of the novel entices us to impose too
heavily the security of form. Involved in an apparently endless labyrinth,
frustrated as much as Stencil in trying to juggle the countless parts, the
reader distinguishes between legitimate interpretations and those resulting from the lure of allusion as the novel's astonishing vitality invites him
into the maze. Meaning and meaninglessness tum out to be no more than
two sides of one cedainty: life is disorganized. Perhaps our role is to
supply a measure of objectivity, not to the extreme of becoming an uninvolved Benny Profane, but at least to admitting the connection of the
parts without insisting the reality of conspiracy.
Pynchon shows that the line between known and unkoown is undebable. How can knowledge be authenticated when its sources are
suspect? To his despair, Herbert learns from Fausro's confessions that
even cause and effect are fictions:
We can justify any apologia simply by c a b g life a successive rejection of personalities. No apologia is any more than a romance-half

a fiction-in which all the successive identities taken on and rejected
by the writer as a function of linear time are treated as separate
characters. The writing itself even constitutes another "character"
added to the past. So do we sell our souls: paying them away to
history in little installments. I t isn't so much to pay for eyes clear
enough to see past the fiction of continuity, the fiction of cause and
effect, the fiction of a humanized history endowed with "reason."
( P 286)
\'bat hurdles for characters dedicated to organizing plots and for readers
im-olved in determining cross-references1 Continuity, cause and effect,
md 'reasonable" history are all fictions. Insisting upon the unreliability
d his own novel, Pynchon hints that the world itself is unknowable and
p&aps unreal.
One result of this authorial stance is that artifice has as much validity
sfact. Fictionalizing history in terms of personal needs helps one s w i v e
aorld of possible malevolence and certain disorder. Indeed, Stencil's
-on
to Porpentine's tale has merit: "He'd only the veiled references
b Porpentine in the journals. The rest was impersonation and dream"
f p 52). By the time we reach the novel's epilogue, the one chapter
w?&
should he free of "Stencilization" since Herbert has already left
h Sweden in pursuit of another clue, we suspect its apparent objectivity
a me more laugh on those who insist upon the reliability of historical
hImpersonation and dream, veiled references, frayed ends of the next
c b b t h e s e join to make up both the Lady V. and the novel V. And of all
dr characters involved in this incredibly violent fiction, only Fausto
u
! understands the truth of these artifices.
Sot everyone agrees that Fausto's confessions counter Stencil's ob.
Christopher Ricks, for example, argues that Maijstral's story
*
to little more than pretentious maundering." But it seems to me
CIY F'ynchon's continuous challenge to the objectivity of any narrative
rrrba a kind of climax in this chapter. Fausto offers a significant dis1 carioo of the value of metaphor, but he also realizes that even his
I
pmmd acci~untof the dismantling of the Bad Priest (V. herself) is
I.4ra His experience with V. definitely occurs during a verifiable
moment, the bombing of Malta in World War 11, yet his rec7
.
e%ccxm
of the event is, as Herbert Stencil learns, "half a fiction."
t h ' s salvation is his recognition of the value of arti6ce, what he calls
-.
Unlike many poets, he does not champion metaphor as a
to impose order. Along with Pynchon himself, Fausto would agree

-

-

*Qitrpbcr Ricks, "Voluminous," N m Statesman, 11 October 1963, p. 492.

that creation of metaphor cannot imply a structured reality which is
dehable and coherent. Metaphor is not a substitute for reality; it is,
indeed, no more than a fiction.
Fausto illustrates the difference between useful and deceptive
metaphor when he discusses the ways adults and children deal with the
daily bombing raids on Malta. Sdfering constant fear, the adults shore
up their courage by viewing the war as a cosmic struggle between Good
and E d , home and the devil. But the children realize that "only the
bomb wins." Thus they convert the daily brutality into a fiction, into a
game of British Spices vs. German Messerschmitts. Fausto explicifly
praises their use of artifice to ward off the psychological effects of
violence:
But the siege created different burdens and it was impossible to say
whose world was more real: the children's or the parents'. For all
their dirt, noise and roughnecking the kids of Malta sewed a poetic
function. The R.A.F. game was only one metaphor they devised to
veil the world that was. . . . One wonders if our grown-up attitudes,
hopelessly tangled as they were with love, social forms and metaphysics, worked any better. Certainly there was more common sense
about the children's way. (p. 311)
Adept at metaphor, the children survive as "poets in a vacuum."
Their common-sense approach to metaphor and violence distinguishes them from Herbert StenciL The contrast is important because
Pynchon hints that Fausto and Herbert are symbolically brothers and
perhaps even Sidney's sons by different women.1° Herbert's reaction to V.
is limiting. Literally traveling the world, he constructs theijarts and
pieces of his quest into a plot dominated by V. Fausto's account of the
children's response to the Bad Priest shows them reacting sensibly. Rather
than create a myth, they dismantle the person who inspires it They pick
at her rags, mock her sermons, and giggle at her injuries. Herbert, of
w m e , does not realize that V. illustrates the human drift toward the
fnanimate, but the children immediately recognize her mechanical properties. To them, V. is not the inspiration of violence but a thing to be
taken apaa: the wig, the wooden foot, the glass eye, the false teeth, and
most of all the sapphire navel.
loMany readers speculate that V. is Herbert Stencil's mother, but the point is
sm&ma
Victoria Wren seduces Sidney in 1899, but Herbert is not born until
1901. Yet late in the novel (p. 460) Sidney mused on his "old love" of eighteen

yesm .go and Hehert's age of eighteen.

Observing the children, Fansto learns that &ce
enables one to conh t almost any situation as long as the fiction is not confused with
reality. He thus moves through a series of transformations or personalities,
as he calls them, in order to survive his plunge into history. But Stencil
laces his sense of self because he adopts metaphors and masks as the
I.eal thing. Misusing fiction, he wears clothes which disgust him, eats
food which makes him gag, and lives in unfamiliar surroundings. Drifting
closer to the inanimate, he becomes an object even to himself while
Fausto approaches humanity. Maijstral knows that his latest maskFausto IV--is not the real man but only the latest change in his life
span. Fausto IV is no more defhitive than Fausto I1 or 111. His adoption
of a e r e u t selves is thus a convenient device, like metaphor, which
helps him live in a world of artifice. Aware that history is a fiction and
tbat memory is a traitor, Fausto learns the poet's great function in a
oentory of violence: to lie, that is, to create metaphor. Children and
poets use artifice to cloak inanimate events so that people can soothe
tbemselves that all is not random mindlessness. In what must be one of
the most vital passages in V., Fausto ponders the importance of those
r h o use delusion consciously:
Living as he does muoh of the time in a world of metaphor, the
poet is always acutely conscious that metaphor has no value apart
from its function; that it is a device, an a&ce.
Fausto's kind
are alone with the task of living in a universe of things which simply
are, and cloaking that innate mindlessness with codortable and
pious metaphor so that the "practical" half of humanity may continue in the Great Lie, confident that their machines, dwellings,
streets and weather share the same human motives, personal baits
and fits of contrariness as they.
It is the only useful purpose
they do serve in society: and if every poet were to vanish tomorrow,
society would live no longer than the quick memories and dead
books of their poeby. (p. 305)

...

...

The novelist as fabulist-Fausto joins Thomas Pynchon and, one hopes,
the reader as people who h o w the value of invention even while they
expose. the fictitiousness of their own art. Readers who call for verisimilitnde can only have missed the point.

Herbert Stencil never learns Fausto's secret. Determined to push his
way into a past history "he didn't remember and had no right in," he
pins a long list of humans drifting toward the inanimate SHROUD.
Only his compulsion to keep moving saves him from certain entropy.
S i i , Fausto, Pynchon, and perhaps the reader accept what Herbert

mad igmrre: that history may have a plot, but probably fictionalized and
s z d y unknowable. In the words of his father: "Short of examining the
entire history of each individual participating; short of anatomizing each

(p. 443).
Kcme. Herbert would much rather use his imagination to edit the
scattered references to V. than to discover either her dismantling or her
identity. Content with being an unreliable reconstructor of V.'s history,
he leaves Malta for Sweden at the end of the novel in order to trace
'one Mme Viola" who is reputed to have a glass eye. But we can be sure
that Pynchon will beat Stencil to Stockholm in order to obscure this clue
and prepare the next. The novel could go on forever. Herbert's h a 1
words suggest his fate: "Is it really his own extermination he's after?"
Perhaps he has committed himself to a dream of annihilation. His father
has warned: "Any Situation takes shape from events much lower than
the merely human." Eigenvalue has said: "Cavities in the teeth occur for
good reason . But even if there are several per tooth, there's no
conscious organization there against the life of the pulp, no conspiracy.
Yet we have men like Stencil, who must go about grouping the world's
random oaries into cabals" (p. 139). And most of dl,Fausto has dehed
life's single lesson: "that there is more accident to it than a man can
ever admit to in a lifetime and stay sane" (p. 300). Stencil dismisses each
bit of advice. Plot is all.
sod, what hope has anyone of understanding a Situation?''

. .

THE APOTHEOSIS OF MALINDA ARGENBRIGHT
J a m s LOTI.
Though Miss Malinda Argenbright died, at the age of 74, over three
weeks ago, I only heard it yesterday. It was my mother who gave me the
m,a n 4 though she didn't say it in so many words, the tone of her
voice indicated that in her estimation Miss Malinda got what she d e
served. I didn't point out that 74 years hardly add up to an untimely
death After all, Mother herself is 72. Despite her years, though, she
manages to keep up: in fact, she calls me once a month to make sure I'm
an right and to tell me what's going on back in St. Clare. She's done that
for the past twenty years, ever since I married Lucile and moved to
Baltimore. Lucile says she thinks Mother has never understood that I'm
married now and even if she did understand wouldn't trust Lucile to
keep me healthy and fed well. She says that our marriage has never
seemed real to Mother because we don't have any children and therefore
rm no different in her eyes from a bachelor and I ought to be living at
bane and helping her meet expenses. I always agree when Lucile says
ht,but what can I do? It's di5cnlt being caught in the middle like &at,
h e e n a rock and a hard place, yon might say. Not that either Mother
a Locile is really hard, of course. Just now and then a little h e r than
I personally find comfortable.
"She had a tumor in her kidney," Mother said, and her voice dropped
m octave, the way the wife of some sans-culotte might have announced
the death of Marie Antoinette. "They told her before the operation that
dm?. were hopeful they could get it all, but when they opened her up,
tbey found she was eaten up with it." She hit each word as if with a
little oral hammer. "It had spread all over her. All she could do-with all
her money-was go home and die. She only lasted sir weeks." The
hammer beat out the appropriateness of the death sentence.
There wasn't much for me to say about it, and anyway Mother moved
m to the next news item, about her roomer's phlebitis and how her
roomer's three children never wrote her or seemed concerned about her.
But I couldn't really concentrate on what she was saying. I hadn't seen
\
!
i
sMalinda since right after the war when I'd gone by to call on her,
but the news of her death still moved me. I wondered how people in St.
Clare had reacted to it-I'm not sure whether Motheis reaction was
typical of everyone's, though it probably represented her circle of friends.
I wondered what the minister of St. Peter's Episcopal Church had said
about her, but then I recalled that the Episcopal funeral service, unlike
the Methodist and Baptist ones I was used to, didn't call for a eulogy.
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Even if be had talked about her, I'd bet my month's paycheck that he
mentioned the big event in her life, though I'm sure that everybody who knew her either remembered it or had heard about it.
I only met her because I happened to be available-though, like
-one
else in St. Clare, I had always known who she was and had
seen her now and then when she came into town. She lived all her life
in the 'new" Argenbright place, built by her father in 1893, a huge gothic
pile of stone designed to look like a castle, complete with two turrets and
a captain's walk from which we could imagine old Mr. Argenbright
pouring boiling pitch down onto the heads of anyone who attacked his
front door. There wasn't a moat, though there should have been, nor
were there holes in the walls for mounting cannon, but to my friends
and me it was as grand and foreboding as Mont St. Michel would have
been. It certainly stood several cuts above the St. Clare County Court
Building, though the latter did have the advantage of being capped by a
bronze statue of Justice, blindfolded and holding out her scales.
The Argenbrights, who had controlled St. Clare since the middle of
the 19th century, revolved in circles far above my parents and their
friends, though my father worked at one time for young Mr. John Argenbright-Miss Malinda's brother-and I always felt touched by some
special band of providence whenever he passed us on the street, always
tipping his hat to Mother if she was with us, and said to Father in impressive tones, mice day, Herbert." Our encounter always ended there,
since the observation hardly invited discussion, but Father always
managed to say, "It certainly is," or sometimes, 'We can't complain at
d
l
,
' which seemed to me much the profounder reply, and we would
continue walking, buoyed by a sudden sense of the rightness and the
order of things in general. Miss Malinda, unlike her brother, rarely
came out of the house. There were stories around which tried to explain
that: one version had it that she had been in love with the Randolphs'
eldest son who had been killed in the closing days of the war in Europe
and that she had shut herself up to m o m for him the rest of her life.
But on the few occasions I saw her, she looked happy enough. It seemed
to me that if the story were true, she would wear black veils and faint
occasionally in public. It also occurred to me that she ought to appear
at sunset on the captain's walk and gaze towards the east or maybe
hang a lantern in one of the turrets. Father said that the stories were
nonsense and that she stayed inside because there wasn't anything for
her to do outside. But he was the exception.
Early in 1933,when I was twelve, I managed to get a job delivering
the St. Clare Endeavor to the homes in the neighborhood surrounding
tpdo't

tbe .%enbright place. The Argenbrights themselves-by

this time old
hlr. .Menbright was dead and Miss Malinda and her brother lived there
done-took two papers, one to be delivered at the front door for the
mnen, one at the back door for Florrie, the Irish cook, and her husband
I)amie who sewed the family as houseman and yardman. No one else
in town had imported servants, and it was Florrie and Dennie, therefore,
abo helped set the Argenbright household apart from the other good
families. One morning in Aprd, Dennie, a thin sallow middle-aged man
h
e looks and actions denied everyone's image of Irishmen, was
raiting for me on the back steps.
"Iiiss Malinda wants a boy to help her in the garden." He pronounced
it 'gaarden," but with a sullen slur which sounded inauthentic compared
to the voice my father used whenever he told one of his Pat and Mike
*es. "It's a quarter an afternoon she's offering, two afternoons a week.
Sbe wants to know would you he interested?
A quarter twice a week was in those days and at my age a magnificent
Plary, as much as I made a week delivering papers every day, Saturday
d Sunday incIuded. So I have to admit that my primary motivation
in accepting the offer was greed. The thought of the money caused me
llot to consider at all that I was at the same time being given the chance
to meet-to actually work for-Miss Malinda Argenbright, the mysterious
.\!is
Malinda who cloistered herself in her father's castle, who exposed
herself to the public eye rarely more than twice a week-once when she
ralked to St. Peter's Church on Sunday, once when Dennie drove her
to the Ransoms for dinner on Wednesday, Abigail Ransm having been
her closest friend from childhood, the only friend, in fact, she seemed to
have. It shouId have struck me more, for she was a recluse and merely
staying at home had given her an air of mystery, as I've said. But that
was before I had become totally romantic, and the money-or the thought
of it-blotted out everything else.
Both my parents agreed that I was right to accept the offer. My
father thought that, if it turned out that I had to work more than two days
n week for the Argenbrights, I should give up my paper route, hut Mother
declared that I could do both, especially since we didn't know how
permanent my gardening job would be. She added that, on the other
band, there was always the possibility that if I made a really good impression, Miss Malinda, seeing that I was a bright promising boy, might
'do something" for me. "After all, she has no one but her brother, and
she's well past thirty and, living all locked up the way she does, she's
not likely to ever get married and have her own children. Why wouldn't
sbe maybe do something for Richie2"

%ranger things have happened," Father said, "but less strange

thine;r have not happened. Let's not count on it just yet." He looked at me
for a s

d and then crossed his eyes to make me laugh. After he left

tbe ktchen to wash up for supper, Mother, ladling the soup into bowls
and nodding her head like an angel who's in on the will of God, whispered co&dentially, "Stranger things have happened. You do your best
and then just wait and see."
Though I had every intention of doing my best, my &st a£temoon
in Miss Malinda's employ didn't start well. My best friend, Dewey
Walker, was the son of a dentist who had always w a n d to travel but
who instead had married Dewey's mother, had Dewey and three other
sons, and taken out a subscription to the Ndional Geographic. Once a
month it came with pictures of balloonists, maps of cities 06 dead civilizations, and photographs of nahves of Africa, South America, and the
South Seas. And often-quite often-the women in those pictures were
naked or, at least, as Dewey and I phrased it in our struggling modest
way, "bare of bosom." So when Dewey pulled me aside at lunch and
said, T h e National Geographic came. Polynesian beauties," I forgot all
about Miss Malinda. After school I went home with Dewey. When I did
remember-half an hour after our appointment time-I ran the six
blocks to the Argenbright place. She was already at work with a shovel
and mattock, doing the work which had obviously been designed for me
to do. I could usually get away with things like that by blaming Dewey,
but my stammering apology didn't go very far with Miss Malinda. I
soon discovered that she believed deeply in promptness but that she was
a thorough skeptic when it came to excuses.
"Young man," she said, turning over the earth with incisive stabs
of the shovel, "we agreed through our mutual friend Mr. O'Neil that you
were to be here at 3 o'clock to help me garden." (Unlike Demie, she
pronounced it "gyarden," and for some reason that made me more uncomfortable, as though she were making fun of me.) "If you wish to
continue under the terms of our agreement, you will arrive promptly.
Otherwise, I shall look elsewhere for assistance. Is that clear?" As she
asked the question, she looked at me and smiled, then stepped out of the
flower bed. I murmured a quick 'Yes ma'am," took the shovel from her,
and began digging as if I had entered a race.
After a few minutes of silence, she intempted me. "Young man, you
are working in my h e r garden. We shall plant today these twelve
peonies which I have arranged here in order. We shall not-today or any
other day-bury a body. Or perhaps you thought yourself to be digging
a well?"

I looked down and saw to my horror that in fact, while I was
fmiously wing to make up for lost time, I had dug a trench almost two
feet long and a foot deep. The dirt was spilling out of the bed onto the
pRkctly groomed gravel walk which ran beside the garden.
9 t can be rectified," she said, %ut do remember, 'All things in
moderation,' even holes in the ground." Then she laughed, not a real
Lo& actually, but a sound like someone singing in public under her
breath because she wants to keep it to herself. I think I fell in love with
bR at that moment. At least, it's that picture of her which--except for
m e other-is most vivid to me even now. She had on a straw hat-not a
W e one with ribbons like those that women wore when they were
p&ending to work-hut a heavy plain one, worn to keep the sun off in
ewest and extending floppily out on both sides over her shoulders. She
had turned up the front of the brim, and her forehead was smudged
rbae she had drawn the back of her gloved hand across it. Years latertbe last time I was to see her-she would grow fat and her features
coarsen and blur, but at that time she had only begun to grow plump, and
b a d e , to my eyes, had a softness, even a sensuality, which her gardenhg eostum+sweater, buky print dress, heavy black shoes that an older
rrman might have worn--could not neutralize.
"Yes ma'am," I said, hut this time I felt good saying it, and began
ID repair the damage. The afternoon went smoothly and quickly from
that point. I dug up the hard ground, carried peat moss and manure,
bclped her to space the peonies, and at the end of ,the afternoon she
W e d me a Hty-cent piece. But it was the image of Miss Malinda which
I d y canied home with me that evening, and it was surprising, almost
shocking, when Mother said, "Fifty cents1 What did I tell you? She's
going to do something for you. Maybe provide for your education even."
-4s it turned out, except for giving me a half dollar twice a week for
tbe remainder of that spring and half the summer, Miss Malinda never
did do anything for me in the way Mother hoped for, and when I did
finalh. get to college it was thanks to the United States taxpayers, who
were so gateful that I had saved them from the Nazis that they paid my
ray, more or less, to Florida State University to study social work. In
return for that favor, I have been sewing the citizens of Malyland ever
since by keeping only the proper people on their welfare rolls. But my
life--at least after 1 9 4 6 h a s nothing to do with Miss Malinda. It has
been a normal life, dull and routine for the most part.
One day in mid-July I amved late in the afternoon: on the really
hot summer days there was little to do in the garden except repair work
--teeping ahead of the weeds, checking the rose bushes for beetles and

blight, watering-and Miss Malinda had suggested starting late in the
ahemam and working until shortly before dinnertime. As we worked,
she would talk tom+ I had become "Richard" rather than 'Young man"
by then-asking me about my family, my friends, my plans for the
futnre. It was never particularly probing conversation, since she had
a sense of privacy which extended even to children, and I can remember
it only in the vaguest detail. But it was inevitably pleasant, going over
the same comments and questions and responses as the garden week by
week changed around us, jonquils and tulips giving way to iris, columbine
and peonies, and they in turn giving way to lemon and orange day lilies,
summer chrysanthemums, dahlias, and roses (which Miss Malinda scmpulously referred to, not as roses, but as Harison's Yellow, Lareine
Victoria and Chapeau de NapolBon).
When I arrived that day, Miss Malinda was sitting on one of the
white wrought-iron chairs which studded the lawn, and at fist I thought
she was talking to herself, leaning back against the chair and fanning
herself with a handkerchief. Then, however, I saw someone else-a mansitting to her left in the shade cast by the huge lilac bushes which marked
the border of the garden area. He was dressed entirely in whitpanama suit and white shoes--except for a bright blue and red tie which
revealed itself to me whenever he turned to look at Miss Malinda. He
was drawing complacently on a cigar, occasionally flicking an ash onto
the lawn. I noted with disapproval that he was slouching in his chair.
Now and then he would smile, or nod his head, or murmur a word or two,
hut she was doing almost a11 the talking. And it was that which struck me
immediately, even more than the fact that she was wearing a gauzy blue
dress obviously not suited for gardening: she seemed flushed, excited,
almost irritable in her words and motions, turning her head with every
other sentence to look at him, then fanning herself, then looking towards
the windows of the house. Even her laughter had changed. It was louder
and more explosive, and it was unpleasant, like glass breaking. For the
first time in that place, I felt like an intruder, but because Miss Malinda
had not told me to stay home that day, I found it impossible either to
announce myself or leave. So I stood there waiting to be noticed,
examining the laces in my tennis shoes and counting the bricks in the
low wall which ran around the patio, now and then glancing towards the
couple in the garden. Finally, it was the man who saw me.
Well, who do we have here?" His voice was jovial and commanding.
He was obviously accustomed to being paid attention to. Although he
left no doubt that he expected an answer, I couldn't reply, not because I
was embarrassed, as I had been that fist day in April with Miss Malinda,

L.t because I was frightened and, more than that, confused by the inqpropriateness of his presence there. Looking back, I think it was his
ciar which seemed most out-of-place, especially the careless way he
=
a
dit as he spoke and twisted the fallen ashes into the grass with the
be of his white shoe.
'Richardl" Miss Malinda called. Why, it's Richard. Come and meet
d e r friend of mine. Richard, this is Mr. Hugh M a ~ i from
s
Alexandria. He's in St. Clare visiting the Ransoms and has been kind enough
(D drop by this afternoon to ease me of the dullness of this hot day. He
ha been greatly admiring our handiwork, and I have been telling him
rfrat a great help you have been to me and how fortunate my brother
md I have been to h d such a h e young man with such a green thumb."
She paused, and in the silence Mr. Mannis looked at me and winked.
I stand back without blinking, but I couldn't believe what I had seen:
bt was making fun of her, I was certain of that. But she--it was inconarivable to me that she could talk that way, giddily and awkwardly. Hearh g her made me want to cry, because I knew that, all the while she was
e
g to me, she was W g with him. Years later, when I was in
I%@ school, I dated a pretty red-haired girl named Harriet Morgan, who
kd a nasty-tempered little Pomeranian. One day when his yipping had
b m w e particularly insistent, she scooped him up in her arms and
stroked his ears: 9 s wittle Wu-Fu angry because Richie is sitting in his
cbair? Wu-Fu shouldn't be like that because Richie wooes him, just
hie Harriet does, isn't that so?" I realized then that my affair with
Harriet had gone as far as it was going to go. I stopped going by to see
b e and
~ phoning her. I heard that she was angry and wanted an explanation, but how could I explain that my decision had less to do with her
than with Miss Malinda and Mr. Hugh Mannis?
To Miss Malinda I said sternly, "I just came by to tell you that I
can't come by today."
"But you silly little thing1 Isn't that funny, Mr. Mannis? Richard says
be can't come by, but he har come by. Now, Richard, we are just
sitting here waiting for Florrie to bring us down something cold to
drink.It's much too hot to work this afternoon, so you just stay right here
md have some lemonade or whatever she is fixing to bring us."
But I couldn't have stayed there if she had offered me a Fourth of
Jnly picnic with heworks and carnival rides. Mr. Mannis was looking at
the rose bed and running his hand slowly up and down his lapel, but
every few seconds he would cut his eyes towards me and I knew he was
inviting me to laugh with him. Finally, he dropped his cigar and gouged
it into the grass with his heel.

I felt angry and betrayed. I said that my mother had been taken
sick and needed a steady hand to nurse her, and I ran across the patio,
up the stone steps and around the side of the house. Mr. Argenbright was
standing on the front steps talking to Dennie, who was shaking his head

back and forth as if he were agreeing to some terrible tmth. When I
reached the front lawn, Mr. Argenbright called me.
"Boy1 Is Miss Malinda in the back?"
"Yes, sir."
"Aren't you going to help her today?"
"No sir. She . . . she has a visitor."
"Oh? Well, it's hardly polite for me to ignore my sister's friends, is it?"
He turned back into the house, and I found myself looking at Dennie.
Well, go on now. There's no sense in your being here when you're not
needed. Get along with you."
Mother, of course, knew all about Mr. Mamis. He was in the hardware business in Alexandria and, while not wealthy, he was "comfortable." He was a friend of the Ransoms' cousins and had met the Ransoms
at Christmas the year before, bad been invited to visit them, and had
come to spend a week or two in St. Clare. Mother understood him to
have had some brush with scandal: "Nothing like divorce or anything
even more disreputable. The Ransoms wouldn't have invited him in that
case. But there was a lady, from a very old family, who they say gave him
her promise, only to be thrown over." It was Mother's understanding, too,
that she had later, out of remorse and the agony of a broken heart,
married beneath her, which was the Protestant southerner's equivalent of
entering a oonvent. I determined to have nothing more to do with Miss
Malinda until she came to her senses. I felt guilty about that decision,
especially since I thought she ought to be warned about the Bluebeard
who was threatening her, but I couldn't decide how to do it: writing an
anonymous letter seemed cowardly, yet I wasn't brave enough to confront
her directly. Besides, she had hurt my feelings. I decided not to go hack
to the Argenbright place until she sent for me. If she made the fist move,
then I would forgive her and warn her about the danger she was in. I t
was my fist experience being jilted, and I prided myself on my nobility.
Within a week, however, my problem was solved in what seemed to
me for a little while an eminently satisfacto~yfashion: Mr. Mannis packed
up his cigars and his white shoes and returned to Alexandria. But I had
no time to relish my pleasure before I heard the story, which Mother
confided to Father and me that night at supper, that Miss Malinda had
been "thrown over, just like that lady in Alexandria." That, of course,

-;-d
evaything. Like some hideous ogre, he had come leering and
into Miss Malinda's life and had destroyed its peaceful inno-.-.
while I had stocd idly by. I had not protected her when she needed
-. *don.
I resolved to appear before her the next day, confess my
:2 : - - ~ .
and beg for a second chance. I rehearsed the scene over and over
! a : :3y in bed that night, and I did not go to sleep until I had s a M e d
-2
that the dialogue was perfect.
7 h next day was a Thursday, one of our regular gardening days,
'e=hen I arrived at the appointed time, Miss Malinda was not in the
&. where our scene of reconciliation was supposed to be played. I
i-fi-ied on the back door and Demie answered. "Miss Malinda says to
r-- y a her
~ regrets and to say that she will not be needing your help
.-i
And to give you this." He handed me a ten dollar bill.
l?mx nights later I was sitting on our front steps pretending to
+?'c
and trying to figure out what I could do to get to talk to Miss
>',' +a Despite the fact that the sun had gone h,
the temperature
*- -%mw3 in the 9Us, and I found it hard to come up with anything
IT ->L
I had just smck on the scheme of pretending that I had seen
t -xw of beetles over the town (though I wasn't sure they traveled in
r r m ) and had rushed over to warn her to do something to protect
b- 19swhen Dewey Walker came running up the street shouting.
W e , come on1 You've got to see it1 Miss Argenbright!"
Fy the time I reached the Argenbright place, I had outdistanced
-by
a block. There was a large group of people--twenty or twenty<-.- rC them-standing in the street looking up towards the top of the
?,At first I thought it must be a fire, but then I heard the music:
++ '?hnce of the Sugar Plum Fairies." And there in the windows of one
-? - h e huge stone turrets, like some exotic fish performing behind the
fm of an aquarium, was Miss Malinda, illuminated by a lamp which
C* bd covered with red paper, dancing. She held her arms out straight
h5a shoulders as she moved forward, then brought them up to form
t ?EC
over her head as she pirouetted before dancing back in the opposite
Lzeim. She had loosened her hair so that it hung around her shoulders
B! r 5 c had placed a flower-it looked from that distance like a red
, < L 5 i h i n d her ear. A long scarf, either white or pink, trailed behind
Ic a she glided around the circular room. When the music ended, she
r
walked to the window, where she had set a record player on the
-I;'-.
made a downward motion with her hand-it looked like part of
-i+
d-4
the music started again. This time it was the "Habanera"
ic C m m q and she began a sedate flamenco, clapping her hands above
%%T
Ldand then snapping her fingers in imitation of castanets. Halfway
-1.3
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hwgh the aria, she removed the dahlia from behind her ear and put it
lmgtbways between her teeth. When the music ended a second time,
she repeated the downward motion of her hands, and we heard the
Tchaikovsky again as she placed the flower behind her ear and began
again her graceful pirouettes. What was most surprising-what I am
convinced kept everyone in the crowd from laughing-was that she was
naked from the waist up.
At 10 o'clock sharp the music ended for the last time-she had
apparently timed it perfectly-and she turned off the light. It was over.
I was proud of her, so fiercely proud that even Dewey must have
sensed it, for he didn't joke about her dancing or her being naked, which
ordinarily would have been a perfect subject for Dewey's wit. All he
said was, "Jesus, can you beat that?" "It was just like Lady Godiva," I
said. I wanted to add that she was also like a princess in a tower, but I
knew that I couldn't trust Dewey's sense of humor, which had been under
pretty much of a strain that night, so I kept quiet.
The performance was repeated three nights running. Mother-like
most of the rest of the respectable people in St. Clare-was incensed,
not so much because Miss Malinda had done what she had done, but
because the authorities allowed her to continue doing it. The authorities
-that is, Mr. Martin, the police chiefsaid everything which could be
done was being done and that Mr. Argenbright, who was frantic himself,
had promised that it would be taken care of. But each night the crowd
grew larger and Miss Malinda floated in her red light while her Victrola
swelled scratchily with ballet music which was vaguely reminiscent of
Christmas and with the Spanish song which announced in French that
love is a rebel bird. On the fourth night, the music was mufaed behind
closed windows, and the windowpanes themselves were covered with
white paint. But the crowd still gathered, knowing that up in her turret
Miss Malinda, blocked off from public view, continued to move around
and around, in perfect time.
One week later even the music stopped. A few die-hards kept showing up two or three nights after that, but finally even the most faithful
had to admit that the spectacle was over.
After thaf of course, Miss Argenbright never came out, not even to
church or to the Ransoms. Nor, in the years which followed, could I ever
think of any reason to go by to see her. Then the war came, just in time
for me. My father died of a heart attack only two weeks before I had to
leave for camp. In 1942 Mother wrote me a letter telling me that Mr.
John Argenbright had died of a liver ailment: "You have no idea how
much he drank," she observed. "None of us did. You neoer know."

After my mustering out, I returned to St. Clare for the summer
h k c beading for Florida and higher education. Out of whim, or out of
.ar unde6ned need, but still without any real reason, I went-again on

r k !afternoon-to the Argenbright place. A new maid, a black woman
a 1 &e dress which I at fist took for a nurse's uniform, answered the
5nr. The O'Neils, who had stuck out what everyone called "the

I

L-rmbn'ght scandal," had &ally left during the war, seduced by the
offered by a munitions plant in Tennessee. When I gave her my
the woman let me in at once, as though I were expected, but she
m-sd to think that I was up to no good, and she told me to stay in
5 cutranee foyer while she went to announce me. I walked to the rear
w tfr foyer, which ran the length of the house, and looked out the
= w b w to the garden. It was not exactly as I remembered it-there
ccr3cd to be more boxwoods and azaleas and fewer summer flowersk was in perfect order. I was disappointed, for I had expected that
t rmld have fallen into disrepair. I walked back to the middle of the
rmmars room, and as I looked around, I saw my reflection in the gilt
over the keplace. I was fascinated with that vision of myself,
w-i t
k green and white wallpaper, the white wainscotting, and the
.n
. antury painting-a Constable-like landscap~ervingas back& I felt like the principal figure in a painting myself, 'Young Man
t !hwing Room" perhaps. Or like an illustration in a best-selling
:
Tonchalantly he waited for her to enter the room." Noticing
& tbere was an ashtray on one of the tables, I lit a cigarette and
racbcd myself inhale and exhale the white smoke. As I smoked, I
n t e d holding the cigarette in different ways, between my fist
t- !%gets, pinched between my thumb and index finger, dangling from

-.

*
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-Richardl" Miss Malinda's voice made me drop the cigarette on the
rug I was standing on. By impulse I stepped on it to put it out,
rralized what I had done. I bent over to pick it up and tried to
4 away the small hole. Miss Malinda seemed not to have noticed
ri* hnd happened. '"Vanity may not be the worst of sins, but such
&te
self-admiration can be catastrophic. I am certain that you
hnr h a d of Narcissus."
I thought at fist that she meant the flower, and I could see her for
-t
in her straw hat holding up a bunch of the tiny white and
blossoms, but almost immediately I understood what she meant
ra! t
k beusion vanished and I was looking at a sho* very stocky lady
r i Sman dress. Had I seen her anywhere else, I would have recognized
-a1

*

her still as Miss Malinda, but only by her smile and the slow, dignified
movement of her hands.
She took my a m and led me into the large front parlor of the house.
Feeling her hand's pressure made me realize that I had nothing to say
to her-a plain, middle-aged lady who smelled of starch and lavender.
But that made no difference: she had something to say to me. As she
spoke, in fact, I began to think that she had memorized it, that it was
a set piece prepared for my return to the castle. But only the &st part
referred to me and our relationship; the rest could have been spoken to
anyone, and I wondered how many times she had repeated it. She sat
with her hands folded, primly.
"Ihave been waiting for you to come to see me, for I wish to release
myself from two debts. First, I do owe you an apology for terminating
our business contract without granting you a personal interview. My
brother always said that the cardinal rule of good business, and of
friendship, was to deal with people openly, face-to-face. Second, I wish
to tell you, because you were in a way involved, that I was not 'abandoned' by Mr. Mannis, as public wisdom would have it, nor did I voluntarily end our relationship. My brother objected strongy--extremely so,
I might say-to our proposed engagement. I have never insisted that
my desires should take precedence over those of my family." She paused.
T t is often dscult to do what is right, but I believe that one should
always attempt to do one's best. To do what is required."
And that was all she said about it. Though my visit lasted twenty
minutes or so, we talked, as we used to do that spring and summer of
1933, only about inconsequential things: how I was feeling, where I
had been during the war, what I was planning to study in college. Now
and then, I felt a horrible impulse to say something about dancing or
ballet or the naked truth, but I didn't, of course, and I now think that
it wouldn't have bothered her if I had.
When I said good-bye to her, I promised to try and get around to
see her again before the end of the summer, but I never went back.
Too much had changed. I had to admit to myself, fnrthermore, that I
had gone there, partly at least, out of curiosity, and I realized that I
would never understand precisely what had caused her to invite public
ridicule, as she must have known she was doing all that week. I did
see, bemuse of what she told me, that everyone had been wrong in
assuming that her d&g
in the window was a result simply of sorrow
at having been betrayed. I had been right to feel proud of her, because
her act was one of defiance, directed both against her brother and the

But there was more to it than that: she must have been telling
something, something different from what her words ever said to me,
- to anybody else.
.\s I walked down the front steps, I thought of Miss Malinda's
?xes as a gardener: she was ruthless in ripping out or digging up
--ers which didn't "do." 'We are after the total effect," she always
:1. Once in that brief summer, though, one of the columbine plants
:.ich she had had brought over from the Ransoms as wlute turned out to
purple-heavy, dark, almost breathing purple. "It will not do in the
- < s tof this pink and white," she said. "But just this once we shall let
loom." And so we did. It bloomed wildly, out of place and assertively.
.:t when the flowers had faded, she had me dig it up and throw it away.
1: i.s beautiful. I t really is. But it must go, Richard, so that the rest may
-~trish."
Today I received a letter from Miss Malinda3slawyers. Lucile was
.:.iting with it in her hand when I got home from work. Though she
---d to hide the fact, I know that she was disappointed when I read it
her. I was informed that all of Miss Argenhright's estate had been left
St. Peter's Episcopal Church, with two exceptions. As soon as I a 1
:the proper forms and return them, I shall receive her Victrola and
1- gilt mirror which hung in her enbance foyer.
:i of us.

:
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THE POET AS HUMANITARIAN:
RANDALL JARRELL'S LITERARY CRITICISM AS
SELF-REVELATION
JANETS ~ T A N I A N
Relnctantly providing "Answers to Questions" posed by John Ciardi
in his 1950 anthology of Mid-Century American Poets, Randall Jmell

. .

irately asserted that "To write . about one's own poetry is extremely
unpleasant and unnatural."' He was willing to say something about his
audience or about the oral quality, subjects, imagery, and meter of his
poems, but regarded a request to make a statement "about the ethicalphilosophical relation of the poet to his writing" perfectly supeduons,
since "My poems show what this relation actually is for me; what I say
it should be matters less." In fact, despite the considerable amounts of
criticism which Jarrell published-three collections, and approximately
fifty additional essays and reviews-and in contrast to the close attention
which he turned to the work of other writers, he rarely wrote about his
own poetry. His one detailed piece of self-analysis is his extremely useful
account of "The Woman at the Washington Zoo," which is printed in
~ one can hardly fault
Brooks and Warren's Understanding P o e t ~ y .And
him for otherwise refusing to be a self-critic, since his analyses of other
writers implicitly attest to his understanding of the distinction between
stated and achieved intention. At the same time, however, a reading of
his literary criticism shows that in discussiug and, especially, in evaluating
the work of other writers, Jarrell was expressing his own ideas about the
nature and uses of poetry. For Jarrell, whose criticism is committed and
opinionated rather than coolly detached, writing about other writers was
an informal and implicit way of worldng out a poetics of his own, and
one in which "the ethical-philosophical relation of the poet to his writing"
was of supreme importance.
In criticism early and late-whether he writes about favorites Iike
Whitman, Frost, Yeats, Williams, and Ransom, discusses poets such as
Auden and Stevens about whom his opinions shifted drastically, or deals
with a writer like MacLeish for whom he harbored disdain-Jmell
sounds over and over a note very important to his own work: one of the
modem poet's most important subjects should he real, that is, ordinary
Mid-Centt~yAmerican Poets (New York: Twawe, 1950), p. 184.
2Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warre% eds., Understanding Poaty, 3rd
ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1960), pp. 531-38.
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JARRELL'S
CRITICISM
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men and women, and their "everyday affairs of life and dea;h." R o b e r t
Frost, whose acceptance as a serious poet was largely precipitated by
Jarrell's 1947 aud 1952 essays on him, was for Jarrell "the greatest of the
poets of this century"* precisely because of his fidelity to such
affairs. Delivering a lecture on "Fifty Years of American Poetry" at the
Sational Poetry Festival in Washington, D. C., in October, 1962, and
speaking in terms which echo the earlier Frost essays, Jarrell declared
that
Frost's virtues are extraordinary. No other living poet has written so
well about the actions of ordinary men; his wonderful dramatic
monologues or dramatic scenes come out of a knowledge that few
poets have had, and they are written in a verse that uses, sometimes
with absolute mastery, the rhythms of actual speech. I t is hard to
overestimate the effect of this exact, spaced-out, prosaic movement,
whose objects have the tremendous strength . . of things merely
put down and left to speak for themselves. . Frost's seriousness
and honesty; the bare sorrow with which, sometimes, things are
accepted as they are, neither exaggerated nor explained away; the
many, many poems in which there are real people with their real
speech and real thoughts and real emotions-all this, in conjunction
with so much subtlety and exactness, makes the reader feel that he
is not in a book but a world, and a world that has in common with
his own some of the things that are most important in both.5

.

. .

I t is no surprise to hear Jarrell praise Frost for dramatizing the
"actions of ordinary men," "the rhythm of actual speech," and the
acceptance in '%are sorrow" of "things
as they are" in poetry that is
more like "a world" than "a book," for these are as central to Frost's
poetry as they are to Jarrell's. What is perhaps more pertinent is that in
writing about poets quite unlike Frost, Jarrell tends to praise or condemn
on the basis of similar preoccupations. He is particularly concerned with
stressing a poet's allegiance to comnlonplace esistence and his recognition
of the very limited power which men and women have over their lives.
Thus Jarrell praises John Crowe Ransom's poetry for being "not modernist' poetry at all," and finds it "remarkable how much narrative, dramatic,

. ..

8 From Jamell's review of Eleanor Ross Taylor's Wilderness of Ladies, in his
The Third Book o f Criticism (New York: Farrar, Shaus and Giroux, 1969), p. 216.
4 "Fifly Years of American Poetry," in The Third Book, p. 300.

6 Ibid.
0

P o w and the Age (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1953), p. 92.

non-lyric, not-highbrow [sic] interest the best poems have."? In the
poems of William Carlos Williams, as in Ransom's, Jarrell looks for
"generosity and sympathy, . . moral and human attractiveness."
These terms, with others like "tenderness," "pity," and "affection,"
appear frequently in reviews and essays in which Jarrell is enthusiastic
about his subject (he is never merely indifferent). They have very little
to do with a concept of the poet as rebel, seer, or creator of &acts, but
much to do with a definition of the poet as humanitarian and representative spokesman of his age. Jarrell titled one essay "The Development of
Yeats's Sense of Reality," and in it concentrated on this aspect of Yeats's
work almost to the exclusion of his symbolism, belief in the occult,
concept of the mask, or visionary creation of his Sacred Book of the Arts.
For Jarrell, Yeats's greatness lies in the fact that

.

he discovered a philosophical and historical system by which history
itself, the universe itself, made the present change into the past.
Now, instead of rejecting or escaping from the modem world, the
process of history; instead of accepting it under compulsion, full of
doubt and hatred; he could fully accept it, urge it violently on.
History, politics, the modem world became enormously meaningful
for Yeats, became materials that he could accept and use as finally
important. And it was in this way that Yeats escaped from the
greatest weakness of modernist poetry, the modern poet's highly
specialized relationship to contemporary life: his rejection of the
present, his inability to write about the life of his own times (which
is, in the end, his only material) as anything but a special case, an
aberration, a degenerati~n.~
The praise, while accurate, is couched in terms which many readers of
Yeats would find startling. They would argue that Yeats's creation, in
A Vision, of a cosmology which allowed him to "accept and use" modem
history, not as "an aberration" but as part of an inevitable pattern of
universal cyclical change, is the result of his "highly specialized relationship to contemporary life."
What "the modem world in general means to Jarrell is clear from
other essays. Implicitly comparing himself with Theodore Roethke in
the 1962 National Poetry Festival address, Jarrell says that Roethke's
reader "is struck by what the world of his poems is full of or entirely
7

Ibid... .
0. 93.

8

Ibid., p. 226.
Reoiew, 7 (Winter 1941),665.

9 Solahern

lacking in; plants and animals, soil and weather, sex, ontogeny, and the
unconscious swarm over the reader, but he looks in vain for hydrogen
bombs, world wars, Christianity, money, ordinary social observations, his
everyday moral doubts." lo Later in the talk Jarrell generalizes again in
similar terms. Most poets, even good ones, he says, "no longer have the
heart to write about what is most terrible in the world of the present:
the bombs waiting beside the rockets, the hundreds of millions staring
into the temporaly shelter of their television sets, the decline of the West
that seems less a decline than the fall preceding an e~plosion."~'For
Jarrell what is "most terrible" is what is most important, and what is
most important is the large-scale social and historical circumstances which
affect us all, rather than the joys and obsessions which may engage us
only as private individuals. In effect, Jarrell is asking Roethke to write
different poetry, poetry about Jarrell's own favorite subjects: war and a
peace that is unful6Uing; soldiers and typically American, middle-class,
middle-aged men and women.
Jarrell's reactions to Wallace Stevens are also instructive. In his 1951
essay "Reflections on Wallace Stevens," a quite hostile and witty overview
of the poetry between Harmonium (1923) and The Rock (1954), he
l2
decried Stevens' tendency to be "philosophical, abstract, rational.
"Poetry is a bad medium for philosophy," Jarrell says, and goes on:

. . ."

When the fist thing that Stevens can find to say of the Supreme
Fiction is that "it must he abstract," the reader protests, "Why, even
Hegel called it a concrete universal";
Stevens had the weakness
of thinking of particulars as primarily illustrations of general
truths, or else as aesthetic, abstracted objects, simply there to be
contemplated; he often treats things or lives so that they seem no
more than generalizations of an unprecedentedly low order. . . .
As a poet Stevens has every gift but the dramatic. I t is the lack
of immediate contact with lives that hurts his poetry more than
anything else, that has made it easier and easier for him to abstract,
to philosophize, to treat the living dog that wags its tail and bites
you as the. . "cyclindrical arrangement of brown and white" of the
aesthetician analyzing that great painting, the world.l3

...

...

.

Jarrell's vehemence and verbosity are revealing. For him it is impor+antthat the poet dramatize modern history as it is lived on a daily basis
10 The

Third Book, D.
326.
~

Ibid., p. 333.
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by quite commonplace people; "The World Is Everything that Is the
Caye," he called one section of his Selected Poems (1955). Consequently
he suspects generalizations, aesthetic or otherwise, because they imply
considerable distance between poet and subject, while a sympathetic and
"immediate contact with lives" should reveal itself in details, particulars,
the opposite of the abstract. For Jarrell, an abstract generalization is
tantamount to ignorant and elitist condescension.
None of this means that Jarrell's concern for the ordinary automatically includes praise for it. In the first place, Jarrell saw human life as
essentially unheroic and limited: a matter of powerlessness, solitude, and
a constant need for change, for escape from the destructiveness and
meagerness of one's existence. This need for change is never satisfied
in actual life (except perhaps ironically, as when the life-long cry for
transcendence is finally answered by the decline into old age), but is
answered only temporarily, in dreams, memories, myths, and in the
contemplation or creation of works of art. In the second place, despite
his interest in and sympathy for them, Jarrell recognized with wry understanding that the people he wrote about in his poems, though in the
main products of universal education, are not people who read his or
anybody else's poetry, or if they do, read it for the wrong reasons. He
knows that they are rarely touched by genuine art of any kind, but instead
rely upon the distractions of kitsch, middlebrow entertainment, and a
massive consumerism which even they often recognize as meaningless
and insufficient.14
For Jarrell, unlike many other writers, this constitutes a genuine
problem. His subject and his audience should be one, yet they are not.
Jarrell puts the problem in poetic terms in "A Conversation with the
Devil."It takes "uncommon" readers, the speaker knows, to recognize
that the poet's best function is T o see things as they are, to make them
what they might be." The "artful, common, unindulgent others" are
readers who want to be able to say of a work of literature, "Not like a
book at all. .Beats life." l5 Such readers demand that the poet dramatize
or narrate a complacent and flattering acceptance of people and events.

..

14 Jarrell parodies universal education in the dialogue called 'The Schools of
Testeryew" from A Sad Heart at the S u v m r k e t : Essays and Fables (New York:
.!,thenem, 1967), pp. 43-63. See also "A Girl in a Library," "The Night before the
S i ~ h before
t
Christmas," "Next Day," "In Montecito," "Three Bills," and the second
ci h r o poems called "Hope" in The Complete Poems (New Pork: Farrar, Straus and

G~T?LS 1965).
Tiic Complete Poems, pp. 29-33.

They correspond to what Jarrell defines as the audience for Snstant
Literature," which-"whether . . a soap opera, a Broadway play, or a
historical, sexual best seller-tells us always that life is not only what we
wish it, but also what we think it." lWomparing Jarrell's essays with his
poem, one sees a paradox emerging. Intelligent readers, the only ones
worth writing for, are "uncommon" and "few." The more numerous,
"common . others" see no line between literature and life; or, rather,
the less line they see, the better they like the literature. Yet in his criticism
of other poets, Jarrell uses as a standard of judgment fidelity to precisely
the same commonplace multitudes whom he criticizes in this poem. And
in praising Frost for making the reader "feel that he is not in a book but
a world, and a world that has in common with his own some of the things
that are most important in both," Jarrell himself skirts dangerously close
to saying of Frost's work that it is "Not like a book at all.
Beats life."
How clearly Jarrell recognized this paradox is not clear. What is
clear is that he expressed over and over again, in verse and prose, his
unqualified dismay at the diminution of the reading public in modem
America, and the consequent disappearance of the poet. His sense of
the poet's invisibility is stressed in some of his best-known essays, such
as "The Obscurity of the Modem Poet" and "The Age of Criticism" in
Poety and the Age (1955); or T h e Intellectual in America," "The Taste
of the Age," "A Sad Heart at the Supermarket," and ''Poets, Critics, and
Readers," in A Sad Heart a t the Supermarket (1962). Reflecting on the
tale of the philosopher Diogeues being visited by Alexander the Great
(the latter asked if there was anything he could do for Diogenes: "'Yes,'
said the philosopher, 'you can get out of my light'"), Jarrell cornIi;cnts:
"when our age, our country, listens to the story of how Alexander stood
in Diogenes' light, it asks perplexedly: 'What was he doing there? Why
should a statesman, a general, make a sort of pilgrimage to a povertystricken philosopher, an intellectual of the most e c c e u ~ ckind? We
wouldn't. Most of us distrust intellectuals as such: We feel that they
must be abnormal, or else they wouldn't be intellectual^."^' In a less
humorous vein, he sums up his position in "A Sad Heart at the Supermarket": "Mass culture either corrupts or isolates the writer. . . True
works of art are more and more produced away from or in opposition to
society. And yet the artist needs society as much as society needs him:
as our cultural enclaves get smaller and drier, more hysterical or academic, one moums for the artists inside and the public outside."

.
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A Sad Heart, p. 26

17 Ibid., pp. 3-4.
18 Ibid., p. 84.
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While Jarrell's preoccupations in his criticism can in part be traced
straight to what he defines as the reality of "our age, our country," some
of them are more dependent on his perception of human existence as a
whole. That he saw human life primarily in terms of limitation rather
than potentiality (which he called "the greatest single subject of the
romantics")lg is demonstrated again and again in his prose. "Recognition
of the essential limitations of man, without denial or protest or rhetoric
or palliati0n"2~is one of the characteristics which be praised in Frost.
'Without denial or protest" but with sympathy and understanding, one
assumes. Thus in his satiric academic fable, Pictures from an Institution
(1954), one of the charges which the poetlteacherlnarrator levels against
Gertrude Johnson ( M a y McCarthy?), the devastating lady novelist, is
that "she was far more of a moralist than Spinoza. Did he not say that
he had 'labored carefully not to mock, lament, and execrate, but to understand'? Gertrude had labored carefully to mock, lament, and execrateto condemn utterly; and to do so it had also been necessary for her to
understand, for her to have at the tips of her fingernails the Facts."21
For Jarrell, the primary Fact is that "Reality is what we want it to be or
what we do not want it to be, but it is not our wanting or our not wanting
that makes it so";22 but this was not one of the Facts that Gertrude
Johnson understood. The definition of reality appears in a review of
Malraux's The Voices
e (1953), in which Jarrell objects on
; tendency to arrive triumphantly at an
philosophic grounds to
explanation for every artistic phenomenon he writes about. Jarrell
writes, "if someone has a good enough eye for an explanation he finally
sees nothing inexplicable, and can begin evely sentence with that phrase
dearest to all who professionally understand: I t is no accident that.
We should love explanations well, but the truth better; and often the
trnth is that there is no explanation, that so far as we know it is an
accident that.
Jarrell's belief that man is basically a limited creature who cannot
understand his world because he cannot control it (rather than the possibly more hopeful reverse) is one reason for his strongly worded
denunciations of Archibald MacLeish and Yvor Winters. In reviewing
1IacLeish's radio play, The Fall of the City, Jarrell castigates the author
for being "an extraordinary case of arrested development. . He is "a

. ..

. . ."

. ."

lePo&w rmd the Age.
- . D-. 88.
2" Ibid., p. 39.
21 i Smv York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1954),pp. 13233.
.i Sad Heart, p. 191.
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survivor from an almost extinct past," says Jarrell: "there is something
consciously neo-primitive about his eager adoption of the optimistic
voluntarism of frontier days, when . . plenty of people thought that
you can if you think you can; that the world is what we make it; that
there's no limit." The result, Jarrell believes, is not only philosophic
supe15ciality but artistic inferiority, since, he states, a "tragic view of
life" is "the point of view of any great dramatist-who is, necessarily, a
specialist on limits; who knows that the world is, at a given moment,
what we find it; who understands well enough to accept, with composure
even, the inescapable conditions of existence. MacLeish passionately dislikes any determinism, even an optimistic one; his response to any
inescapable condition is to look strong and deny that it exists."'* Consequently, Jarrell sees MacLeish's play as an easy, cheap avoidance of
'Fate or Nece~sity."'~
Similar language marks his almost parodic review of Winters'
Maule's Curse (193S), which he blnntly calls "simple-minded" because
for Winters

.

there are few questions unanswered, and none unanswerable. If
ours is not the most rational of all possible worlds (for even Mr.
Winters sometimes entertains the doubt), that does not excuse any
confusion about it on our part, we have absolutely valid standards,
both adequate and relevant, by which the universe can be understood and evaluated; if we are unfortunate or foolish enough to
disregard these, we must take the consequences-which are disastrous. He writes as if the last three hundred years had occurred,
but not to him. .26

..

Both writers, then, though in different ways, commit what is for Jarrell
the cardinal sin of reducing complexity to simplicity, of exchanging the
open-ended, uncontrollable, and pessimistic thing that is the world for a
simple, satisfying, hut faithless substitute in which life is "what we think
it."27 Defending Whibnan's refusal to be consistent, in "Some Lines from
Whitman" from Poetry and the Age, Jarrell summarizes: 'When you
organize one of the contradictory elements out of your work of art, you
are getting rid not just of it, but of the contradiction of which it was a
part; and it is the contradictions in works of art which make them able to
Sewanee Reuiew, 51 ( April-June 1943), 276.
277.
26"The Morality of Mr. Winters,.' Kenyon Reuiew, (Spring 1939), 213.
2'A Sad Heart, p. 26.
24

25 Ibid., p.
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regresent to us-as logical and methodical generalizations cannot-our
\r.oilds and our selves, which are also full of contradicti~ns."~~
A similar
inconsistency is another admirable quality which Jarrell finds in Ransom's
poetry, along with its sympathy and tenderness. He explains with an
anecdote:
Once I took a little girl to a Tarzan movie; and as each new actor,
each new cannibal, each new leopard and monkey and crocodile
came on the scene, she would whisper to me desperately: "Is that
a good one? Is that a bad one?" This great root-notion, this imperative at the bottom of our beings, is ill satisfied by Ransom's poems,
anomalous things that keep whispering to us, "Both'-that
keep
whispering to us, "Neither." 29
The distaste for moral absolutism which is evident in Jarrell's judgments on Winters and MacLeish is expressed even more passionately in
his review of Alex Comfort's book of war poems, The Song of Lazarus
(1945). Here, Jarrell is abrupt and irate. He grants Comfort "both
courage and individual judgment" in becoming a conscientious objector,
but asserts that because Comfort served out his term as an interne in a
London hospital, instead of as "a laborer in some concentration camp in
the country," 30 he was insulated from the truth of war. As in so much of
the criticism I have been quoting, Jarrell takes the side of the average,
anonymous millions against what he sees as Comfort's supercilious and
wrong-headed condescension:

. . . he is the isolated, pacifist, individualistic anarchist who tells the
truth about things to the deceived homogeneous mass that is everybody else. . . Mr. Comfort believes in conscientious disobedience:
if no one obeys the government there will be no war. . . The poet's
irritation at the stupidity of the corpses weakens his pastoral and
generalized grief for them; besides, these are the wholesale deaths
that happen to other people. . . And he never wonders: how does
it feel to be a dupe?
Between Mr. Comfort and the soldiers there is a final barrier:
he is right and they are wrong; and he cannot share the . unwilling
identity in which all their differences are buried. . . . It is hard for
him to feel for one of them an unmixed sorrow, since be can't help
thinking, "He'd have been all right if he'd only had sense enough to

.

.

.
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2% Poetn, and the Age, p.
9Ihid.. OD. 91-92.
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disobey." But he means, if they'd only all hnd sense enough to
&obey; though he seems to think he is making plausible political
proposals, he is actually making impossible moral demands." 3i
The misgivings about free \
i
l
l
and easy ethical judgnents which are
evident in these reactions against Comfort's poems are clearly related to
Jarrell's disappointment in and distrust of Christian belief. Indeed, if
one were to characterize Jarrell in religious terms on the basis of either
his critical prose or his poems (e.g., "The Kight before the Night before
Christmas," "In the Ward: The Sacred \l7ood," "Bunling the Letters,"
"A Camp in the Pn~ssianForest"), it would have to be as what the Middle
Ages would have termed a Manichean. For Jarrell the modem, however,
the duality of good and evil is not based on the conflict between spirit
and the material world, but on the gulf between transcendence and
inevitability. Writing on R. P. Blaclrmur's The Good European in 1948,
Jarrell defined the subject of Blaclrmur's poems as "evil: evil as such, a
real and final evil; so they are not Christian poems at all." Real evil, he
goes on, "surely is what is arbitrarily so in the universe, all that is tmdeserved and irremediable," and the dehition corresponds precisely
with Jarrell's own description of Fate or Necessity as synonyms for
reality. As Jarrell recognizes, Christian belief is based upon a monistic
universe, and an insistence on the free will of the individual. Still discussing Blackmur's poems, he says, "so long as we are to blame for evil,
so long as God is free from it-free to save us from that evil which we
are and have deserved to be-real evil, final evil, does not exist." Rut
real evil, defined in these terms, does exist in Jarrell's world, where "free
will'is only a specter. Thus, in a lengthy and extremely capable analysis
of "Changes of Attitude and Rhetoric in Auden's Poetry," Jarrell is able
to get at the cause of some of the pious profundities in Auden's Christian
poetry:
Remembering some of the incredible conclusions to the later poemsLife must live, Auden's wish to lift on ofirming flame-the reader
may object that this sort of thing is sentimental idealism. But sentimental idealism is a necessity for someone who, even after rejecting
a system as evil, finally accepts it--even with all the moral reservations and exhortations possible. The sentimentality and idealism, the
vague abstraction of such prayers and exhortations, is a sine quo non:
we can fool ourselves into praying for some vagne general change
pp. 141-42.
Ibid., p. 152.

31 Ibid.,
82

of heart that is going to produce, automatically, all the spec&
changes that even we could never be foolish enough to pray for.
When Auden prays for anything spec50 at all; when he prays
against the organization of the world that makes impossible the
moral and spiritual changes he prays for, it will be possible to take
the prayer as something more than conscience- and face-saving
sublimation.
.33

..

Jarrell recognizes a similar problem in a very different writer,
Kipling, and relates it to the role of Kipling's parents in the misery of
his young life. 'If Father and Mother were not to blame for anything,"
Jarrell says in his 1961 introduction to an anthology of Kipling's stories,
"yet what did happen to you could happen to you-if God is good, and
yet the concentration camps exist-then there bas to be somaone to blame,
and to punish too, some real, personal source of the world's evil. But in
this world, often, there is nothing to praise but no one to blame, and
Kipling can bear to admit this in only a few of his stories." 34 In the
poetry of Jarrell the humanitarian, on the contrary, the fact that often
"there is nothing to praise but no one to blame" is admitted to again and
again. The questions of where, how, and with what degree of success,
can only be answered by a reading of The Complete Poems; but Jarrell's
"amusing, high-spirited, accurate, original, and humane" 35 critical prose
offers some important clues to his vision and values.
33 The
34 A

Third Book, p. 124.
Sad Henrt, pp. 13435.

36 R. W. Flint, "On Randall Jam&" in Robert Lowell, Peter Taylor, and
Robert Warreq eds., Randall JaweU 19141965 (New York: Famar, Straus and
Giroux, 1967), p. 77.

LENGTHENING
I think of &e metaphor that is
the mind as it lays grace
upon the hard sitting maple
blooming in the teeth of this
winter once more
present and I take its length through the
supple niches of light in which
the spreading grasses
at the trunk are called to life, to my
vision from the darkness; and
throughout the image of the world
I'm versed in, the strength
of the mind is its resiliency,
its wisdom in
stretching to meet itself coming.
At the other hand are the maple blossoms sensing
the spring while the ice is lowered upon them
and I've heard the peach trees
have arrived too soon, also given t!nemselves
up to the
failing light that is the sun
and I know neither the world above
nor within me will hold, will
break loose from the wobble of
these seasons and the drawn line
between thaw and sleet
is all that we have before or behind
us, all that the mind and
nature unspoken for has to look for;
but the metaphor anchors the world
at this moment,
clings to the loss the maple
feels as another wind
climbs through the basins and lands
crackling on its limbs.

Douc ABRAMS

BEFORE THE REVOLUTION
D. J. COHEN
Paul, Fran and I go to a rally at the hockey rink. There are No
Smoking signs but people light up cigarettes and pipes in defiance of the
Establishment. A smokecloud hangs over the uuiced rink, where the
speakers' platform is.
People talk about the Panthers, the War, New Haven's slums, the
responsibilities of the University, the demonstrations planned for Mayday.
The best speakers are black. An enormous black woman in a house
dress-the head of some local coalition-hoists herself up on a table and
speaks, thickening her accent to moclc our expectations:
"Folks tell me they call it Mother Yale. Well, your Mama Yale's
been wipin' your noses and your be-hinds for a long time now but one
a' these days you gonna have ta grow up and leave your ol' Mama. Now,
we don't have no mama takin' care of us but we's still gonna get what
we want. We's gonna have what we are being de-prived of and it don't
make no difference ta us who's tryin' ta help us or hurt us 'cause we's
gonna get what's ours in the end."
We're all impressed. Fran chuckles appreciatively. Leaning over
the railing to get a closer look, Paul says:
"She's great! Isn't she great? I'd love to be that woman."
(i

*

*

I1

The fact that Paul and I are different physical types has kept our
friendship going, that and sharing the miseries of graduate school. Each
of us sees the other as slightly exotic; each is flattered by the other's
interest. Paul is blond and slim, taller than I am, with pale blue eyes that
don't tell me much. People will still mention his boyish charm when he's
forty. He makes me think of Cokes down at the corner store, a basketball
hoop over the garage, dates with the blondest cheerleader (Paul claims
he was too shy to ask). I'm stoclcy and swarthy, linked in Paul's mind to
all that semitic suffering and intellectual passion, which he has collectively labeled Kulturschmerz. Lately, though, Paul has been the sufferer.
He wraps his hands around his coffee cup and mopes, looking like the one
who dropped the pass that lost the big game. He and Loretta are having
problems. Loretta is a secretuy in the English office. Blond, with a
cirlishly pretty face, she looks like the cheerleader he didn't ask out in
hiyh school. They've been married for two years.
u'hen Paul sees Fran he perks up. She's dark too. She flirts with
him. calling him "the beautiful boy," and her husky sexiness makes him
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giggle. Fran has a reputation for being unhappy as well as brilliant but
I've never seen her when she wasn't enjoying herself. At Cha~lie'sshe
goes from table to table getting signatures on a petition-Free Bobby
Seale-and we can hear her deep laugh across the room.
Whenever Paul and I badmouth doctoral theses she puts her hands
on her hips and leans back away from the conversation. She's serious
about hers, which she thinks will be very good. Undoubtedly it will.
0

0

0

0

Two fellows talking in the dining hall:
"What I mean is there's no reason I shouldn't take a knife and stab
you in the heart."
'You'd go to jail."
"There's no reason I shouldn't go to jail. There's no reason I shouldn't
be a convicted murderer instead of a doctor. On the other hand there's
no reason I should take a knife and stab you in the heart. There's no
imperative either way, if you see what I mean. It doesn't make any
difference what you do."
"Bullshit."

"

0

II

*

Professor F. tells us that essays late by reason of political involvement will not be penalized. He begins the seminar on the sincerity of
Lycidm with an outline of the critical debate. During the silence that
follows, he takes off his glasses and rubs the bridge of his nose. He looks
tired. He always looks tired. Five years ago he burned the nlanuscript
of a book he had been worldng on for a decade and a half, a new theory
of criticism that didn't pan out, and his fatigue seems a direct result of
the act of feeding his typescript to the flames. Paul is full of admiration:
"He's made himself an emblem of failme, a tragic hero."
I'm curious about the immolation scene itself and wonder whether
there was more pain or pleasure in it.
Professor F. says:
"If your work here is worth doin? at all it's worth doing now, when
its value is being questioned and its existence, to some exTent, is
threatened."
Carla Handman starts the discussion. Her specialty is unearthing
fraud and pretension and now she badgers hliltoo for a while: the poet
is more concerned with himself than w ~ t hthe supposed friend who died.
Benson raises a pale hand and defends the poem:

''I think one of the most important things literature can do is find
digni6ed forms for sloppy feelings."
Benson's comments always sound prepared. I picture him alone in
his room surrounded by unwashed dishes and piles of books, trying out
his phrases on a tape recorder.
*

*

*

a

Someone did a job on the library steps during the night. The word
"Unite" has been painted over and over again on both treads and risers,
in black, twenty-eight times in all:
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE

UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE

UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
D

UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
O
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UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE

UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE

UNITE
UNITE
UNITE
UNITE

*

Paul and I have coffee at Charlie's, which has been open for a year
but looks like an old college hangout. The walls are woodpanelled,
covered with posters for films and art shows and photogaphs of old
varsity teams in white sweaters and white trousers posed against a backdrop of painted elms. The wooden tables are bumpy with graffiti: phone
numbers, names and dates, verbal and pictorial obscenities, "Frodo
lives!," "Professor B. reads Classics Comics." The day Charlie's opened
they offered free coffee and donuts to people who would come in and
carve up the tables.
It's crowded all the time now. A few days ago they put up a sign:
'We want you to eat here, not live here." But the sign had no effect and
this morning it's gone.
"Someone liberated the sign," Paul says.
He runs his finger along the rim of his coffee cup.
"Gratitude is no basis for a marriage," he says. "We don't have a
word to say to each other."
I change the subject because I can't think of anything to say that
~von'toffend him. Paul probably knows that he's spoiled and that being
spoiled is part of his charm. ( E t moi? I refuse to be charming-that's
part of my charm. Phrasemaker.) I tell him that the National Guard
h s taken over the schoolyard across from my apartment. There are jeeps
and troop carriers parked on the basketball court and armed guards
q'mdin~just inside the fence.
'tfraid the third graders will rise up and topple Tricky Dicky," he

He looks down.
"A crisis should bring people together but it makes me want to grab
whatever I can."
"Or whomever."
"Bastard," he says, smiling.
When I offer to pay for the coffees he whips the check out from
under the ashtray.
"Nein, mon pauore dtudiant. Loretta gets a real salary."
*

*

o
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Benson comes out of the library as I'm going in. I hold the door for
him and we nod. He's wearing black as usual, though it's a warm day:
black shoes, black dress slacks, a black long-sleeved shirt. Pale, serious,
black-clad, he looks like Hamlet, the kind of brooding, romantic Hamlet
that Professor K. calls a serious misreading, an emasculation of the play.
Carla thinks Beuson's the one who cleared the library's Milton shelf at
the beginning of the course: no one's been able to Gnd any of the books
on the list Professor F. handed out.
5

*

5

*

"ProudhonT
"No."
"Bakunin?"
T v e heard the name."
"Kropotkin?"
Y don't know. A Russian."
"A Russian, he says. Very good. Terrific. You're right, he is a
Russian."
'*If it's so important to know who they are why don't you educate
me?"
"It's too late for you. You can't jump on the bandwagon now that
it's rolling."
*

*

a

*

The walls enclosii~gthe library courtyard are pseudo-gothic, yellow
;tone and narrow leaded windows with bits of stained glass in them, gifts
from graduating classes. The fountain in the center is a square grayish
iasin embossed with leaves and grape clusters, with spouting dolphins
~t the comers. Cards affixed to each side, white with red letters, say:
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POISON!
LEAD BASIN
DO NOT DRINK!
Sitting on a bench reading The Prelude ("And, as I rose upon the
stroke, my boatlwent heaving through the water like a swan") I am
suddenly afraid of snipers. I see the headline: GUNMAN SLAYS FOUR.
I search the surrounding roofs. There's a fellow lying on the grass, an
easy target, and some Japanese tourists taking pictures of each other in
front of the fountain ("Actual Photo of Mr. Watanabe Taken Seconds
Before his Untimely Death"). When the tourists leave I watch to see
whether the door opens into the courtyard or into the building. Into the
courtyard. I see myself zigzagging to the door, the r a e cracking above
me, bullets punching holes in the fountain and whomping into the grass.
Too late to help ttiat poor bastard swimming in his own blood. I yank
open the door and dive inside: safe.
(

I

*

*

*

Cullen has been on the English faculty for two years but he likes to
sit with the graduate students at Charlie's.
"After the Revolution," he says, "they'll make me teach Eldridge
Cleaver."
"After the Revolution you won't teach anything, you'll dig ditches,"
Carla says.
"Why does everyone talk about ditchdigging? As if there's suddenly
going to be this tremendous demand for ditches."
"For the bodies," Paul says.
Paul gets up to go to the library.
"How can you leave us?" Frau says, opening her arms and tilting
her chin up, as if waiting for a kiss.
The rest of us suddenly turn into spectators and pretend that there's
nothing to watch.
Hand on heart, Paul quotes:
"The intellect of man is forced to choose perfection of the life or of
the work."
He throws a kiss at Fran as he leaves. She sees Carla's frown and
shrugs her shoulders.
"I know what I'm doing," she says, then smiles and adds: "I think."
Cullen says:
"I don't believe Yeats makes sufficient allowance for half-assed
indecision."
O

E

Q

Q

I try to work on an essay, a compaison of The Prelude and A Portrait
of the Artist as a Young Man: "Stephen's epiphanies are more personal,
more self-centered. In The Prelrrde Sature reveals itself and in doing so
d e h e s the poet. In Portrait. .
I want something to happen outside so I'll have an excuse to get up.
Anything: a fire, a car accident, an assault on the schoolyard across the
street, a UFO setting down on Whitney -4venue.

. ."
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The Crazies stay up most of the night, then sleep anywhere. At
nine AM Paul and I find three of them lying shirtless outside Professor
F.'s office. On their backs, heads together at the base of a maqolia tree,
they look pastoral and significant, like characters in a fairy tale. One
stretches and stands. "Hi folks," he says to us, broadsmiling and rubbing
the air with an open palm-his Eddie Cantor number. He springs up
and chins himself on a tree limb, showering his hair and his sleeping
friends with pink and white petals.
1

1

1

1

1

1
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An undergraduate I don't know sits next nex* to me in the dining
hall. He's tanned all the way up his arms; his shirtsleeves are rolled to
his shoulders. He takes a cigarette out of a black pack, breaks it in two
and puts the half I turn down behind his ear. He tells me he's just come
back from Cuba: a shipload of them went for three weeks of work and
fellowship. He describes driving to and from the fields in the backs of
trucks, learning the Cubans' songs, sharing their food. Everyone's equal
there, he says. There are no bosses, no special privileges. Everyone
works with his hands, even Castro. Everyone builds houses, everyone
farms. And there's no theft, no jealousy, no unhealthy competition. Those
evils are products of capitalist society. I express doubts and talk about
human nature, annoyed by his donmatism but also annoyed to see myself
in my father's role:
FATHER: A dictator is a dictator.
ME: But Batista was a dictator.
F: Not a communist dictator. You young people think you can
change human nature.
"I was there! I saw it!" the undergraduate says. I think he has tears
in his eyes.
"Do you know Spanish?'
"I learned some while I was there. Yon don't need Spanish to know
what people are like."

TTe' argue some more, then he stands, his eyes hurt and angry. He's
sot my number: after the Revolution I'll get what's coming to me.
*

*

*

(
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Another rally at the hockey rink. A black speaker says:
"If everyone here tonight will go out and off just one pig. .
There are a few cheers and war whoops but more boos and a general
grnmble of disapproval. He is furious, curses the audience, breaks off
and leaves the platform, a bodyguard of four men closing around him.
A young white man in a suit and tie gets up to speak. For two
minutes he says nothing but holds our attention, sweeping the stands
with his eyes and leaning towards the microphone several times, as if
just about to speak, then grinning mischievously and pulling away.
Finally he does speak. Using the same passionate, heroic style we've
been hearing all evening, he starts complaining about his father, how
mean his father is, and something about warning him that this would
happen.
A man approaches the platform and says, "This boy needs help."
The young man shouts, "No! You're the one who needs help!" but
allows himself to be led away.

. ."
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*

*
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Cnllen, in the middle of a circle of undergraduates, says:
"The faculty understood the American racial situation long before
the students knew there was one."

*

*

*

*

When Carla is with Fran she looks small and tense. In general other
women don't like Fran. Carla advises her not to get involved with Paul.
"There are other men around," she says, and then tells me it's all
right if Paul finds out what she said.
'You're happily married," Fran says. Y o n don't know what the
world is like."
"I could tell yon things. You don't have to be single to suffer. You
don't have to be black. You don't bave to be poor."
Fran confesses that she sometimes needs a bottle of Scotch to get
through the day.
"The couple who own the liquor store I go to told me I shouldn't
denk so much. They made me bave dinner with them last week. They
z k e d me to think of myself as their daughter."
Fran, it seems, is frequently befriended by grocers, landlords, shoe-?:-rrs. waiters, old couples who own liquor stores, laundries, coffee
<
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"I don't believe you need much help getting through the day,"
Carla says.
"I've been trained to hide my feelings," Fran says, smiling, as if
laughing at herself.
'Who hasn't?"
"I know I'm not the o d y one," Fran says, smiling again, "but that
doesn't make it any easier."
They both look at me, as if waiting for me to pick a winner, which
I wisely decline to do.
0

D
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Dinner at Paul's apartment is not pleasant. He and Loretta must
have had a fight before I arrived because now they are not talking to
each other. Loretta serves brisldy, smiling at me, not looking at Paul.
Ignoring her, Paul talks energetically about the latest rumors: that there
are paratroopers in the suburbs, that the Weathermen will storm the
courthouse with stolen guns, that stores near the campus have had their
insurance policies cancelled. When Loretta taks to me Paul looks up at
the ceiling, waiting for her to Enish. She describes Professor B.'s attempts
to seem absentminded, how he likes to wait until he's late for class or a
meeting and then fling his papers together and run. She does a pretty
good imitation of Professor B., bunching forward and saying in a weary
growl: "Loretta, when am I going to learn not to get so wrapped up in
my work?" Then she straightens up and laughs, surprised at having
done it so well.
"How can you talk about trivialities at a time like this? Paul says.
Loretta looks angry, then hurt, but says nothing.
When I leave, Paul insists on walking me down. We walk back and
forth in front of Ms building. The maple trees are just coming into leaf.
From a distance the branches seem to be enveloped in green haze but
life (history), and fiction, and it demands our close attention.
close up the leaves are distinct, each a perfect miniature of a maple leaf,
moist and translucent
I tell Paul I'm sick of graduate school. If it weren't for the draft,
I would quit.
"Why? he asks.
''I
don't want to be a scholar, I don't want to be a teacher. I just
drifted into it."
"What do you want to be?"
"A doctor, a keman, a lawyer, a truckdriver, a shrink, a bricklayer,
a chef."
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"Don't we all," he says. 'Well, flatten your feet. Chop off your big
toe. Treat yourself to a tattoo: 'Victory to the V.C.' across your belly."
"I've got to go," I tell him.
''I don't want to he like that," he says. "She brings out the worst in
me."
We shake hands.
"Stone walls do not a prison make," he says.
He turns and walks to his apartment with a comic slouch: the inmate
returning to his cell.
a

*

*

*

There's a meeting in one of the dining halls. The University has
offered free meals and a place to sleep to demonstrators who come for
Mayday. A group of radical students argue that the oppressor cannot
be allowed to disguise itself as a benefactor. Their principal spokesman,
a fellow with a leather band across his forehead, says:
"Know your enemy. That's rule number one."
A student talks again and again about solidarity with the workers.
After every three or four speakers he repeats his plea for a union of
students and workers at the City's rifle factory. Throwing his arms out
and down for emphasis, he looks like an umpire saying, "Safe!"
The meeting goes on for a long time. Someone stands on a chair
and shouts, "Enough talk1 Talk won't free Bobby! Talk is shit!"
A young man with black-rimmed glasses reads from a prepared
speech:
". . volunteers whose names shall be drawn at random each day
that the trial is allowed to continue, the selected individuals to sacrace
their lives on the courthouse steps by the method of their choice, one
each day until this fascist oppression of our Panther brothers is halted."
At 2x30 AM the Dean says:
'We're keeping that good man away from his home and family."
Everyone looks toward the door, where the college custodian leans
against a wall, waiting to lock up. He waves like a sports star greeting
his fans. We look and admire: here's a genuine worker, wearing paintspotted shoes and gray overalls with wrenches and screwdrivers sticking
out of the pockets. The meeting ends. People straighten tables, push in
chairs and file out.

.

*

*

*

*

Fran is a member of the Graduate Student Strike Committee and has
k e n appointed student assistant to the Dean of Graduate Studies for
tLe duration of the crisis. She has a folder full of lists, schedules and
-:--e
numbers. People stop her on the street to ask questions which

she answers clearly and forcefully. The pay phone in Charlie's rings, the
Erst time I've heard it. It's for Fran. She's excited, a warn blaze in her
eyes. She drinks her coffee standing, one hand on her hip. Looking
down at Paul and me, she tells us about being propositioned by a truck
driver:
"He said he'd give me fifty dollars to get in the back of his truck
with him."
She laughs.
"I told him I didn't have time."
*
e
0
*
The National Guard has occupied the north side of Park Street. A
single line of them is strung out across the fronts of apartment buildings,
a Christian Science church, a gift shop, a photographer's studio. It's a
warm afternoon. Overdressed in helmets, boots, guns, battle fatigues,
pockets and pouches, they look ponderous, frightening but ridiculous
too, like deepsea divers out of water. On the other side of the street is a
crowd of students and faculty members. We watch each other as much
as we watch the soldiers, afraid that someone may start something. Paul
and I talk about how stupid it would be to be shot down on Park Street.
"What a blow to the future of literary criticism," he says.
But we feel obliged to spend a certain amount of time across from
the soldiers. It's our responsibility.
Cullen crosses the street and goes up to one of the Guardsmen.
"I'm Dr. Cullen," he says. "Is there anything I can do?"
Eyes front, the soldier says:
"Go home, Doc. What you can do is go home."
4

0

1

1

s

People brag about how little sleep they've had.
A student napping in Charlie's raises his head from the table and
smiles happily.
"I haven't slept since Monday," he says, and puts his head down
again.

*

*

*

0

A phonecall from my father.
"What's going on up there?"
"Meetings, a lot of talk. It's all right."
"Your mother and I think you should come home this weekend."
"No."
Ten seconds of dead air. Someone in the apartment below mine is
clumping around. I t sounds like a pegleg: maybe Long John Silver has
moved in.

'Where do you stand on all this?'
"I'm sympathetic but sensible. Don't worry, I'll take care of myself."
Yes, well, I'm against poverty, discrimination, war and cruelty to
animals. I'm for clean air, Chavez's grapepickers, Bobby Seale's freedom
if he's innocent, bloodless annihilation of the grad school.
I go out. It's a mild evening. I can smell grass and warm soil. Two
soldiers are in the schoolyard guarding their jeeps and trucks. Walking
by, heading for the quiet streets out near East Rock, I imagine what
would happen if I ran at them, waving my arms and screaming.

*

*

*

*

The windows of the shops on Chapel Street, York Street and Broadway are being covered with sheets of raw plywood. AU morning long
the hammers bang and there's a faint, sweet lumberyard smell in the air.
Charlie's, boarded up, is dark inside, subterranean, a noisy cave.
I find a seat next to Kramer, who's in my modem fiction course. The
only time I've heard his voice was when he read his paper in class: the
usual cautious juggling of critical opinions of some book or other. He
glares at me. When I ask him what he's going to write his thesis on he
explodes. Theses are shit, he tells me, books are shit, no book ever taught
anyone anything, people who say they like to read are liars, books
shouldn't exist while people are hungry and the jails are full of political
prisoners. I feel as if I've been attacked. I ask him why he's in graduate
school.
"I have my reasons."
"What are they?"
'You'll see. You'll be hearing about me."
O

i

l

*

*

There's a Mayday Eve party at the Handmans'. Mike is a lawyer.
He wears mutton-chop whiskers and three-piece suits and enjoys using
his deep voice. Carla is always poking him in the side and saying, "Stop
trying to sound like Perry Mason," but he hardly seems to notice. They
are proud of their apartment, which they say is furnished in Contemporary Scavenger. In the livingroom are an old couch without cushions,
a barber's chair, a yellow "school SLOW children" sign hung on the wall.
The kitchen has a drugstore scale-your weight and fortune--and a tr&c
l i ~ h sitting
t
on a cabinet flashing red and yellow. I t seems very big inr'nors. Its size and drab metal color make it look like a weapon.
The tombstone in the bathroom is their prize possession. It's an old
one. ta5let-shaped and about two inches thick. The inscription is blurred,
:!if- face of the stone covered with a patina of lichens, rusted and dark

green. A girl from the Milton seminar tells Mike, "You shouldn't have
taken it."
'Yes, it was a pretty crazy thing to do. I could have been disbarred
if I was caught," he says solemnly. but he's smiling.
The bedroom, where we pile our jackets and sweaters, is free of
large trouuailks hut there's a s i p over the bed that says, "Sony, We're
Closed. Please Call Again."
Some of the girls make spaghetti. The steam billowing out of the
noodle pot is red-yellow because of the tra5c light. Fran scoops out
noodles with a slotted spoon and dumps them on paper plates. She
wipes the sweat off her neck with a dishtowel. Hovering over her, Paul
says:
'I didn't know you were so domestic."
There's spaghetti, wine, scotch, beer. People are determined to get
drunk. They begin to act drunk almost as soon as they start drinking.
"Mayday! Maydayl" someone shouts.
The girl from the Milton seminar who told Mike that he shouldn't
have taken the tombstone tells me that the whole problem is that everyone wants a house of his own and his own backyard: suburbia is eating
the country alive. In Germany, where she spent a summer, people live
in neat little towns and go out to the country together on weekends, all
in the same bus.
A girl I don't know is talking to Paul:
"I don't h o w you very well but I know Loretta and I just can't
stand the idea of your not getting along."
Loretta sits on the cushionless couch next to Cullen, combing her
hair with her hgers. Cullen tells the "Go home Doc" story on himself
and Loretta laughs and asks him what help he expected to give the
National Guard. Was he planning to calm the students with excerpts
from his thesis? Cullen looks dismayed but Loretta, reckless tonight,
keeps laughing.
Someone talks to me for a long time about peace.
"I3ut it's not cement," she says, "none of it is cement enough." I nod,
trying to catch on, and realize finally that she means "concrete."
Paul puts his arm around my shoulder.
"See? If you quit grad school you'll miss out on aI1 this."
He waves his drink at the crowded room.
331columnist like Kramer" (I've told
"Maybe I'll stay and be a i
him about Kramer's outburst in Clmrlie's). "The enemy within."

Paul says:
'When we get to the department chairmen we can change the
system." It's a grim joke we frequently share.
Carla tells me that she and Mike go diving in the Sound every
Saturday even though they can't see anything but murk.
"After the Revolution we'll have to turn in our scuba gear," she says.
She's had a lot to drink and her usual espression, a you-can't-put-oneover-on-me smirk, has melted into a bland smile.
"Where were you five years ago. when I needed you?" she says.
"I've often asked myself that venr question," I say, laughing.
Paul and Fran h a p p e a r into the bedroom. Everyone knows, even
Loretta, to judge by the way she chatters at C d e n and puts her hand
on his forearm when she a s h him to refill her glass. The party devotes
itself to the single purpose of avoiding a scene between Paul and Loretta.
Everyone laughs a great deal. Fifteen minutes later Paul comes back to
the livingroom, drinking from a can of beer. Then Fran comes in with
a plate of spaghetti. Kotbing happens. I'm disappointed, not relieved.
Feeling guilty, I find eyeuses for myself: human nature, etc.
'You're a had boy," I tell Paul.
" C a ~ ediem," he says, and then: "You don't drink enough, you
cautious bastard."
Benson arrives, even paler than usual and trembling with excitement.
He reports clashes between students and Guardsmen on Chapel Street
and describes the teargas floating over the freshman campus. Someone
else says he heard that a bomb exploded at the hockey rink. Firecrackers
or what sound like firecrackers go off outside.
Benson sits in the barber chair, his beercan on the chrome armrest,
his head back as if he's waiting for a hot towel. Without irony he says:
"We're the custodians of the culture. We have a responsibility, like
the monks of the Middle Ages."
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FAULKNER: NINETEENTH-CENTURY NOTIONS O F
RACIAL MIXTURE AND T H E
TWENTIETH-CENTURY IYIAGINATION
Since George Marion O'Donnell's "FaulLner's llythology" (1939),
most critics have accepted as gospel his belief that the "Southern socialeconomic-ethical tradition" is the "one principle" which "holds together"
Faullmer's work. But O'Donnell announced another principle in that
essay that has stayed with us just as tenaciously. "Mr. Faulher possesses"
that tradition "nalurally," O'Domell decided, "as a part of his sensibility3';l he made no effort to push baclward toward literary influences.
That tendency to ignore Faulkner's reading bas been all too familiar
in Faulkner criticism. "No general survey of FaulLneis reading," Richard
P. Adams observed in 1962, '%as ever been published," and he was at a loss
to understand why. "There should be no need for special emphasis," he
protested, "on the obvious fact that Faulkner's apprenticeship involved an
enormous amount of reading"; the quality "of work Faulkner did between
1928 and 1942" clearly required "the hardest kind of study, thought and
labor." In a lengthy essay, Adams set out to do something about that
problem, and more recently Michael Millgate, Mark Gidley, Jean Weisgerber, and Joseph Blotner have supplied significant additions;' but it
remains one of the remarkable facts about Faulkner criticism that his
debt to the writers who created the literary "Southern social-economicethical tradition" remains to be assessed with any kind of precision.
Gidley's remark that "it is still quite commonly believed that . . . [Faulkner] was an untutored genius of the sort the Romantics are said to have
popularized" is as true today of his debt to the literary South as it was in
1970 of the "extra-literary reading" Gidley studied."
1 O'DonnelI, "Faulkner's Mythology," William Faukner: Three Decades o f
Cdticism, eds. Frederick J. H o h a n and Olga W. Vickery (New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, 1960), p. 82.
2 Adams, "The Apprenticeship of William Fauher," Tulone Studies in English,
12 (1962), 113.
3 Millgate, The Achievement of Wininm Farrlkner (New York: Random House,
1966); Gidley, "One Continuous Force: Notes on Faulkner's Extra-Literaly Reading," Mississippi Quarterly, 23 (Summer 19701, -799-314; ll'eisperber, Foolkner
et Dostoievski: Confiences et Influences (Brussels: Presses Univenitaires de Bruxelles, 1968); Blotner, Faulkner: A Biography (New York: Random House, 1974).
4 Gidley. p. 299. What happened during Faulkner's 1957-58 classroom sessions
at the University of Virginia is typical. Names like John Pendleton Kennedy, William
Gilmore Simms, even Joel Chandler Hams and Thomas Nelson Page, are notable
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That debt is a basic one, involving not only Faulkner's choice of
themes but also the manner in which his imagination operated on those
themes. No aspect of Faulkner's work reveals this more clearly than his
efforts to dramatize the problems associated with racial m i ~ t u r e . The
~
literary Southern plantation was largely the product of two eras: an
ante-bellum period dominated by the abolition controversy, and a postReconstruction period dominated largely by apologists for segregation.
This literature was by definition a literature of race. The arguments of
both factions centered on two issues: the immorality of slavery and
segregation, and the possible dangers of social mixing of the races. In
either case, they turned inevitably to the probIem of sexual relations.
One phase of the discussion centered on the alleged improvement or
degeneracy involved in the combination of racial strains; another upon
the ambiguous social status of the individual of mixed blood.
in their absence from the index of Blotner and Frederick L. Gwynds Faulkner in the
Unioersity (Charloffesville: University of Virginia Press, 1959); so are the names
of Northern writers like Harriet Beecher Stowe, Richard Hildreth, and J. T. Trowbridge, who also conhibuted to the literary plantation legend. Fadkner himself was
not very helpful at Virginia; questioned about Paul Hamilton Hayne and Sidney
Lanier (p. 136), he gave a generalized answer that did not mention either writer.
The tendency continues in Lion in the Garden: Interviews with William Faulkner,
1926-1962, eds. James B. Meriwether and Michael Millgate (New York: Random
House, 1968). Blobner's biography offers little more help. We learn (p. 102) that
Faullmer's mother introduced him to Poe, and (p. 94) that he owned a copy of
Thomas Dixon, Jr.'s The Clansman: An Historical Romance of the Ku Klur Klan
(1905), that (p. 1806) he was fond of reading aloud Irwin Russell's "Christmas Night
in the Qu&ers." In addition to h n ' s novel and Russell's poem, Blotner's Willjam
Facrlkneis Libmy: A Catalog (New York: Random House, 1964), reveals only Joel
Chandler Harris' Sister Jane (1899). In Faulkner at West Point, eds. Joseph L. Fant,
III and Rohea Ashley (New York: Random House, 1964), Fadkner indicated his
familiarity with Uncle Torn's Cabin (p. 104).
There have, of course, been numerous assessments of the influence of the
historical and social South-as opposed to the literary South-on Faulknerrs work.
5 Of the problem of assessk Faulkner's literary antecedents, Ward L. Miner has
written as follows: "Because Faulkner happens to he the kind of writer he is-a
storyteller using twentieth-century techniques and modes with an acute sense of
msn's tragic condition-he makes difficult the task of the student of influences. More
afdely read than he pretended, he usually mo&ed whatever he might have
!-.maed from his reading-and we have not the data to make this precise-to
-:i!
!he story needs of a particular work. Tracking down influences therefore demands
z
sophisticated, less mechanical approach than normally found in Faulkner
~ . . Fun). as they might be, ideas together with the contexts of characters and
. '.I-m.
.- .._ .- I .i!uations, instead of the usual juxtaposition of parallel texts, must be the
:
. . !-3's of the student of influences on Fauher." Review of Weisgerber,
. .
r 1;-r Dortoieuski, American Litmahrre, 41 (January 1970), 612.

I
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"Mulatto" is a word blacks seldom use. Black .Americans generally
have some white ancestry, and that term connotes little to them except
the familiar talent of whites for mislabeling them. But in the propaganda
wars the term has had a long history. The "trasic mulatto" who lacks
social identity in a partitioned society was a fayorite theme of abolition
polemicists. Haniet Beecher Stowe: Richard Hildreth. J. T. Trowbridge
and their associates used this stereotype-as Ster!ing Bro~rnsums up the
matter-'hartly to show miscegenation as an exil of clavery [and hence
to militate for abolition], partly as an attempt to \\-in [white] readers'
sympathies by presenting central characters n-ho \$-ere physicall!- very
like the readers." Despite their obvious good intentiow ~t n-as a c n ~ d e
kind of racism. If "their near-white characters are the intransigenf the
resentful, the mentally-alert" among the fictional slave pnpulation of the
period, "it is for biological, not social reason^."^
Penelope Bullock
assesses the stereotype of the abolitionists' tragic mulotto. he bears an
obvious resemblance to a number of Faulkner's E w e s :
From . . . [the abolitionists'] novels emerges in bo!d. simple outline
a major, stereotyped figure. He is the son or daurhter of a Southern
white aristocratic gentleman and one of his favorir ?lave mistresses.
From his father be has inherited mental capacities and physical
Yet despite such an endonment. or rather because of it,
beauty.
his life is fraught with tragedy. What pri~ileoesand opportunities
he may enjoy are short-lived; for he is inevitaI>!y a slave. Suffering
the degrading hardships of bondage. be hemmes miserable and
bitter. The indomitable spirit of his father rises up in him and he
rebels. If he is successful in escapinq to freedom he becomes a
happy, prosperous, and reputable citizen in his community. But if
his revolt against slavery fails, he meets a tragc death nobly.8

. ..

%Asked at West Point (p. 104) about L7nc1e Tom'a Cobin, F a h e r sounded
as though he had been ruminating a long time an \In. Stowe's version of the plantation legend His Southem commitments were rhonine. Tnat book "was \witten out
of violent and misdirected compassion and igorance oi !he author," he said, "toward
a situation which she h e w only by hearsay." Brit FaulLner wvas d i n g to grant
Stawe certain things. Writing that book "nzs not an intelleckal process," he thought
"it was hatter than that; it was out of her heart." What Stowe was interested in was
'2elling a story of Uncle Tom and the little girl"; that was "a story which moved
her, seemed so terrible and so hot to her that it had to be told."
7 Sterling A. Brown, "A Cenfury of Kegm Porlraihre in American Literature,"
Black Vmces: An Anthology of Afro-American Literot~ire, ed. Abraham Chapman
(New York: New American Library, 1968), p. 570.
aBullock, The Mulatto in American Fiction," Phylon, 6 (First Quarter 1945)
79.
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Northern writers sentimentalized the mulatto and called him "tragic";
Southerners feared him and conjectured that he was sub-human. He
became the center of an interminable debate over the genetic consequences of racial mixture. This pre-Darwinian argument, largely
scientific and pseudo-scientific, not literary, was clouded by the pioneer
state of contemporary knowledge. "From the colonial period on," writes
William Sumner Jenkins, "the inferiority of the Negro was an assumption
made by the slaveholder for which be required little or no demonstration."
The black was a 'lower order of man," and hence "there could be no
alternative to a system of slavery, eycept a condition of race codict
which would . . . eventuate in the extermination of the inferior race."
Predictably, the spectre of interbreeding between two different "orders
of man" gave birth to fears of the genetic results: that mixture would
result in lowering of the "superior" race to the other's level, or worse,
that the weakest characteristics of each race might combine to produce
an inferior people.
William Gilmore Simms's "The Morals of Slavery" (1853) typi6es
such speculation. On the face of it, Simms was far from dogmatic; racial
"purity," he felt, was not always a blessing. "Perhaps the very homogeneousness of a people is adverse to the most wholesome forms of liberty.
I t may make of a selfish people . . . a successful people-in the merely
worldly sense of the word-but it can never make them, morally, a
great one." Creation of superior mental and physical specimens, he felt,
required "strange admixtures of differing races"; such was "the history
of the Saxon boors under the Norman conquest-a combination, which
has resulted in the production of one of the most perfect specimens of
physical organization and moral susceptibilities, which the world has ever
known." If the Irish had come in mass to America and enslaved the
Indians, one of Simms's characters speculates in "The Wigwam and the
Cabin" (1&28), they might have produced "the very noblest specimens
of humanity, in mental and bodily stature, that the world bas ever
witnessed."
Defending slave owners against charges of immorality, Simms
disparaged miscegenation as a serious problem, basing his arguments on
his assumption of high moral standards among whites and, in the instance
of occasional aberration, on the strength of parental feelings. But he
could not bring himself to believe that black-white interbreeding would
result in the foreseeable future in anything but a degeneration of both

-

9 ~ e h Pro-Slavely
,
Thought in the Old South (Chapel Hill: University of
Xorth Carolina Press, 1935),pp. 243-244.
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blood lines. Mulatto slaves "are not liked," he warned, and although he
himself looked upon blacks as "inferior beings," be felt that mulattoes
"are a feebler race than the negro, and less fitted for the labors of the
field." lo
For the Southern propagandist, such conjectures offered a questionable defense of separation of the races into master and slave classes.
Despite his protests, he was open to the obvious argument that a combination of the stronger characteristics of the tiyo might produce superior
individuals. More embarrassing was the equally obv~ousfact that whatever racial mixture went on was generally conceded to result from the
master class's immorality. Southern apologists, accorclingly. tended to
avoid the question of miscegenation before the war.
After the Reconstruction a new group of writers-Tourgee, Chopin,
Chesnutt, Cable, Clemens, Howells-revived the tragic mulatto to attack
the mores of segregation. But if the abolition novelists had won the day
in their own time, their more artful successors were predestined to
popular failure. Riding the crest of a new, national wave of racism,
politicians like Pitchfork Ben Tillman and James Kimble Vardaman
preached a doctrine of white ascendancy and revived fears of racial
mixture. Their chief fictional spokesman was Ku Klux Klan apologist
Thomas Diuon, Jr., whose The Leopard's Spots (1902) and The Clatlsman
(1905) were runaway best-sellers.ll Dixon and his associates insisted
that black social equality would inevitably result in "amalgamation," and
employed villainous characters of mixed blood as arguments that mulattoes are inevitably the inferior of the "pure-blooded" of both races. They
foresaw a terrifying future: a yellow nation which would lose the ascendant position to which its Anglo-Saxon virtues had carried it. The vision
[the black] to your house he will break
was apocalyptic. "If you ask
bread with you at last. And if you seat him at your table he has the
right to ask your daughter's hand in marriage." For the nation to "become
is death." Hence, "The beginning of Negro equality . . . is
mulatto
the beginning of the end of this nation's life. There is enough negro blood
here to make mulatto the whole republic." l2
If research has mercifully written the scientific epitaph on this kind
of conjecture, the concept of mixed "blood" remains a suggestive met-

. ..

. ..

lOSimms, William Harper, J. H. Hammond, and T. R. Dew, The Pro-Slavery
.4rgument (Philadelphia, 1853), pp. 268, 281, 283, 179. Emphases are Simms's.
11 Faulkner's copy of The Clnnsman was one of his oldest possessions, it was
given to him in 1905 by Miss Annie Chandler, his first grade teacher.
'ZDixon, The Leopard's Spots (New York: Doubleday, Page and Co., 1902),
p. 242.

aphor for the union of cultural heritages. It is a metaphor which Faulkner
has virtually made his own; it is, truly, impossible to think of him-or his
work-without it. In achieving this he has drawn freely on materials
from both Northern and Southern versions of the plantation legend. As
he presents the situation, the mixing of '%load" lines may have results
reminiscent of either of the two possibilities Simms suggests. As in the
case of Charles Etienne Bon, grandson of Thomas Sutpen in Absalom,
Absalom! (1936), it may produce an individual psychologically inferior
to both Africans and whites in the sense that the white and Negro
elements in his blood are suggested to be constantly at war with each
other, robbing him of a racial, and hence of a social, identity. As in the
case of Lucas Beanchamp in Go Doron, Moses, it may produce a result
similar to what Sinuns calls the 'boblest specimens of humanity," an
individual whose blood lines fuse harmoniously. In either case, the
mulatto is likely to be tragic; an anomaly in a segregated society, he has
no genuine source of personal ideniification. Faulkner never implies that
the effects of interbreeding are easily assessed; his mulattoes generally
display in some degree the best as well as the worst effects of their breeding. In almost every case, however, the attitudes of the old nineteenthcentury propaganda wars underlie these characterizations; that is,
Faulkner's mulatto characters are portrayed as succeeding or failing as
human beings through the operation of "blood" as a metaphor for the
manner in which the strains of their heritages combine to produce their
personalities.
Faulkner's concept is seen more clearly, perhaps, if we move away
from the question of race for a moment. A white person may also be
tragically caught between two heritages; such is the case of Sarty Snopes
of "Barn Burning" (1939). In his deepest consciousness, Sarty rejects
the paranoia of his pyromaniac father, Ab. But he is bound to Ab by
stronger ties: raised in the belief that family duties are stronger than
social ones, Sarty is circumscribed through most of the story by feelings
that are almost mystical: feelings that Fanlkner describes as "the old
fierce pull of blood."l3 Though his conscience tells him Ab is tragically
wrong, he is able to reject his father only after a fierce inner struggle.
Sarty's struggle is between an unconscious "pull of blood" and a
moral intelligence. But an individual who carries the blood of two races
may be more tragic still: may be "pulled" in opposite directions by
cr.o~sin5strains in his blood, a passive victim, that is, of a war at the

-

''F a d h e r ,

'2- Burning," Collected Stoties of William Faulkner (New
R?cdom House, 1950), p. 3.

deepest levels of his consciousness. This belief is suggested in Go Down,
Moses in "The Old People" through Cass Edmonds' conjectures about
Sam Fathers: since Sam has 'not only the blood of slaves but even a little
of the very blood which . . . enslaved it," his doom is to be "himself his
own battleground, the scene of his own vanquishment and the mausoleum
of his defeat." l4
But Fanlkner conceives the opposite possibility as well: a harmonious
blood combination which produces a rare superior individual. This
concept is perhaps most clearly visualized in the fyce which fearlessly
attacks Old Ben in 'The Bear." This "nameless and mongrel and manyfathered" little dog which is instrumental in helpirg Isaac learn the
virtues of humility and pride, is one of the important symbols in that
story. Faullaer once explained his concept in an interview: the fyce
represents a species that "has coped with environment and is still on
top of it" because "instead of sticking to his breeding and becoming a
decadent degenerate creature, he has mixed himself up with good stock
where he picked and chose."15
These two attitudes in some way underlie all of Fanlkner's major
mulatto figures. Faulkner uses Gavin Stevens, for instance, to suggest the
idea of warring factions in the blood of Joe Christmas. Christmas, it will
be recalled, breaks free after his arrest for the murder of Joanna Burden,
and is chased down a large ditch on the outskirts of Jefferson by Percy
Grimm. Dodging into a black's cabin, he discovers a pistol. But instead
of shooting Glirnm, he eludes him and runs to the home of Gail Hightower, the defrocked minister-where, Stevens conjectures, he hopes for
some kind of sanctuary. Apparently changing his mind, however, he
knocks Hightower to the floor and hides in his kitchen. Theremaking
no effort at his own d e f e n s ~ h eallows himself to be apprehended, shot,
and emasculated by Grimm. It is, of course, one of the subtleties of
Christmas' characterization that no one-including Christmas himselfknows whether or not he really has African blood. Stevens, who like
everyone else assumes that he has, explains Joe's actions as folloxvs:

". . . [Christn~as]must have run with believing for a while; anyway
with hope. But his blood would not be quiet, let him save it. It
would not be either one or the other and let l& body save itself.
Because the black blood drove him first to the Negro cabin. And
then the white blood drove him out of there, as it was the black
blood which snatched up the pistol and the white blood which would
14 Faulkner, Go
15 Ibid., p. 396;

Down, Moses (New York: Random House, 1942), p. 168.
Faulkner in the University, p. 37.
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not let him fire it. And it was the white blood which sent him to
the minister, which rising in him for the last and final time, sent him
against all reason and all reality, into the embrace of a chimera, a
blind faith in something read in a printed Book. Then I believe
that the white blood deserted him for the moment. Just a second,
a ficker, allowing the black to rise in its final moment and make him
tnm upon that on which he had postulated his hope of salvation. It
was the black blood which swept him by his own desire beyond the
aid of any man, swept him up into that ecstasy out of a black jungle
where life has already ceased before the heart stops and death is
desire and fulfillment. h i d then the black blood failed him again,
as it must have in crises all his life. He did not kill the minister. He
merely struck him with the pistol and ran on and crouched behind
that table and defied the black blood for the last time, as he had
been defying it for thirty years. He crouched behind that overturned
table and let them shoot him to death, with that loaded and un6red
pistol in his hand." l c

In the crisis of his break for freedom, in short, Christmas appears to
one of the town's better-educated whites to have been paralyzed by the
opposing "pulls" of his blood, tragically unable to reconcile a divided
inner self.
Similarly, in Go Down, Moses Faulkner uses Roth Edmonds to
suggest in hard-headed, independent Lucas Beauchamp the harmonious
combination of blood lines symbolized by the fyce. Observing this aging
mulatto McCaslin kinsman whose life seems in important ways more
successful than his own, Roth analyzes Lucas' success in this fashion:

. . . it was not that Lucas made capital of

his white or even his
McCaslin blood hut the contrary. It was as if he were not only
impervious to that blood, he was indifferent to it. He didn't even
need to strive with it. He didn't even have to bother to defy it. He
resisted it simply by being the composite of the two races which
made him, simply by possessing it. Instead of being at once the
battleground and victim of the two strains, he was a vessel, durable,
ancestryless, nonconductive, in which the toxin and its anti stalemated one another, seetheless, unrumored in the outside air.lT
For Roth Edmonds, as for Stevens, there is no question that the black
and white bloods (the "toxin and its anti") are inimical; but for Roth,
x * FaulLmer, Light in August (New
' 7 Go Down, Moses, p. 104.

York: Modern Libray, 1950), pp. 393-394.

Lucas is arare conibination. A stalemate is not a war, and with his bloods
not in co&ct, Lucas can be himself: "siniply . . . the composite of the
two races which made him." The point is si@ficant. For Faullcner, only
rarely do the opposing bloods fail to fight each other, and when such a
"stalemate" occurs, there is still no more than a fair chance that the
individual will be in any way suiperior. Human iniprovement through
racial mixture is a remote, t h o u ~ hnot impossible, potentiality.
These ideas fit snugly enough into Faulkner's scheme of a curse
which his Southerners inherit. Miscegenation is fundamental to the curse's
operation. The mulatto's very existence niakes him, like Charles Ban, the
mulatto son of Thomas Sutpen in Absalom, Absalons!, a Living symbol of
the father's immorality, and hence a punishment of the father, and recalls,
strildngly, the sentence of the Old Testament God, extending his vengeance to the third and fourth generations. Faulkner's speculation moves,
at that point, from the individual to the society. The mulatto's mixed
blood, largely as a metaphor for his mixed cultural heritages, becomes a
basis for speculation on the possibilities of moral improvement or degeneration of the human race as a whole. The self-defeating cornhination
of racial traits, as in the case of Eon's idiot grandson, Jim Bond, suggests
a cancer impacted deep in the social body, portends the doom of both
races. But a harmonious combination, as in the case of Lucas Beauchamp,
suggests the possibility that the evils associated with the "pure" blooded
may be transcended, suggests hope of eventual freedom from the curse.
Thus in Absalom, Absalonz! Faulkner uses Shreve McCannon, the
unsympathetic Canadian, to suggest the kind of white Southern horror at
the destructive potentialities of such mixture played on by Thomas Dixon.
With a kind of willfully perverse mathematics, Shreve "proves" to the
unwilling Quentin Compson that even though "it takes two niggers to
get rid of one Sutpen," there is still "One aigger Sutpen left." What that
means to Shreve is that "in time the Jim Bonds are going to conquer
the western hemisphere."ls Or again, Faulkner uses the aging Isaac
McCaslin in Go Down, Moses to suggest a similar eventuality. In the
"deswamped and denuded and deriuered' Delta, amid " t ~ s o yand mortgage and bankruptcy and measureless toealtls," a plethora of races,
"Chinese and African and Aryan and Jeto, all breed and spnwn together
rintil no man has time to say tohich one i.s which nor cores." For this
octogenarian lover of the wiIdemess, who is nearing the end of a lifelong
penance for what he looks on as atrocities of miscegenation committed
by his grandfather, such changes sugzest that the doom Shreve MclaFanl!aer, Absalom, Absalonl (New York: Modem Library, 1951),p. 378.

Cannon foresees has almost arrived. "No wonder the ruined woods I
used to know dont cry for retribution," he muses. "The people who have
destroyed it will accomplish its revenge."
But Faulkner does not allow Isaac the only word on the subject; he
uses Roth Edmonds' mulatto mistress, who is also Roth's and Isaac's
cousin, to suggest those harmonious possibilities symbolized by the fyce.
Her affair with Roth, it develops, is for her no perverse thing; when the
wifeless, childless Isaac intimates that it is, she asks him, "Old man,
have yon lived so long and forgotten so much that you don't remember
anything you ever knew about love? She is, it appears, one of the few
characters in the novel capable of giving themselves in love; hence Isaac's
instinctive desire to touch her, to feel 'Tor a second the smooth young
flesh where the strong old blood ran after its long lost journey back to
home."*8 She has, perhaps, passed beyond the point where her bloods
are at war, risen, like ber cousin Lucas Beauchamp, to the point at which
she is "simply . the composite of the two races which made" her.
Isaac's decision to give the hunting horn, symbol of his wilderness
heritage, to this woman's child-n
her side at least a child of love-- is
more than just a concession that the boy is the last male McCaslin.
Despite his fears, even such a pessimist on miscegenation as Isaac can
hope that an occasional human, like the fyce, "instead of sticking to his
breeding and becoming a decadent degenerate creature," might mix
"himself up with good stock where he picked and chose."
Not only Faulkneis understanding of the mulatto, in short, but his
elaborate vision of American history as well, is centered upon his understanding of the problem of racial mixture-an understanding which
employs for its basic metaphorical structure an archaic attitude toward
race based on the pseudo-genetics and paranoia of another era. That he
should give such importance to an archaic mode of thought is most
suggestive. I t a r m s , for one thing, that as far as Southern literary and
social tradition are concerned, he was, as Gidley reminds us, "no untutored genius." But what is at stake here is not merely the fact that
Faulkner's intellectual roots were planted so firmly. There is also the
question of the quality of Faulkner's imagination, its manner of creation,
and there is no gauge of its nature more accurate than his handling of
the question of racial mixture.
In this regard one important, and obvious, consideration is that in
c7iCouc fashion, Fadkner's speculations about miscegenation become a
m e r v cf avoiding a direct approach to black characterization. Where a
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GG Dorrn. )loses, pp. 362-364.

dual genetic inheritance exists, Faulkner's choice in every signscant
instance is to visualize the mulatto's motivation in terms of the wluite
side of his heritage. The choice is frequent enough to be called a major
mannerism. That his mulatto fi,wes are those who think of themselves
not as blacks but as whites or LncZians robbed of a social heritage by the
accident of African blood is of course no compliment to blacks-nor is
it possible, under such conditions, truly to speak of these as black characterizations. This must stand as a distinctive-x-ally
a cripplingweakness in Faulkner's fictional realization of black ilmerican life.
Still, many critics, black and white alike, have found qualities in
these figures which transcend their stereotyped ori-6. For one thing, in
an important sense, the shortsightedness of Faulkner's observers-through
whom the reader's understanding of his blacks is usually filtered- is not
necessarily Fauher's. Such racism as can be seen in a Shreve McCannon
or a Gavin Stevens is generally revealed so as to reflect ironically on
these white characters. Similarly, the dissatisfaction of the Bons and
Christmases with what they conceive as the black portion of their heritage
is no more a reflection of the author's outloolc. Often enough it is their
rejection of both lines of their blood that makes these figures tragic.
A familiar reaction from both black and white critics, furthermore,
has been that although the origins of Fanlkner's characterizations are
often in stereotypes he seems able to push beyond these to what he
himself has called "truths of the heart." This, at least, is the thrust of
such analyses as those by Irving Howe, Sterling Brown, Charles Nilon
and Ralph E l l i ~ o n .Ellison,
~~
for example, writes that Faulkner '%as been
more willing perhaps than any other [white] artist to start with the
stereotype . . . and then seekc out the human truth which it hides."21
I do not believe this statement to be true of all of Faulkner's major black
characterizations; but his handling of figures of mixed blood reveals
clearly what Ellison and others are pointing toward. The mulatto's
divided heritage, and the kind of mathematical potential for progress or
regress visualized in polemical conjectures on racial mixture, presented
Faulkner's imagination with precisely the kind of nourishment which
suited it best.
--

%~HOW
William
~,
Faulkner: A CTitical S t u d ~ (Yew York: Vintage Books,
1952), pp. 116-37; Brown, 'A Century of Kegro Porlraihxe in American Literature";
Charles Nilon, Faulkner and the Negro (New York: The Citadel Press, 1965);
Ellison, 'Twentieth-Century Fiction and the Black >!.lash of Humanity," Images of
the Negro in American Fiction, eds. Seymour L. Gross and John Edward Hardy
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966), pp. 115-31.
21 Ellison, p. 131.
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In this connection, Walter J. Slatoffs theory of the "polar" quality
of Faulkner's thought is most suggestive. Though he never attacks the
problem of Faulkner's debt to the Northern and Southern architects of
the literary plantation, Slatoffs thesis indicates the si@cance of that
heritage. Faulkner tends, according to Slatoff, "to view and interpret
experience in extreme terms and to see life as composed essentially of
pairs of warring entities"; in particular, he "seems fascinated by that
especially tense sort of antithesis in which the opposed entities remain in
a state of deadlock where they can neither be separated nor reconciled." 2"
Plantation literature, born and bred in a briar patch of such
shibboleths as "amalgamation," "intermixture," and "miscegenation,"
provided the essential vessel for this kind of antithesis in the ambivalent
heritage of the mulatto, canying with him as he did the whole tragedy
of the abolition and Jim Crow controversies: in Faulkner's words, "not
only the blood of slaves but even . . the very blood which has enslaved
it; himself his own battleground, the scene of his own vanquishment, and
the mausoleum of his defeat." This, I think, is the essence of what Ellison
and others are suggesting when they speak of some kind of passage
through the stereotype to attain "the human truths which it hides."
For Faulkner to have visualized the race problem through the
stereotype of the tragic mulatto, a notion so indigenous to his owl
literary heritage as a white Southerner, is predictable. But to have see]
behind this cliche the mind-shattering ambiguities of a Sam Fathers or :
Joe Christmas or a Charles Bon: that is the quality of mind which, as
Slatoff reminds us, "accounts in large measure for the peculiarly compelling and disturbing power of his works"; because, he adds, it recalls
If~the tragic mulatto is
"the similar schizophrenia within o u r ~ e l v e s . " ~
a questionable representation of bIaclc American life, this archaic figure
becomes in Faulkner's hands a suggestive metaphor for a tragedy of a
more universal nature.

.

22 Slatoff, Quest fa Failure: A Study
University Press, 1960),pp. 79,83.
23 Slatoff, p. 252.
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EDWARD'S OBJECT
It was smaller, smaller even than most marbles with a rough,
reddish-brown surface and hard as a pebble. How it got into his chemistry set he did not h o w but he did not doubt that it was what he had
been told it was, though he could not remember \ ~ h ohad told him.
It was a mystery of science: like chairs which mere actually billions of
little spinning balls, this object was not what, in its ordinary surroundings, it appeared to be, but smaller and harder. He kept it wrapped in
an old cloth and hidden behind a row of bottles on the top shelf; he
examined it under the microscope only when he knew he would not be
surprised by his mother, who was s u e to know what it was.
"He's fourteen years old. He's too old to be playing with chemistry
sets," his father said, but of course he no longer played with the chemistry
set. It had been over two years since he had exploded a test tube and
put the stain, which was still there, on ,the ceiling of his room. Now the
chemistry set was simply an excuse for examining the curious object. The
rest of the time, other than when he was sleeping and eating, was taken
up with school, basketball, aod a couple of things which like the object
were mysterious.
One of them was Vicki Maloney, two years older than himself and
the only other person he had allowed to see it. She was tall and thin and
had reddish-brown hair. Because she was a Catholic and attended the
girls' convent school, he saw her only in the afternoon and in the spring
and summer after dinner when the children in the neighborhood played
until dark. One afternoon he smuggled it and the microscope out of the
house and let her examine it in a nearby vacant lot.
"It's just a rock," she said.
He smiled knowingly.
"That's all it is," she insisted. "I know. We've been studying rocks
in science."
He kept on smiling and said to himself, what eke would they tell
her in a girls' school? And a Catholic school too. She became furious and
idiot," but nothing could change the fact that
called him "silly" and
she was not allowed to wear make-up or go out with boys (she had even
had to sneak off to the vacant lot) even though the girls her age in the
public school were already dating in cars. Edward was aware of this
and not above taking advantage of her humiliation and naivete.
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"11
' 1 bet Virginia knows what it is," he said. VirgiIlia, who lived
next door to Vicki, was always going out with hoys, even though she
was Vicki's age--two months younger, in fact.
Virginia was part of the other mystery, Virginia and Vicld's brother
Johnny, who was seventeen and wild. While the other boys broke street
lamps with rocks and air rifles, Johnny did it with a .22 rifle-his own
rifle, given to him an his birthday by his father. Edward, like the other
hoys, both admired and feared him, Ending his wildness both romantic
and-something he sensed but could not comprehend or express-irrational. "That boy's crazy," his mother said. "Don't his parents know that?
And then to turn around and give him a gun." Cmy. What did the
word apply to? The way he drove his father's car at breakneck speed up
and down the quiet neighborhood streets? The way he beated Virginia,
tossing her about, mussing her hair, teasing her with words Edward
only vaguely understood? Or did mazy have something to do with what
he saw at the lake?
The lake was two blocks from his house, small, man-made, pmbably
built only to enhance the scenic beauty of the houses that dotted the
small hills around it. They were large houses, mostly white and separated
fmm ,thelake by great expanses of grass, huge old oaks and elms. In the
spring the surface reflected the glaring sunlight and the weeping willows
were as still as the water they tumbled into. Often, as he fished for
the hgersized bream and perch, Edward could hear the slam of a
screen door a block away, the crying of a baby farther away than his
own house. So ir wasn't surprising that he heard the murmur of voices in
.the small patch of woods between the two creeks that fed the lake,
that he fearea as he inched toward the voices, that the sound of the
grasshoppers leaping away from his feet would give him away. But as
he came closer the tone of the voices-the urgency of the pleading, the
confusion and uncertainty of protests broken by heavy breathing-told
him he need not fear being noticed. And then he could see Johnny and
Virginia lying in the high grass.
Somehow it did not fit. What he read about his object-a book
checked out of the Buclchead branch of the Carnegie library-was full
of facts pertaining to the importance of it: it had always to exist within a
certain range of temperature; one hung slightly lower than the other lest
they crnsh each other when a man sat down; it was essential to "procreation," which seemed to mean that without it-or them--one could
not have babies or rather cause a woman to have babies. What did all
that have to do with what he had seen in the high grass? He read another

book, Biology for Ch,ristians, in which the author devoted IittIe space to
it except to say that the perfect d e s i g and function of it was further
proof of the existence of God. That had an authoritative ring to it since
Mrs. Magee, his English teacher, had told him that one could find God
in a grain of sand. But as he held it in his hand and rolled it on his
fingertips he wondered how God and what he had seen in the high
grass could both be bound up with the hard rough object.
"It's just not healthy," Virginia's mother, Mrs. Simpljns, said to his
own. They had come together at the fence and each stood with a trowel
in her hand, talking. Around them the earth they had been t d ,a: was
lamp and glistened in the May sun "Sticking a girl off in a .
:onvent that way."
His mother nodded gravely.
"I mean, co-education is best."
"Lord knows, he doesn't hide his son away," said his mother.
Mrs. Simpkhs leaned forward. "0, he can explain that." The he,
Edward knew, was Mr. Maloney, a somewhat notorious character in
the neighborhood. "He says, 'Girls are helpless. You have to protect
them. But you just give boys their head and let them go.' Now I ask you!"
'They're Catholic," said his mother.
Mrs. Simpkins nodded gravely. ' f i t them all together, I say. Do
away with the double standard and you h o w what you'll End? That
girls are by nature pure. It's hiding them away that buns them bad."
Double standard. Edward was vaguely familiar with the term, his
mother having hurled it at his father once or twice. Still, he wasn't sure
what it meant, though most certainly poor Vickie was a victim of it. He
resolved to be nicer to her but found it di5cult since she was so nded by
the double standard. Her mother did not seem to wony much, the reason
being, as he overheard her say to her husband one day, "Edward's so
young. There's no danger in their seeing each other." And the father even
relented a little so that Edward could walk with her to the drugstore or
sit in the front yard and talk to her.
But there were Iimits. Once they wandered off to the lake together
and were sitting by the water when a car roared to a stop and Mr.
Maloney leaped out. As he rushed toward them Edward considered
diving into the water to escape, but his fear of the murky depths balanced his fear of the man. Mr. Maloney grabbed Vicki by the arm and
glared at him for a moment before he dragged her away to the car.

.
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The glare was filled with something which froze Edward's blood-the
opposite of what he had felt on seeing Virginia and Johnny in the high
grass when his blood roared wildly and caused his heart to pound. Suppose Mr. Maloney ever discovered that he had shown his object to
Vicki, the same object so mysteriously bound up with his son Johnny
and Virginia?
It was all very co~lfusingand on Sunday the preacher didn't help
much. Edward's mind was still filled with what e' had heard that very
morning, that Johnny had "finally got himself tthrown in jail," as his
father put it. Virginia, in a pink and white dress which she continually
looked down at, sat across from him on the other side of the balcony and
Dr. Swinton said, 'The skeptic cannot deny that there are things we all are
certain of. In philosophy this feeling is called 'spontaneous certitude.'
What are these things? Love, devotion, honor, duty. And, yes, hate, envy,
lust, greed." Spontaneow. certitude. Things we know automatically, without thinking. But what if these things contradict each other?
After church as he and his family walked down the Baptist side of the
road (because the Baptist church was on that side, the Catholic on the
other), he looked across and saw on the Catholic side Mr. and Mrs.
Maloney and Vicki with a scarf over her head, her eyes on her feet,
and behind them Johnny, large, expansive, grinning, waving to people
on both sides of the road. In jail last night, obviously bailed out by his
father, now coming from church. It struck Edward that Johnny's life
must be one spontaneous certitude after another and he found himself
longing for one--just one-a longing somehow bound up with the way he
coulcl not take his eyes off the obviously embarrassed Vicki though he
could not comprehend what the connection was.
But whatever it was, it grew stronger when school turned out for
the summer and he spent more and more time with her. During the hot,
molasses-like summer afternoons he sat with her in her backyard. Her
father was at work and her mother was often a t the church doing various
kinds of committee and social work. Johnny appeared sporadically, always
loud and moving rapidly about, occasionally opening and gulping down
bottles of beer. Of course, Edward was not supposed to be there, hut #they
knew Johnny would not tell :and even Mrs. M,aloney, when she found
them, did not seem concerned. Only when Mr. Maloney, who was a
rllesman of some kind, came home unexpectedly, ,did Edward have to
scramble for the bushes at the back of the yard and sneak away.
Edward sensed that Vicki allowed him to come only because she
-..-Y tr.?pped, isolated. He was a living being, someone to talk to, to

listen to, a relief from book after book, from watching the birds and
occasionally working in the flower beds. She patronized him unmercifully
with her superior knowledge, exerting her age and maturity, but Edward
knew that he admired not so much \vbat she said as the way she turned
her head, the slender lines of her neck, the way her long legs gave shape
to her jeans and merged in some kind of exciting perfection with her hips.
He also sawhow in the midst of her youthful pedantrp and condescension
she became suddenly confused and benildered by his eyes and since he
was at those moments confused and b e ~ d d e r e dhimself, they often lapsed
into a mutual sensual dalliance: the older girl so totally ignorant of
physical realities, the younger boy stirred by feelings he understood
only from the words of others, from what he had seen that afternoon
in the high grass, from what he had read about his mysterious object. It
was only natural, desperate as he was by the time July was plodding to
its end, that he seize upon his one advantage and one afternoon he took
object and microscope and went to see her. But Johnny was there.
"Don't you two ever go anywhere?" he asked
"I can't," his sister said. 'You know that."
"0 Dad won't be home for hours and Mom's at church. Here." He
reached in his pocket and took out some .coins. "Go to a movie. Thae's
a good one playing at the Buckhead."
Vickie leapt at the opportunity but at the same time despaired of
having the daring to take advantage of i t "I can't leave the house."
"Sure you can. Go on. Both of you. Look, it starts at two thirty. It's
one now."
She looked eagerly a t Edward and he d d not deny her. He
nodded.
'AU right," she said. 'We will."
"Good!" He gave her the money.
She wanted to leave right away, but Edward pointed out that it
would take only Ween minutes to get there, so they had an hour and
6fteen minutes to kill.
"Of course," she said, "you probably won't understand the movie."
"I will too."
"No, you're too young."
"I know more than you do."
She tossed her head back and laughed. She was not being purposefully malicious; she was merely excited and happy. Yet her indifference

.,

nx-e ner own excitement aroused som&g
in Edward and with
iee!ings and pounding hearf he fired back at her, "Then I suppose
:. -.: I:no\v what this is." I-Ie opened his hand and revealed his prize.
"0 that rock."
-It's not a rock."
T e s it is. I'm tired of that game."
T o it isn't. It's
it's a testicle."
".A what?" AU the excitement in her eyes changed instantly to
uncertainty.
What followed was a long, awkward description of what Edward
called sexual iut:ercourse, a description which grew naturally from his
attemp~tto expla in the function and pnrpose of his object. Vickie gulped,
noddec1 her heaid from time to #time and listened. For Edward the
tables were turned, he was patronizing her, but his delight was tempered
by stirrings within himself, for he felt that his little lecture was simply
words sldmming on the surface of something deep and unfathomable.
He hesitated. H e trembled. "Let's go in the house where we can see it
through the microscope," he said.
She hesitated m e movie," she! said soft1Y.
n
'We have lots of time." Actuall,I, i t.a,..
Jready
past time.
"All right." She turned and he followed her into the kitchen, where
she stopped. "We can use the table in here." The shilling white waUs, the
immaculate cabinets, the glistening sink and spotless glaring tile: floor.,
the gas range with its burners, the refrigerator-why did such surroundings seem hopelessly inappropriate? But they did, and he could think
of no convincing argument against her suggestion. In fact, he could think
of nothing, not even what he would do-or was supposed to do-at .the
next moment. He put tbe microscope on the itable and they both peered
through it and discussed the outrageous capability of such an ordinary
object. She picked it up and held it out in her open hand; he reached for
it and their hands met and closed around it.
The front door slammed shut.
Their hands tightened together so that Edward felt the object
pressing painfully into his palm. They were caught, both seemed to say,
30 what's the use? Then they heard Johnny's loud voice, Virginia's high
pitched giggles. They heard them move through the living room and
rrp the stairs-to the bedrooms. The loud talk, the giggling gave way to
a deep silence broken occasionally by a barely audible whisper, a low
!111ch mysterious thumps on the floor, ,the unmistakeable sou~ldsof
mo\.ement on a bed.
:.
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Edward saw Vicki's eyes narrow and harden and he did not lmow
h a v to interpret the effect the intrusion had had upon her, but he feared
the worst. Yet even as he despaired (of what? he sti did not know) he
felt Vicki's hand drawing him toward her. .4fter that the glare of the
kitchen became a swirl of l i ~ h t ?the sharp clean surfaces hazards as
they moved awkardly against one another. dependins upon spontaneous
certitude (the phrase ran idiotically throuyh Ed\\-ard's reeling brain)
to guide them. The precious object fell to the floor and rolled bumpily
several inches-the sound of it an echoing thump and roar. He was
dimly aware of noises overhead, shouts, lau:hter, the sound of Tunning
feet. But only dimly. They fumbled with one another, amazed that
failed experiments did not deter the mild desire that drove them on. The
tile was cold against his body. Her blouse was undone, her jeans half
off, his own caught by a new physical phenomenon he struggled to
overcome. He knew what to do, he had told her c l m f was done-they
were trying desperately to work out the how (he s m the ridiculous
distorted reflection of their two half naked bodies in the sparkling
surface of the oven door) when a loud explosion filled the air.
Her father has come home and shot me, he thou:ht, and in his mind's
eye he saw the man standing in the kitchen door, a prm smoking in his
hand. They rolled apart. There was no one in the doonvay. They waited.
A scream echoed through the house, followed by another and another.
They sat up but remained next to one another, their l e p spread in
front of them, their hands on the floor behind their hacks, their shoulders
touching; and stared first up at the ceiling and then at each other. They
heard noise on the stairs, the sound of a table turnins 01-er in the living
r o m ; and then the doorway was filled with Johnny, clutching his left
shoulder with his right hand, his face dazed, benildered, the left side
of his body covered in blood which dripped on the shiny aluminum
floor strip between the tile of the kitchen and the carpet of the living
room. Overhead, Virginia was screaming again.
Not surprisingly, Vicki recovered first. As she started for the telephone to call the hospital she shouted back to Edward "Get Virgbia out1
And get yourself out1 Quickl" perhaps sensing in her new awareness of
reality that what the neighbors, who were sure to come streaming in,
were about to discover would look very much like an orgy. Edward was
up the stairs in a flash, even though he dressed as he ran, and he found
a pitiful 'naked Virginia sitting on the bed, Johnny's .22 d e lying at her
feet. She seemed not to see him, so hysterical she was. She screamed

and screamed and screamed and Edward said, 'To hell with it" (his &st
natural, unself-conscious use of swearing), and flew hack down to the
kitchen, past the groaning Johnny. One thing was sure-he was going
to get out; the picture of Vicki's father with the gun was still quite vivid
in his mind. As ,he crossed the kitchen, snatching up the microscope as
he went, his hare foot was painfully stung by something. He looked down
and saw that he had stepped on his precious object, hut what he really
noticed was that he had no shoes on. He found one by the refrigerator,
the other by the sink, and holding them in one hand, the microscope in
the other, he ran out the backdoor, over the chain-link fence, and into
the hushes. Virginia was still screaming, and all up and down the street
he heard the noise of screen doors slamming shut.
Only after a large crowd had gathered round the house and Mr.
Maloney had gotten home (he was selling something or other nearby)
and Virginia's mother had discovered her screaming, naked daughter and
the wail of the ambulance coming from town filled the air-only .then
did Edward creep up to the edge of the crowd. Somehow Virginia's
mother and Mr. Maloney had confronted one another on the raised front
porch and their words and actions became a scene played out on a
stage for the fascinated audience on the front lawn.
"
ought
an insane asyluml"
'man screa
hack. "Sh
"She came
my houst:I If you
- -.
looked after her. tnls wo~udnt nave nappened. You don't see Vicki . . ."
"0yes, kec:p her locked up. Like you do. No, I trust my neighbors
and friends. Or I used to. Let me tell you something, you haven't heard
the last of this.'
<'.
not, if you let her keep running around."
'"
?-a-bitch!" She swung at him hut he caught her arm. "She's
under age! me's only sixteen. 1'11 have you up for . . ."
"For raper' Mr. Maloney roared with laughter. "Then I11 have her up
for attempted murder."
"She was defending herself."
He laughed again. ''I
:es ago you said he shot himself. That
it was an accident."
a ".l+
--A
By now two n e i g h b ~ ~ , , ~ ttheir al~.~,
,,.,,
,,,,
were drawing her away. "Ill get your she shouted. "I swear I willl"
"The trouble is," a woman near Edward whispered as Mrs. Simpkins
was led through the crowd, "they don't teach sex education in the
schools."
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The ambulance arrived. Two aides carried a stretcher into the house
and fa few moments later they came out half-rolling, half-carrying a
somewhat somber Johnny.
"Just a surface wound," someone said.
"And only the shoulder. He'll he all ri:ht"
The police arrived and told everyone h a t it n z "an over" and to
fen- remained when
go home. Gradually the crowd broke up and
Vicki came out on the porch. She caught Edward's eye and motioned
him around to the backyard. She went through the house and met him
there. You've got to say you were here," she s3i& her mice full of dread.
"But. why?
"Idon't know. It's the police. They. . they dain :hey have to have
proof that Johnny didn:t . . didn't make her come in."
"Bwt you were here."
"No, I'm his sister. They say . .'
"You told them."
"Only that you were here playing."
"But your father."
She looked down.
Filled with fear which bordered on pame-mmnea. ~n fact-he
followed her toward the kitchen; but before he was aell into the room
Mr. Maloney half-shouted, "Were you here when an this happened?"
He was standing next to the table and off to one side were the
two policemen. Recovering from the initial onslaueht. Edward said
(SOloudly he surprised himself), "Yes."
in the last
Mr. Maloney's face went blood red but Ednard,
hour had learned more about reading faces than he had in the last
fourteen years, saw in the eyes the glare of the trapped anirnaL uncertain
as to what to do, how to escape.
'We'll do the questioning," said one of the policemen, his voice full
of weariness. 'Were you here when Mr. >lalone!.'s son came in with the
girl?"
'Yes.'
"Did he force her into the house?"
'Well, I didn't see them. Vicki and I were here in the kitchen looking
at
. something through a microscope. But I heard them. She was
laughing and he was joking and . . . no, he didn't force her in."
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"All right," the policeman said, his tone reflecting that Edward had
simply confirmed what he already h e w . "I don't suppose you saw the
shooting."
"No, I only heard it."
He nodded. "Okay, that's all."
'Why did you run, you little bastard? Mr. Maloney hissed.
What?"
"Why did you run if you were only looking through a microsa
"I was afraid. I mean, the gunshot and all."
'You lying son-of-a-bitch. I ought to kill you.' '
Edward, however, had turned his eyes from the man to the floor. At
first Mr. Maloney probably thought he was afraid; but soon he realized
that Edward was simply looking around.
W h a t is it?" asked the policeman. T said you could go."
"My rock, I'm looldng for my rock."
Mr. Maloney exploded and lunged toward him, but the policemen
grabbed him and held him back. "Get out, son," one of them said softly.
He went out through the back door and paused in the yard for
a moment to look around, hut he saw no one. The neighborhood 1
returned to its summer silence. He walked around the house and as
was passing the side of it he heard his name. He looked up and 5
Vicki at the window.
"Here," she whispered, and she tossed him his object. He .caug
'You'll come hack, won't you?"
Tickil" her father shouted from the kitchen. She pulled her uwau
in and disappeared.
He stood for a long time by the side of ,the house before he hurled
the object high in the air and watched it arch gracefully into the bushes
at the far side of the next yard. Around him the neighborhood lay in
silence; the afternoon sun beat down unmercifully on the trees, the
Bowers, the grass, the imperturbable houses, everything which made up
the world as he had always h o w n it. "You'll come back, won't you?
he would. That was most assuredly a spontaneous certitude.

RICHARD III AS PUNCH
JOHNJ. M C L A V G ~
There is a sure-fie show stopper in the Punch a d Judy show:
Punch takes his stick to one of his victims-usually Scaramouche--swings
mightily, and the puppet's head is knocked clear 05 itr shoulders. When
Buckingham asks of Richard 111, "Now my !ord what shall we do if
we perceive/Lord Hastings will not yield to our mmplob?" Richard's
reply is a Punch-line: "Chop off his head." It has the finality of Punch's
stick; we can almost see the head topple. Our deliy'l: at the sudden
audacity and directness of Richard's answer is equal to a child's joy at
watching Punch's victim lose his blockhead. Edmund Kean. we are told,
delivered the line with a laugh? and Laurence Olix-ier. in his filmed version of Richard 111 gave it with a sardonic pin and a maiicious twinkle
of the eye. The audiences in both cases could be erpwted to laugh appreciatively, tor Richard, like Punch, is a comedian-\i!lain.'
There is nothing new in the notion that d l a h y can be played for
comedy. The comic rogue and the melodramatic d!ain are often the
if played too
same character in different h d s of plays, and any \+!.i.n:
broadly, can trip into comic bathos. Open aggession. especially when
it is unmotivated as it is with Richard, is al\va)s \ e n c!ose to comedy. If
aesthetic distance and the rhetoric of the joke are present, aggression
and cruelty easily become comic.
One of the archetypal comic villains of En~lishpopular drama is the
hunchbacked puppet hero Punch, a character r h o represents the distillation of centuries of theatrical practice. Punch rules ol-er a microcosmic
comic world not only where murder is frequent and hilarious. but where
violence emerges triumphant. The character rras orisinally a puppet
version of the cornmedia delt'artds Pdcinello. quite a difEerent comic
type. In the eighteenth-century puppet theater Pulcinello was a comic
henpecked husband, the receiver of blows. The metamorphosis of the
= A . C. Sprague, Shakespeare and the Aaon (Loodon: Ruae4 1944), p. 99.
ZG. B. Shaw was one of the earliest rn-tics to remgnize the resemblance
between Richard and Punch. "Richard," Shaw --rote, "is the prince of Punches: he
delights Man by pmvoldng God, and dies unrepentant and game to the last. His
incongruous conventional appendages, such as the Punch hump, the conscience, the
fear of ghosts, all impart a spice of outrageousness which leaves nothing lacking
to the fun of the entertainment, except the solemnity of those spectators who feel
hound to take the &air as a profound and subtle historic study." Qnoted in Edwin
Wilson, ed., Shaw on Shakespeare (New York: Dutton, 1961), p. 164.
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character from a comic victim to the assassin Pu?nch came about when
the elegant puppet theaters of London declined and the puppet show was
thrown out onto the streets where it was operated by a single person
using gloved hand puppets. On the streets, the only criterion for the
puppet showmen was laughter, and the character of Pulcinello, the
\ictim of abuse, was transformed into Punch, the gleeful m ~ r d e r e r . ~
Clearly, what entertained audiences was an ever-increasing displ:*y of
aggression on the part of the play's hook-nosed, hump-backed protagonist.
The final P m c h and Judy play as we b o w it today has a single-mihded
unity of action: Punch disposes of a series of characters by beating th
into insensibility with his stick.
Both Richard and Punch are assassins-premeditated scouncl!
intent on clubbing their way to dominance. Both are also crowd pleasims
who have proved their endurance on the popular English stage. Burb,age
made his reputation as Richard, and other Shakespearean actors such. as
Cibber, Kean, Booth and Irving won fame in the role. Although the
play has been a favorite with audiences for several centuries-especially
in Cibber's version which makes it a star vehicleonly in recent years
has it received favorable critical attention. We are much more sympathetic to the violence, psychological patbolom:, and thea.tricality of .the
play than were earlier critics. Dr. Jolmson smnmed up the objections:
"That the play has scenes noble in themselves and very well contrived to
ptal'ts are triang,
strike in the exhibition, cannot be denied. But w~ur;-"
others shocking, and some improbable."
TriEng, shocking, and improbablean apt description of the Punch
and Judy show. Many of the problems of R i c h d III and its leading
character clear up if we consider Richard, not as a character from
tragedy, or even from melodrama, but as a comic rogue intent on
F'nnch-ing his way to dominance. It is true that this theatrical interpretation ignores some of Richard's other dimensions, particularly the psychological questions raised by his inability to find satisfaction through conquest and achievement, and the moral and political contexts provided
by his mnscience and by Margaret's curses. These have been dealt with
elsewhere, but the raw theatrical power of the character, especial1y his
comic verve, though often noted, have been less frequently analyze,d.
L

a A scenario of the Punch play is in Philip John Stead, Mr. Punch (Lo
Evans, 1950). George Speaight's The History of the English Puppet T
London: Hamap, 1955) is a scholarly study of the subiect.
71'. K \i'imsatt, Jr., ed., S~muelJohnson on Shakespeare (New York: Hi
tvme, I s m ) , p. 93.
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The essential Richard is already characterized in the second and
third parts of Henry VI. His only pleasure is power and therefore he
sets his sights upon the ultimate goal:
Then, since this ear& affords no joy to me,
But to command, to check, to O'erbear such
As are of better person than myself,
I'll make my heaven to dream upon the m o m ,
And, whiles I live, to account this world hut hell.
Until this mis-shaped trunk that h this head
Be round impaled with a glorious crown.'
His method will be to dominate through role; he will become a Protean
shape-changer, a master of mask and costume, a superhuman actor, a
veritable Punch:
Why, I can smile, and murder whiles I smile,
And cry 'Content' to that which grieves my heart,
And wet my cheeks with artificial tears,
And frame my face to all occasions.
I'll drown more sailors than the mermaid shall;
I'll slay more gazers than the basilisk;
I'll play the orator as well as Nestor,
Deceive more slily than Ulysses could,
And, like a Sinon, take another Troy.
I can add colours to the chameleon,
Change shapes with Proteus for advantages,
And set the murderous Machievel to school.
Can I do this, and cannot get a crown?
Tuf were it farther off, I11 pluck it down.
( 182-195)
Richard had found complete fulfillment in war where he expressed his
will t(1 power in the mast direct way, through slaughter. But as Ri chard
111 orlens we 6ud Gloucestcr an alienated man; peace h as settled upon
the la.nd and the conflicts of battle have given way to the (%n9ias04 love,
and in this contest there is no hope for victory. In the court ot Edward
he is merely a grotesque hunchback incapable of attracting either adrniraSon or love. He has been reduced from a vicious fighting machine
'

5 Hardin Craig, ed., The Complete Works of Shnkespeare ( S a v York: S m t t
Foresrnan, 1961), 3 Heny VI, In. ii. 165-171. Subsequent references to S h a k m ' s
plays are to this edition.
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capable of sMking terror into the heart of an opponent to an ugly,
ineffectual cripple. But Richard is unwiSSing to accept inferiority; he
makes an existential choice:
And therefore, since I cannot prove a lover,
To entertain these fair well-spoken days,
I am determined to prove a villain . .
(Richard 111, I. i. 28-30)

.

He chooses no second-rate goal, hut the highest h o w n to man, kingship,
and sets out to get it with all the resourcefulness and vitality at his
command. Like the rogues of comedy he leaps nimbly from role to role
as chance or his imagination dictates. One of the roles he plays is the
comedian. We see him perform in the opening scene of the play when he
meets his brother Clarence as he is being conducted to the Tower.
Richard makes jokes at the expense of the king's mistress, Jane Shore,
one of them a punning double entendre on the word "naught":

Glou. Naught to do with Mistress Shore!
I tell thee, fellow,
He that doth naught with her, excepting c
Were best to do it secretly, alon~
(

But the cruelest joke is his offhand quip upon leaving Clarence:
Go, tread the path that thou shalt
ne'er return.
Simple, plain Clarence1 I do love thee so
That I will shortly send thy soul to heaven,
If heaven d l take the present at our hands.

(118120)

This is the voice of Punch chuckling over the victim he has just club'bed
into insensibility. The effect of these lines is to allow us to relish Richard's
villainy without moral inhibitions, to sidestep the censor that might
ordinarily tell us that this is a man we must condemn. The sardonic jest
of doing his enemies a favor by sending them to their reward in heaven
is a favorite one with Richard and he uses it in one of the most audacious
CcPnes ever written into a play-his
wooing of Lady Anne.
Characteristically, Richard's decision to become a wooer is a uarmg
-'-"~ e f7r. he chooses the most inappropriate time possible to declm.e him-':-\\.hen
. h e is prepeng to bury the corpse of Henry VI whom

Richard has killed, even as he has slaughtered .4nne2s husband, Edward.
His timing is utterly irrational; however Richard is not led by reason, but
by his daemon, and by his driving need to bend others to his wiu, even
against insuperable odds. Indeed, the improbahilir of success acts as an
hcentive to Richard, for like many of Shakespeare's characters he is a
;ambler and the greater the risk the greater the reward in emotional
:cstasy when he has triumphed. To win against the greatest odds--all
he world to nothing"-is the most triumphant rictory.
The wooing scene has often been condemned as one of the most improbable ever written by a playwright. Coleridge refnsed to believe that
Shakespeare wrate it. It is indeed improbable if >reconsider it as a serious
lrama, but if we look at the scene for what it real!! is-hish comedyhen it becomes a wit combat to match that of R s t r ' c e and Benedick,
d t h one important exception.
In the wit battles of Beatrice and Benedick and thme of the Restoration "gay couples" the underlying motivation is sewaIi?-. but in Richard's
wooing of Anne the driving force is naked apgreslion. The scene demonstrates Richard's ability to bend Anne to submiscan m<;.thnothing more
than the unyielding weight of his will. Against vh3t appears to be h o p e
less odds, Richard seizes each line of Anne's splttinc denunciation and
turns it spider-like into the web that will enmesh her. The sallies between
them are no less clever than those of Beatrice and Bmedick. But Anne's
wit never permits her to gain equality with her adversa?- as does that of
Beatrice or Millamant:

Anne. O' he was gentle, mild and virtuous!
Gtou. The better for the 'ng of heaven that hath him.
Anne. He is in heaven, where thou shalt never come.
Glou. Let him thank me, that holp to send him thither,
For he was fitter for that place than earth.
Anne. And thou unfit for any place but he!].
Glou.Yes, one place else, if you ill hear me name it.
Anne. Some dungeon.
Glou.Your bedchamber.
(I. ii. 104-111)
The exchange only appears to be a contest; in reality Anne is no match
for Richard, because the underlying issue is really not sex. Richard's eye
is not on Anne's bedchamber as he claims, but on the crown, and there
fore Anne does not have sex, that great equalizer, in her arsenal.
When Richard draws his sword and offers it to Anne to run through
his bared breast, an act that appears to entail the greatest danger of all,

..

-P il ICUY

u ~ ~risk
l e involved. He has already submitted her to h'-US --"'
wlu

;.?? t:he rest is mere theahics. In this gesture Richard is the 1master

r'--wnan. He prevails for the same reason that the high wire at?rialist
?rerails, because of daline, nerve, and unlimited self-coddence. Shakesreare's villains- Aaron, ichard, Don John, and I a g e a l l possess to
some degree this talent for breathtaking showmanship.6
-a ~-....~<es
a:--;"c
When Rich&,
Anne after dominating her completely, he
is once more the ironic conledian gloating over his victory. The sol
which begins, "Was ever w8oman in tklis humour woo7d?/Wasever v
in this humour won?" (I. ii. 22822!3) anticipates Ben Jonson's 1
~ ~w- .grow in love/With my dear seII ana
who preens, 9 fear I shall .oegm
my most prosp'r~ow parts.
Richard, too, is 6lled with a but~bling,
narcissistic self-l(we:
L~

~

. . ."

I'll be at charges for a looking-glass,
And entertain a score or two of tailors
To study fashions to adorn my body.
Since I am crept in favour with myself,
I will ma
vith some little cost.
(WS-W)

Both ivlosca and Richard seethe with the pouTer that a1
in agg,essive betlavior. The boundless energy with whic
ffatter, and cajole is exceeded only by the bursting, self-s:
at their success. Here is Mosca, Jonson's comic servant:

lies skill
dtmive,
'ejoicing

. .

. your fine, elegant rascal, that can rise
And stoop, almost together, like an arrow;
Shoot through the air as nimbly as a stw,
Turn short as doth a swallow; and he here,
And there, and here, and yonder, all at o m ;
Present to any humor, all occasion;
And change a visor swifter than a thought.7
.Qnd Richard:
Whatl I, that kill'd her husband and his father,
To take her in her heart's extremest hate,
%Foran excellent discussion of Richard as showman see Robert B. Heurnan,
and Conscience: Aspects of Richard 111,'' Antloch Reo., 24 (Spring 1964),
57-73,
.Uvin B. Kernan, ed., Ben Jamon: Volpone (New Haven: Yale, 1962), 111.
"Satiety
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With curses in her month, tears in her eyes,
The bleeding witness of my hatred by;
Having God, he1r conscience, and these bars
against me,
But I no friends to back my suit withal
But the plain devil and dissembling looks,
And yet to win her, all the world to nothina!
Hal
(231-%9)
These are two masters of their craft gloryin? in heir skills. Their
infectio~
icent goodI humor is readily trznmitted to an audience
ence vicariously the triumph of ma!icious superiority.
which c
e wooer is high comedy then Ric\arr! lvinq mooed is
If I
pure farce. I refer to the scene where Buckinsham and the citizens come
to offer Richard the crown 'and he accepts it \\-it\ ieimed reluctance.
The scene is staged by Buckingham and Richard !Ike a prep school
theatrical. Richard, flanked by two clergymen, is fn!!n+n:n~ Ruckinghamh
stage directions for accepting the crown: "Play ?he maid's part, stiU
answer nay and take it" (111. vii. 51). He is the chacte \irrin. innocently
at prayer, being sought for seduction and myly !-:eldin? to i t When
Richard refuses the crown, Buckingham and the citizens start to leave,
with Buckingham's "Zounds! we'll entreat no more." Richard, who has
just had Haslings' head lopped off, replim: ' 0 dn not s e a r , my Lord of
Buckingham." So well does he play his part that he almost overplays it;
he is forced to give Catesby a panicky "Call them akain." to bring the
citizens back.
The entire action is an outrageous mample of how the comic rogue
attains mastery through role. When the role is played broadly, as it is
here, it becomes farce; it is difficult to act the scene any other way.
Shakespearean actors have enriched the comedy with various pieces of
comic business. Olivier, in his filmed version, for example, borrowed an
ehctive piece of stage business from the nineteenth century American
actor Richard Mansfield: Richard enters between two clergymen with a
prayerbook in his hand. He appears to be piousl!. absorbed in the book,
but when no one is looking he suddenly does a double take and turns the
book right side up. At the end of the scene Olivier also included a piece
of business originated 'by CoUy Cibber-now that the prayer book is no
longer needed, he simply throws it away, tossing it high into the air.
The rich comedy of the wooing scenes is certainly not sustained
throughout the play. Once Richard has attained the ultimate prize-the

crou?1--0nce m will to power has been satisfied, it is as if a source of
energy has been lost. With na further victims to a s h , no further risks to
run, no further roles to play, Richard grows petulant and ill-humored; he
loses his ironic turn of phrase and his cynical wit. Without the lust for
domination he is no longer comic. Then, on the eve of battle he is stricken
by conscience in the form of the ghosts of those he has slain, and this
makes lightness and laughter impossible--for him and for his audience.
Only when Richard enters onto the hattldeld and once more faces the
challenge of a competitor does he regain his old gaiety.
Richard 111represents an extreme example of what happens when a
playwright bedecks villainy with lightness, wit, hyperbole, and a drive
for mastery. The character, with a little nudging by either actor or
audience, becomes comic. In Richard's case, too much of the comedian is
visible to be accidental. Punch-Richard is the portrait Shakespeare
painted-a comic psychopath, a master of both gallows gag and executioner's earnest, the topsman's top banana.

I

In the end, the responsibility for crackine the code
fell on us, since we're assigned to b r e a h n down the couriers
and with the enemy better trained all the time, it's no easy task.
Though we keep up with ,the latest techniques
and constantly refine our methods,
it still boils down to a matter of time and patience.
The old ways prove the best.
The last one took Hteen days to crack
and even then it wasn't a complete confession,
just enough fragment to suggest a whole.
We began by stu5ng him with drugs like a Ch:.rtmzs ? m e ,
then flaying skin off his most sensitive parts.
We charged him with electrodes and burnt him nit3 c5emicals.
We told him the cohad surrendered and his !easeis
confessed or that we were his leaders and wished to ionor him.
We alternatingly starved him and gorged him
offered him women and men.
Twice his heart stopped, but we revived him
and told him he had died and led him throueh
a phantasmagoria of tonhued souls and angelic choirs.
We told him we were .God.
And though he bent down to ldss the hem
of our labonatory coats, he wouldn't oonfess.
Confessl we ordered. But then he thought we were the deviL
Damn the unpredictability of drugs1
At last, we reso~edto the oldest trick:
dressed one of our agents in women's clothes and told
the courier we had his mother and that we were
interrogating her in an adjacent room.
He begged to see her. But when brought to her side,
she hurled the foulest curses a t him.
"Why do you let them do this to me?" she screamed,
'You alone can make ,them stop."
With his last strength be crawled into her arms,
sobbed for forgiveness and fell asleep.
We hadn't the heart to pull him away, besides we had what we wanted:
he let go ia his babbling the last few clues needed to figure out the rest.

He died some hours later, an ancient, wrinkled man
had been two weeks before so beautiful a specimen.
On him we focosec
11need to h o w
inged at the end of the month,
\vhich though the (
Our own men, on me averaqe, last but a few davs more.

HOMECOMING
for 6.
The bend in the river was me coming up behind
a great man and his lady were sunning on a rock
the love between them plundered the beauties
all around them dwarves splashed the water
with long poles to warn I was upstream
merely walking when I didn't have to swim
not coming toward them I moved in their direction
they had spirits they had smoke they had oils
linen and a chest piled with water frozen in
shapes of block upon their faces flashed dark glass
throwing off the sun I saw orchards an1
on that rock and heard the call of a h u ~
people who didn't know what to do that didnT
distnrb the words he and she exchanged looking about

real.

SENSIBLE CONFUSION IN FROST'S
'HE SUBI'ERTED FLOTVER"

...

The present
Is too much for the senses.
Too crowding, too canfusinzToo present to imagine.
Frost, "Carpe Diem"

i

I

l
I

_ f i e Subverted Flower" we are shown a curions species of courtship. It is one in which-to paraphrase the poem-a young man's sexual
feeling h d s its focus in the flower that he oFers to a $11. an act which
elicits some fumbling advance on his part that she in turn rejects. It is
clear that the flower h'as a symbolic dimension. and &at in rejecting the
boy's advances the girl repudiates her o m sexual identity as well, with
results that are immediate and real: the boy reduced to a state of bestiality, the girl to a frothing caricature of desirabilih., a "poor thing" whose
hysteria we are made to witness in the poem. Sma!! wonder, then, that
this is a poem Frost shied away from in all thoce years of performing
from the platform, or that the poem has found its n-a? into fen. discussions
of his work and into fewer still anthologies?
For it is a curious poem, as Frost hims~lf acknon-led@ in his
famous reply to the perhaps apocryphal woman n-ho once =lied him what
it was about. "Frigidity in women," answered the poet2-and one is
tempted to imagine the leer of rascality he mieht be supposed to have
summoned for the occasion. To begin with there is the curious epithet of
the title ("subverted," from the Latin fo turn from under), which we
would ordinarily take in a political context of propaeanda and one's
loyalty to the state. Here the context is established closer to home by the
root meaning of the word, with its moral connotations of force and carmption, of being forced out of one's deepest identity, one's integrity;
thus the flower may be "subverted" here by the girl's refusal to recognize
1 Of some twenty-odd anthologies of modem p e b y on my shelf, most of which
include Fmst, I find the poem reprinted in only two: Van tiostrand and Watts,
The Conscious Voice (Indianapolis: Bobbs-Menill, 1959), and Sanders et al., Chief
Modem Poets of England ond America, 4th edn. ( S e w York: Ilacmillan, 19fi2).
The poem's most auspicious reprinting has been in F.O. 3latthiessen.s Oxford Book
of American Verse (New York: Oxford University Press, 1950).
2 Interview with Richard Poirier, in Writers ot Work: The Paris Review Interoiews, second series (New York: Viking, 1963), p. 26.

(or perhaps her inability to see) her own sexuality in terms of it-the
flower becomes the sign of a passion which, it may seem to her, has
sought her out entirely gratuitously. Read in this way, the poem's entire
surface of intense physical detail depends from the title as a kind of
dramatized symbol of rejection. The epithet points to another curiosity
about the poem, one which has nothing to do with etymology; and that
is, how unlike the traditional flower poem this "subverted" flower is.
To the reader nurtured on the typical flower poem of the English
tradition, "The Subverted Flower" may, in fact, seem an outright perversion. We are all brought up as readers on the traditional formula, and
doubtless we do expect it to provide either a philosophical lyric set to
carpe diem (e.g., Henick's "To Daffodils") or a courtship poem in which
a girl's beauty finds its symbolic locus in a given flower, with her virtues
enumerated like so many ravishing petals (say, Bums's "0 Were My
Love Yon Lilac Fair"). Much of our pleasure in the latter sort of poem,
I suspect, lies in overhearing such lavish temls of praise. And when the
two strains are combined, as in Waller's "Go, Lovely Rose," the result is
sometimes doubly memorable. The tradition is more than capable of
cloying, of course, as much of the flower verse of Herrick and Crashaw
will attest; it has its darker side as well, with Blake's "The Sick Rose"
coming immediately to mind. By the time of the Romantics, we sometimes find a flower serving a poem as springboard to some loftier sentiment, giving impetus to efflorescent pikes and half-gainers, so that a
contemporary like Clare, who worked largely inside the older, more
decorative conventions, seems out of place in their company. And as a
footnote to more recent literary history, it is not all that long ago that
Gertrude Stein's catchy little circular saw, "A rose is a rose is a rose,"
showed how exhausted the descriptive and metaphorical possibilities of
the tradition had become. The Stein one-liner would seem to be one of
those few poems by his contemporaries that Frost ever retorted to in a
poem of his own ("The Rose Family"), though his emphasis there, like
Stein's, is on identity, individuality, or as he put it elsewhere, "sex not
grex."

What startles the reader who Gst comes to 'The Subverted Flower,"
I think, is just that-the paem's explicit treatment of the theme of human
sewality. That is unusual ground for the poet to have tread on. When one
compares another Frost poem of courtship, "Meeting and Passing," he
is liable to be struck by the tentative nature of the encounter of &e pair
who s h d e and look down and "mingle great and small/Footprints in
summer dust. . . . "Even in the poems of married love, from the early
-Going for Water" to that late small masterpiece "Happiness Makes Up

'
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in Height for What I t Lacks in Length," there is no more than an
siona1 glimpse of sexual feeling, as in the "blazing flowers" of f i e I:!!-r
poe~
n. Only in 'The Discovery of the Madeiras," a long narrative ::"I.
basc!d on Hakluyt which contains an inset story of two doomed h!ir'i
lovers who become "their own marriage feast for the shark" is them
anything like the intense physical passion of T h e Subverted Flo\ver.'
In both poems the passion turns to ,horror, though in "Madeiras" it is
somewhat muted by the narrative structure as we see the situation partly
through the eyes of the crew.a The structure of "The Subverted Flower."
on the other hand, while ostensibly narrative, is really dramatic, and
there
is no escaping +he girl's terror or the boy's shambling frustration;
-we ;ire carried by the poem's incidents and made part of them. There is
no room here for the argumentative mode of presentation familiar to us
froni the flower poems in Palgrave, no strategy, no pretty language, so
that the poem seems isolated not only from its own tradition but also? in
its thematic aspects, from the body of Frost's work.
And yet the theme of the poem, sexual frustration leading to
irrational behavior or outright madness, is dealt with elsewhere in
Frost-is, indeed, at the heart of such a longer masterpiece as "A Senant
to SIzwants" 4-while the Pauper Witch of Grafton's eccentricity becomes
a means of establishing sexual domidon. And though the poem's "unprettiness," its lack of "flower);" qualities, would seem to exclude it frm
the tradition of flower verse in the language, it does maintain a n m . k r
of points of contact with that tradition, however sketchily. Some or tt.5~
points of contact are stylistic, others normative; both, however, invc:\.~
some inversion or diminution of the expected pattern. And there i - 2
sense in which ?he poem, in the details of its shaping, steps out.id- i!z
tradition entirely. In its lines of lorcefnlly varied stress, its use of yi'?-t
.. .
and incremental refrain, the poem resembles nothing so muc'l ar 2 . .
This resemblance is hardly accidental: for the poem is escen!:?!'. . -:matic, and like the ballad contains a series of incidents in -vr."c'.:
i.-p h i r shib % tlze bts of mb& ~ I Z E S-:R<
i,? s ks?eidusmpe,

.

.'-

As might be eq&dd

the main point of

contact .=-MI the tradition

in

the poem is the ssymblism of the flower. Brit tradi!ional va:um harp been
inverted here: instead of the girl's beauty findins equivalent vdnation
3 It is worth noting that Frost gathered the hvo poems toee&er, placing them
only a few pages apart, in his seventh volume. A T i m e s Tree.
4 For an excellent discussion of the semal theme in ".X Servant to Servants,"
see Donald Jones, "Kindred Entanglements in Frost's 'A Servant to Servants,'"
Papers on Language md Lite~atatnm,2 (Spring 1966!, 15C-161.

in the flower, as it would seem the boy intends, the complimentary aspects of the symbol (ephemerality, delicacy, sensuous plenitude) are rejected even as the boy's overt sexuality is rejected. In refusing the flower
the girl in effect refuses the poety of the boy's advances. The tradition's
emphasis on descriptive richness is severely diminished here as well, at
least insofar as the flower itself is concerned. It is nowhere named, nocustomary particuwhere specified; we do not even h o w its color."e
larizing of the flower, the sometimes gorgeous rendering of its attributes,
are missing from the poem, though looming perhaps the larger for their
absence. As noted, the poem does address convention in its frequent use
of epithet. Some of its adjectives make pejorative, i.e., moral, judgments,
while "tender-headed flower"
as in the rhyme pair per&ue/evasive,
is reminiscent of such lormulaic ballad epithets as 'lily-white hands."
There is also some use of incremental refrain in the poem (e.g., "She
looked and saw the shame . . .," "She looked and saw the worst . ."),
which again ties it to the ballad tradition and helps stay .the seeming
rush of the narrative. And finally there is Frost's uncharactelistically
frequent use of simile in the poem-a concession, a:s it were, to the
~
opulent side of the tradition. I count seven s iniles,
roue@y one for every
ten lines, well above the Fmstian average-- certainly his lyric average.
-~~~
frankness of the
What underlie all of this, I think, are the urgency and
themt:. Ever the? painstabng craftsma% sparing of his effects, Frost here
seems to disappear in the poem's stylistic details much in the manner of

.

5 1In a similar conrexr ~ v o rWinters
the following lines from "Ihe
Last hlowing":
The place for tt..
For you, oh tumultuous flowe
To go to waste and go wild in,
AU shapes and colors of flowers,
I needn't call you by name.
Winters says: "The next to last line of this poem-'All shapes and colors of flowers'is E curious triumph of rhetoric. Shape and color are named as pure abstradions;
no particular shape or color is given; and what we get is an image of the shapeless
and the shadowy, of haunting confusion, of longing for something -&able,
of
the fields of asphodel" In "Robert Frost: or, the Spiritual Drifter as Poet," reprinted in James M. Cox, Robed Frost: A Collection of Critical
~glewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1962), p. 77.

the anonymous balladeer.@The result is a freedom of

I.,.,,,,

gerspec-

Winters notes the ballad-like nature of T h e Discovery of the Madeiras,"
remarking that "It is Mitten in eight-syllable lines rhyming in muplets and has
something of the effed of a modern and sophisticated ballad," adding the proviso
that the poem lacks the typical ballad's "uoportant decision consciously made, and
. . . the resultant action . either for good or for evil . ."; "Spiritual Drifter,*
p. 80.
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She drew back; he was calm:
"It is this that had the power."
And he lashed his open palm
ier-headed flower.?
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From the beginning we are given glimpses of the bestial* mi?
...- --come; for +he most part LL
waac; ate located in the poem's precise'.: -'
--- -terizing adjectives, its judicious verbs. Heere, %shed" c o n t - s t * ' --tively with "tender-hea ded," whiile ''open" as epithet for 'pzl-* r :..~
be an allusion to the boy's franlmess of expression and m c ? ~:.c ?
.
-1. (Later, this particular epithet comes to mind with renmvei i-ru
:n the girl's mother calls to her "From inside the garden ~x?...'
gesting the openness of the field in whicb the pair is standms: 5 e
bast of Eden and the postlapsarian world. It is as if hlother E r e
were calling back one of her daughters from her own sexual experiencp
in the original Garden.) One can, in fact, draw up catalogs of verbs
and adjectives to characterize both the boy and the girl in the poem. One
list would emphasize tlle girl's dc:fenselessness, her minimal activity, her
vinifictiveness and incizbient ma&less:

.
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She drew tlac:k. . .
Her shining hair displaced
She dared clot stir a foot
Made her steal a look of fear.
The bitter words she spit
She plucked her lips for it

.. .
.. .
..
...
...

Bv the end of the poem the girl is completely helpless; it is her m&er
whcI acts for her.
Her mother wiped the foam
From her chin, picked up her comb.
And drew her baclcward home.
(ll. 71-73!
Each of the verbs here is a telling index of the @I's con+:'-.
z i 'iz
con.trasting rhyme pair of foam (violent ontrase. ken?
c:23
ed. LR- E?s+-L-?
CL-Z,~
7 'The Subverted Flower," The Po ehy of Robert F&,
Lathem (New Ymk: Holt, n:"-h"+ -d Winston, 1-1. .!I I-'

-..

item of the &Is daily toilet, i.e., normality) is ~articularl~
~triking.~
The crowning touch of the passage is that "drew her backward home" in
the last line, which echoes all the way back to the opening line: "She
drew back. . ." The difference is precisely grammatical: in the one the
girl is the subject, in the other the object, of the action.
The catalog of the boy's actions runs a gamut from violence to
animality. Though at the very beginning "he was calm
and "eyed
her for a while/For a woman and a puzzle," his transformation begins
in line 10:
He ficked and flung the flower,
And another sort of smile
Caught up like hgertips
The comers of his lips
And cracked his ragged rn~zzle.~

.

. . ."

Later, "with every word he spoke"
His lips m r e sucked and b h
And the effort made him choke
Like a tiger at a bone.
(U. 27-29)
The girl is afraid that he "would pounce to end it all/Before her mother
came" (39-40). And her point of view takes over entirely in the fouowing
seven lines, where the boy's transformation to beast is certified:
She looked and saw the shame:
A hand hung like a paw,
An arm worked like a saw
As if to be persuasive,
An ingratiating laugh
That cut tlxe mout in half,
An eye b e c m evbpzbPZoe.
11. 41-47)
This is no subtle portrait, as words like "paw" and 3nout" sharply demonstrate. The image of the saw, in fad, carries the pracess one step further,
image of tha comb recalls the earlier cameo (15-17) of the girl
standing to the waist
In goldenrod and brake,
Her shining hair displaced
which in turn calls to mind the idiomatic phrase, "every hair in place."
9 The P o w , 11, l(r14. The italics here and in other passages quoted are my
8 The
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past bestialization to the world of the mechanical, of thingdom, and recalls such other symbok of sexual £rustration or subjection in Frost's work
Senant to Servants" and the
as the bars of the m,ad uncle's case in
snowberries beside a waterfall that the Pauper Witch of Grafton makes
.
Arthur Amy gather for her. The final picture we have of the boy makes
his bestiality seem irrecoverable:
And the dog or what it -was,
Obeying bestial laws.
A coward save at nieht,
T u m d from the place and n
She heard him stumble first
And use his hands in fltrltt.

.

(fl.

I

I conceive of these last two lines as follows: in fleeine the boy stumbles,
trips and goes down on all fours, using his hands "in flirht" so that his
running reduces him literally to the state of an animal. 1s he lopes out
of view his baseness is perfected in the auditor). imwe of 'She heard
him bark outright" (64). "Outright" is shrewdly chosen here: it assumes
the girl's point of view entirely, as though the boy's essential nature were
that of a beast and needed only her refusal to be revealed to us.
The weight of judgment that falls on the boy at this point in the
poem is not the narrator's, then; it is the girl's. This judgment does not
represent a sudden shift in the poem's nominally third person point of
view, however. Fronn early orI that viewpoint h a undergone a series
of slight adjustments in narrative impartiality, lareely by means of the
verbs and adjectives used to clescribe the boy, und it seems a matter
.. to
.
f course for the narrauon
embody the girl's view of her crazed lover's
dions. The narrator gets in his say some lines above, and not surprisugly it summarizes the boy's point of view:
A girl could only see
That a flower had marred a man,
But what she could not see
Was that the Bower migbt be
Other than base and fetid:
That the flower had done but part,
And what the flower began
Her own too meager heart
Had terribly completed.
(U. 4856)

A

The epithet of , = I r e puenB title comes in here once again, and we see
now that .the flower is not merely subverted but subverting: it has o c
casioned the boy's mawkish advances and thus subverted him. Yet the
flower has done only part of this work; the rest has been left to the
girl's own "too meager heart." This last phrase brings us back to the
question of the flower's use as symbol. There would seem to be two
primary uses here: .&st, as representing passion; second, as a sign of
caring. The girl has been revulsed by the passion, and her revulsion
would seem to be the cause of her inability to respond to the boy's
demonstration of care for her. His attempt to cherish her is almost
intolerably overwhelmed in the flmd of his feeling:
He
her either :arm
As
de it ache
To clasp her-nut to harm;
As if he could not spare
To touch her neck and hair.
(U. 18-22)
But she cannot allow any mitigation of the circumstances she h d s herself in, so that when the boy suggests the possibility of her sharing his
feeling, she cannot be certain she hs1s heard the sugg
"If this has come tc
And not to me alc
So she thought slle neara nim say. .

.

(ll. 23-25)
r r n a, ,.o..aL.11..
If we have read,I *La
-,
yYUY. I~YLU..,
this scene will throw us bacl. ,
-,
boy's ,&st bafflement and its oarraitive ju&cation:
Bul: she was either blind
Or ..~11&.11.. unkind.
(ll. 6-7)

,-,

Either way, she js obdurate, and her cringing response isolates the boy in
his feelings. From line 26 on, the poem takes up his brutalization in
descriptive earnest, and with a fury that would do the s c d woman
proud; he is not merely brutalized but made to move down the chain of
beasts from the tiger in line 29 to the "dog or what it was" that makes its
sprawling exit from the poem.
"The Subverted Flower" is an unwmfoirtable, evc:n a discomfiting
-7.,! irs uramatic
J
poem, and the feeling it evokes in us is a maw
ur
effective2
&
.

A
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ness. I suspect the poem sends most of us back to o w own early, mwkily
awkward sexual experiences and causes us to read it autobiographically.
And if we have read Lawrance Thompson's "definitive" (though to date
the only) biography of Frost, TI-eL-on. that the poem has a biographical
resonance as well, going back to 1592 and Frost's o ~ v nstormy period of
courtship.'O Neither view, however, sntisfactorily accounts for the poem's
strange power and immediacy, its a!most hnuntinn, quality. It is more
useful to us as readers, I think, to ran!e the poem in that dusky constellation of Frost poems with a similar them&?ck n t , such as "A Servant
to Servants," T h e Pauper Witch of Grafton.- and T h e Discovery of
the Madeiras," or to compare it with such companion poems from A
Witness ;Tree as ":f i e Quest of the Purp!e-Frincec!" and 'Time Ouf"
in order to see what Frost makes of the tradition in other flower poems.
. - ".
The burden ok Wat tradition has always been its messare of carpe diem,
and in a poem by that tide, yet another poem from .4 V'itness Tree,
Frost me1norializes "two quiet children" u-ho stand at a far imaginative
extreme f rom the disheveled pair in "'The Subverted Flower." Yet even
., e poet is cautionary, warning the children i thou5h not till they
nere m
are safely out of earshot) that the traditional injnn&:on to "seize the day
of pleasure" is a counsel urged on us by time:
' 2 e happy, happy, happy,
And seize &e day of pleasure."
The age-long theme is Age's.
'Twas Age imposed on p m s
Their gather-roses burden
To warn against the danger
That overtaken lovers
From being ovefiooded
With happiness should have it
And yet not h o w they have it."
'
I
&
passage is a sort of minute oveniew of English flower verse, the

poet working all the stops on ^burdenmto suggest "refrain," road," and
"human mortality," with a glance over one shoulder, perhaps, at Hemck's
'To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time." The triplicate "happy" ought
to remind us as well of Keats's reading of static love on the Grecian:
nrn, with its arrested lovers "For ever panting and for ever young."
Diem," The Poety, ll. 9-18,
IoLawrance Thompson, Robert Fm,*:T77e Early Years, 1874-1915 (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 136-137, 512.
1'"Carpe
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When, following these lines, Frost closes with a disquisition on the
relation of time to +he intensity of experience, he questions the very
basis of the eaditional wisdom:
But bid life seize the present?
. The present
Is too much for the senses,
Too crowding, too confilrinuToo present to imagine
(U. 19,

..

The distracted lovers in 'The Subverted Flower" are overtalcen in a
present "too much for the senses . . . Too present to imagine." The poem
takes us as far into that present as it is safe for us to go; the boy and
girl must make their separate ways out of it as best they can.

THE RECENT POEMS OF ELIZABETH BISHOP
JEROMEMAZZARO
Long before Thomas De Quincey explained how Daniel Defoe "so
plausibly circumstantiated his false historical records, as to make them
pass for genuine," readers were aware of the liberties that Robinson
Crusoe (1719) took with fact. Yet, by Defoe's inventing when "there
seems no imaginable temptation" to invent and by the "apparent inertness of effect" of his 'little circumstantiations." he was able to give the
work a double character: amusement, that readers might take it for a
novel; and verisimilitude, that they might read it as history. Five years
before De Quincey's essay, Edgar M a n Poe remarked that "men do
not look upon [the work] in the light of a literary performance. Defoe
has none of their thoughts-Robinson
all. The powers which have
wrought the wonder have been thrown into obscurity by the very stupendousness of the wonder they have wroughtl" Readers of Elizabeth
Bishop's "Cmsoe in England" (1971) are struck as well by the liberties
which her poem takes with fact1 Supposedly the man who Defoe says
was rescued from his island in 1687, her Cmsoe quotes while still living
on the island lines from a poem that William Wordsworth writes in
1804. The anachronism is a deliberate clue to the complex nature of
the narrative, and just as readers of Defoe have come to understand
that his liberties have often to do with allegory, Bishop's readers may
eventually see her work as an equally complex allegory. Her meaning
lies, as did his, within both the various contexts that the work calls up
and the narrative that the contexts are called to serve.
The poem's title, for example, is as much indebted to Lewis Carroll's
Alice in Wonderland (1865) as it is to studies like Katherine May Peek's
Wordsworth in England (1943). The progress of the poem is that of an
imaginative journey which ends in an implied reputation when Crusoe
is asked by the local museum " to / leave everything to them." This
"imaginative journey" owes much to the "new and wonderful Discovries with surprizing Accounts of People and Animals" that Woodes
Rogers in A Cruising Voyage Round the World (1712) indicates is a
L.-.L: on of travel literature, and which many readers of Defoe have
1U1ItiLI
taken to be the purpose of Robinson Crusoe. The "'imaginative journey"

--

De Quincey, "Homer and the Homendae" (1841) as reprinted in
Daniel Defoe, Robinron Crusoe, ed. Michael Shinagel. Norton Critical Editions (New
Yark: W. W. Norton & Co., 1975). pp. 2923. Edgar Allan Foe, op. cit., p. 291.
Elizabt:th Bishop, "Cmsoe in England," New Yorker, 47 (November 6, 1971),
48-9.
1.Ihomas

owes, too, to the beneficial religious pilgrimages of the early Christians
which Eusebius called "visible witnesses to the truth of the biblical
narrative" and Cyril of Jerusalem saw "as con6rmation of his baptismal
lectures," except what had in these writers been a vertical movement toward God turns in secular travel literature into lateral motion. As important as these physical journeys are the "mental journeys" that Saint Bonaventure writes of in Itinerarium Mentis in Deum and which so influence
Dante's allegories. Transferred in the Renaissance fro]m a focus: on Divinity to a focus: on human imagination and, with the influence of JeanJacqut:s Rousse;au, to the uncorrupted inma(gination of children, these
.. journeys
.
imaginaave
enter children's literatnre as states or, innocence.
Innocence opposes adult corruption, and just as "wonder," "chance," and
"improbability" have in Dante's poetics implied Divine purpose, the same
qualities in children's literature "prove" uncompromised "play."2
The poem, however, begins not with the story that Lewis Carroll's
Alice is being read but with a newspaper account of the eruption of aI
new volcano. Word of the eruption merges with a second account which
may refer either to a new island off Fiji that was created by a volcano
in 1967 or to the better known creation off Iceland in 1963 of Surtsey.
Science News records of the 1967 eruption that its outbreak was witnessed by Peter Bennett, captain of the New Zealand freighter Tofua.
The innmediate impression of the two accounts is to establish a factual
.+ +ha
,
,m
,.letime the poem shifts its opening to a contemporary
basis LL
children's tale, Antoine de Saint-Exup6ry's The Little Prince (1943).
The narrator of that tale opens, too, on natural history. He begins with
the effects on him as a child of six of a book called T ~ u eStories from
Nature. This emphasis on natural history and The Little Prince continues with the poem's descriptions of waterspouts and miniature volcanoes and interests in classification and astronomy, but the reader is
immediately set off on a second imaginary journey by the alienating
effect of memory. The new island recalls Crusoe's "poor old island"
still "un-rediscovered" and "un-renamable," and much as boredom and
8
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.

Rogers as quoted by J. Paul Hunter in Twentieth Century Interprets-

of Robinsm C m o e , ed. Frank H . Ellis (Englewwd Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,

1969), p. 107. Eusebius and Cyril of Jerusalem as parapluased in John W i h o n ' s
Preface to Eg&a3s Travels, trans. and ed. John WiIkinson (London: S.P.C.K.,1971),
pp. 19-20. See Hany Berger, Jr., "Two Spenserian Retrospects," Texas Studies in
Literature and Language, 10 (1968), 5-25, and m y "The Fact of Beatrice in The
Vita Nuoua," The Literature of Fact: English Institute Papeps 1975, ed. Angus
Fletcher (New York: Columbia Univ. Press, 1976). pp. 83-108, for discussions of
"lateral Fall" and its effect on Renaissance consciousness.
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accident work in the cases of Alice and Saint-Esup+ni airman. ?!he
explosive nature of volcanoes here identi6es the condi5on which i y
the work's end must be reconciled. Like all "Falls" of 'hi!drcn'5 !iterature, this condition must end by the child's accommcx!-::= 'nz to a
world of responsibility. By altering the description Dpfoe rivrc of
Friday's death in The Farther Adventures of Robinson Crusoc 17l'i .
Bishop suggests that in her poem the world of responsibility has some
thing to do with Saint-Exup6ry's view "that man's happiness l i e not
in freedom but in his acceptance of a duty."
Acceptance of duty is especially part of the motif of Greek drama
that Bishop introduces in the Bth stanza of the poem. The motif begins
with mention of home-brew, a homemade flute, and gamboling among
the goats, though the dancing may grow out of Rogers' account of his
rescue of Selkirk. Traditionally, Greek drama is related to the wine-god
Dionysus. A flute-player accompanied the marching or standing chon~s,
and the common etymology of "tragedy" is "goat-song," implying that
its lines were once chanted by men dressed in goat costumes. Defoe's
Crusoe has no flute, but his condition of long isolation is reminiscent
:rgone by Sophocles' Philoctetes. If not itself volcanic,
of the
Philoct~
d has an active volcano into which at one point he
implores Nenptolemus to throw him. As adapted in 1893 by An&&
Gide, Philoctetes "is, in fact, a literary man: at once a moralist and an
artist, whose genius becomes purer and deeper in ratio to his isolation
and outlawry." When he was thinking out his Philoctetes, Gide later wrote
Christian Beck, I
;m tormented him4 For Sophocles, however,
acceptance of d t
Philoctetes' going back to Troy with Keoptolemus and Odysseus and concluding the war. For Gide, it is the realization that there is an ethic beyon d love of country and love of selfa love of futurity. This love of futurity prornpts the strong attraction

--

"'Creation of an Island," Science Ne-.,
,,lnuary 6, 1908), 8. The statemcnt of Saint-Exupkry's intent is made by Andrk Gide in his Preface to the French
edition of Night Flight (1931), as quoted in Stuart Gilbert's Introduction to SaintEmpkry's The Wisdom of the Sands (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1950),
p. vii. Friday, of course, dies from wounds received in the return voyage to the
island. See The Farther Aduentu~es of Robimon Cruroe, ed. George A. A i t h
(London: J. M. Dent, 1895), p. 177.
4 The description of Gide's Philoctetes is given in Edmund Wilson's The Wound
and the Bow (New York: Oxfo~dUniv. Press, 1947), p. 289. Gide's statement is
included in Germaine B r S s Gide (New Brunnvick: Rutgen Univ. Pless, 19%3),p.
109. See aka L. R. Lind's Introduction to Sophocles' Phiioctetes in Ten G ~ e e kPloys,
ed. L. R. Lind (Boston: Riverside Editions, 195i), p. 157, for another statement of
Philoctetes' resemblance to Robinson Crusoe.

he feels to the young Neoptolemus, and it is this ethic that Bishop
seems to allude to in her version of Crusoe and Friday. Friday's arrival
objectifies the urge toward futurity that is implicit earlier in nature, art,
and dream. Crusoe's tragedy is that Friday is male, and only meaningless artifacts, representative of a technology inferior to England's, will
he left posterity.
The pastoral world which William Empson's Some Versions of
Pastoral (1935) makes part of children's books and Alice in Wonderland is equally enforced by the mention of flutes and homosexuality.
Critics of Defoe have maintained a link between his novel and Shakespeare's The Tempest, and something of the rhythm of. Renaissance pastoral obtains as well in the Bishop poem. As if to underscore the importance of this rhythm, Bishop adapts line 45 of Vergil's famous Messianic Eclogue in "One day I dyed a baby goat bright red." The double
worlds which give rise to the rhythm are in this instance the two islands:
the h o o r old island," on which Crusoe lived, and England. But like
Defoe's Crusoe, Bkhop's castaway is not able to effect the classic interchange which Empson describes. Both protagonists can impart to the
wilds a degree of technology that they learned in civilization, but the
religious natures of their wilds experiences do not translate back into
civilization. The economy of the "old island" is '%ome industry," patterned on a model of industry in England, buf in the case of Bishop's
Crusoe, the knife on the shelf which once "reeked of meaning, like a
cn1ci6x" has had its living soul . . dribbled away." The cyclical process
of history, on which the repetitive and reversible rhythms of Renaissance pastoral are based, is given up for an irreversible linear development. Much as in Bishop's "Arrival at Santos" and "Questions of Travel,"
the historical views of Giamhattista Vico, Finnegans Wake, and Norman
0. Brown are questioned, and, again, no definitive answer is reached:
Although there may be no value left for her Crusoe in the relics of his
years alone, the local museum keeper, at least, feels differently.
The undercwrent of natural history which has been a constant in
Bishop
: here again seems to take up positions promoted by
Jallace. She expresses high regard for Wallace, Charles
Alfred
Darwin, and C;. J. Bruce in her interview with Ashley Brown (19136),
and in her poetry, she specifically mentions National Geographic magazine and the works of Martin J o h n ~ o n .From
~
Wallace, she derives the

.

5 Ashley Brown, ''An I n t e ~ e w
with Elizabeth Bishop," Shenandooh, 17 (Winter,
1966). 19,and Elizabeth Bishop, 'ln the Waiting Room," New Yorker, 47 (July 17,
1971), 34.

poem's view that Crnsoe's "small industries2'-artistic, mathematical,
philosophical, and musical preoccupations-ca~ot be explained on the
basis of natural selection and a strug~lefor existence. Man's mental
processes greatly exceed these needs. From TTrallace, too, she derives
the idea that machines and tools are part of man's evolutionary nature,
replacing the changed body parts that occur in other animals. Thus,
different environments require different adjustments, and tools and
machines, like Crnsoe's knife and umbrella, which make stuvival possible on the island are useless in England. Yet. perhaps most crucially,
she takes Wallace's proposal that out of man's excess mental activity
comes his spiritual awareness and uses the proposal to develop a position similar to that of Defoe's novel: Religion has a real function in
less technologically developed environment% Just as in Defoe's novel,
"the living soul" which exists on the island has little effect on Crnsoe's
actions once he returns. Religion is a specific stage of evolution, perhaps
comparable, in the context of the poem, to that "theological" stage
described by Auguste Comte's Carwiderations on the Spiritzral Power
(1826) as preparatory to a secular "religion of humanity."
I n presenting these evolutionary positions, Bishop does not entirely
neglect the work of Darwin. The Galapagos, as readers of his Jawnal
of Researches . . during the Voyage of H.M.S. Beagle (1&15) remember, "are all formed of volcanic rocks." The clouds there, also, as in the
poem, "generally hang low," and the lava is '%asaltic." On Chatham
Island where the famous turtle episode occurs, Darwin counts "from
one small eminence" sixty volcanoes and goes on to describe the voice
of the turtle as "a deep hiss." The sand on James Island is "extremely
hot." A thermometer placed in some brown sand rises immediately to
the maximum gradation of 137", and he notes that "the black sand felt
much hotter." Ostensibly, his voyage, like the nightmare of Bishop's
Crnsoe, is one of registering "eventually for ages" flora, fauna, and geography. Of the various landings, he writes in a pocket notebook-"Dry
sand-Lizards-Black
mud-parasites."
He follows this entry with
"Feast-Robinson Crusoe." The voyage produces the original of his
theory of evolution which in 1858, when sent Wallace's essay on the
origin of species, he was persuaded to make public. Dan?in does so
fist as a joint paper with Wallace, at the Linnean Society in 1858 and
later as The Origin of Species (1859). Although Darwin makes no mention in the book of waterspouts, scientist? have found that they occur
"only in association with heavy cumulus or cumulonimbus clouds" and
by observers
that "as many as ten spouts have been sighted sim~~ltaneously

.
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flying in the tropics." Alexander von Humboldt, whose Personal Narrative
is a major influence on D a d s thought and one of the few books he
took with him on the voyage, relates waterspouts occurring off the West
Indies in cloudy weather, but the 'Xalf a dozen at a time . fle
attenuated / sacerdotal beings" that Bishop's Cmsoe describes c
easily be assigned to personal observation.8
Much as natural history is a preoccupation impinging on Bisinop s
poetry, so too are motifs of solitude, travel, and childhood. In The
Poetics of Reverie (1960), Gaston Bachelard speaks of the "ind elible
marks" that ':the original solitudes"-those of childhood-leave orI certain souls, and he associates the sensitizing action of these states with
"poetic reverie," where one can relax his aches. In "Elizabeth Bishop
and the Poetics of Impediment" (1974),I described the impact of these
"original solitudes" on the emotional values that she places on objects
and setting. Having found their voyages disappointing or destructive,
narrators try to return to either their homes or childhoods. They find,
however, that they cannot return or, like Crnsoe, that returns are as
disappointing as reached destinations. The acts of travel-the procerises
of imagining and going on--offer the challenge, and arrivals succlsed
in interesting
- only insofar as they deviate from or exceed expectation.
.
Nowhe]:e, perhaps3, are thes~
s values otE original Irolitude m ore clearly l a a
out thsm in the story "In Prison" ( 1938). Bishop's n a:rator tells the
,,.
. . ..
reader ithat he all-eady lives "in relationship to society, very much as if
[he] were in a prison," yet he yearns to know his "proper sphere"' and
those duties Watnre intended [him] to perform." He, too, would have
one place and "one intimate friend, whom [he will] influence dec!ply."
--Not by tending to nature or solitary introspection but by reading., "nc
dull book-and perhaps a
ry-the narrator of the story, like
ons, abstractions of the gran~dest,
Crusoe, will "draw vast g~
most illuminating sort, like auegories or poems."* Necessity prov II

..
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7 Gaston Bachelard, The P o d k s of Reuerie, trans. Daniel Russell (&Idon:
Beacon Books, 19711, p. 99. Jerome Mazzaro, "Elizabeth Bishop and the Poetin
of Impediment," Salmagundi, 27 (Summer-Fall 19741, 118-44. Elizabeth Bii.hn..
"In Prison," Padisan Review, 4 (March 1938), 3, 9, 8.
Charles Damin, Jmml of Researchduring the Voyage of H. i
Beagle (New York: Appleton and Co., 1898), pp. 372-4, 377. The Noh
entry is Riven by Nora Barlow in her Charles Dawin and the Voyoge of the B-0(Sew Yark: Philosophical Library, 1946), p. 247. The description of the formlation
OF waterspouts is from The Harper Encyclopedia of Sclence, ed. James R. Nenman.
2nd Edition (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), pp. 1240-41. See Alexandm' "on
939.1
Hnmboldt, Personal Narrative, tr. Thomasina Ross (London: Henry G. Bohn, IL-,,
2:llq. for his encounter with waterspouts.
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far less lasting and powerful force in the story, however, than it does
in "Crusoe in England."
Long before Bachelard, in "The Relation of the Poet to Day-Dreaming" (1908), Sigmund Freud treated these same matters. He contended
"that happy people never make fantasies. only unsatisfied ones" and
"that every separate fantasy contains the fulfil!ment of a wish. and improves on unsatisfactory reality." The wis!ies are eithrr ambitious in
that they serve to exalt the person creatinz them or they are erotic.
In both cases, fantasy sets up a special relni:on to ?!me: it "at one and
the same moment hovers between three peen'.s oc time-the three
periods of our ideation5'-past, present. and i7is1re. Freud. too. sees
"the stress laid on the writer's memories of hic ch<.'hw!- a? support
for the hypothesis "that imaginative creation. !ikr r'ov-dreamin?. is a
continuation of and substitute for the p!ny of c5'lr'hmd." Rut unlike
the fantasist, the WIdter induc:es readers to a-t
!I::
flntasies as their
own. "The writer sc~ftensthe egotistical charac!?? ci :??e [!a?-dream by
changes and disguises, and he: bribes us hy thr nFer o! a purely formal,
that is, aesthetic, pleasure m presentation o! 5ic fantaris." Sfore recently, in "Passages, Margins, and Pove*"
lQT? . Vic!or Turner writes
of a 'liminality" where, like Bishop's Cn1.w. a drtached individual
"passes through a symbolic domain that 'IW few cr none of the attributes of his past or coming state." n e parcare presumably leads to
reentering the social stnictnre, "often. hut nr! x:,\-a\-c. a' a hizher status
level." This factually is what occum in the pw-n. n'.'Iou<h Cmsoe tends
to think of himself as a "marginal." havinz 'r- nilt7:ra' assurance of a
final stable resolution to [his] a m h i q ~ i e . "Turner nntes that marginals
usually "are highly conscious and se!f-mn5cinl!c peonle and may produce from their ranks a &sproportionate!y hizh number of writers,
artists, and philosophe~s."~
The quotation from Wordsworth seems to wstalize this senseimplicit in Gide, Bachelard, Freud. Turner. and Bishop's other works~ d eis oneI stage in creatixih- and that. among other things,
R EnglandI" is a poem about xnitine. . t i s t i c creation is the
intended analogue to nature's creation of an island which be,$ns the
poem. The two lines the work cites are from "I II'andered Lonely as a
Cloud." They are often glossed as embod!.ing the 'recollection in tranquility" that Wordsworth writes of in his "Preface to Lyrical Ballads"
8 Sigmund Freud, O n Crentivity ond the U~COBENOUS,
ed. Benjamin Nelson
(New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), pp. 47-8, 523, 54.Victor Turner, D r m ,
Fields, and Metuphws (Ithaca: Cornell Univ. Press, 1974), pp. 232-3.

(1800). Wordsworth was himself fond of solitude and felt that his highest experiences came while he was alone. Writing on the poem in 'The
Eye and the Object in the Poetry of Wordsworth" (1950), Frederick
Pottlc finds that "so far as his subject is expressed in imagery drawn from
nature . , there is implied a lifelong habit of close, detailed, and
accurate observation of the objects composing the external universe."
But the subject Wordsworth alludes to in the Preface is not an object in
external nature. Rather, "1 khe subjec
:ntd image," recurring in
memory "not once but many times; a
1 occasion [the poet] looks
at it steadily to see what it means:. Pottle concludes in terms applicable
to Bishop's poem that Wordsworth's method . . . is not the method of
beautification (Tennyson), nor the method of distortion (Carlyle); it
is the method of transfignration. The primrose by the river's brim remains
a simple primrose but it is also something more; it is a symbol . . of
sympathy, theopathy, or the moral sense." Willard Spiegelman traces the
debt generally of Bishop's nature poems to a tradition of Wordsworth and
S. T. Coleridge in "Landscape and Knowledge: The Poetry of Elizabeth
Bishop" ( 1975).9
Nor, in pursuing the creativity suggested by these various ather
contexts, should a reader undervalue the real debt that Bishop's poem
owes to Defoe. The knife, the turtles, the umbrella, the goats, and the
goat-skin clothes owe their existence to Defoe's narrative. Similarly, the
description of Friday by Defoe's Cmsoe as "a comely handsome Fellow,
perfectly well m~~de"may well have instigated her narrator's comment"Pretty to watch; he had a pretty bc~dy."Althc]ugh their actual contents
differ, detailed &:earns are common tl3 both woirks. and tkle playful "Mont
. ,, .. . -.
d%spoir/Mount b e s p a r line m ~ l s h o p poem
s
may have been prompted
by the change of Defoe's island from "the Island of Despair" to "my
Island." Even the poem's preoccupation with the propagation of kind has
its antecedent in the original Cmsoe's concern about hjs dog: "My Dog
who was now grown very old and crazy . . . had found no Species to
multiply his Kind upon." But most importantly, Bishop owes to Defoe the
origins of Crusoe as a model of the "triumph of human achievement and
enterprise," an ex:unple "of ithe elemerltary proc6:sses of PO' litical economy,"
and the embodinlent "of tlie endurirkg traits ol1 our soci:11 and economic
history." In "Rob irwon Cru.see as M:yth" (195:L), Ian Vlj'att divides into
,
. <<.
.
three these areas or ~rusoe'sapotheos~s- BaCK to ~ature,"T h e Dignity
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in Romnntieism, and Con?ciousness, ed. Harold Bloom (New York: W. W. Norton
& Co., 1970), pp. 279-80, 281. Willard Spiegelman, 'Landscape and Knowledge:
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of Labor," and "Economic Man." Ed\vin B. Benjamin and others would
subdivide the first of these categories into external and human nature,
and Bishop's poem shows ironic agreement mith themJo Her Crusoe is,
however, the obverse of Defoe's: He cannot remember the 'hnoment
when [he] actually chose this," and his efforts at Divine reconciliation
are more witty than real. Similarly, although manual labor and social and
economic history are implied in the artifacts of the final stanza, life on the
island is strikingly devoid of work. Evolrltion not economics is stressed.
Indeed, in contrast to the Christian and ~ a p i t n l i ~character
c
that
readers encounter in Defoe's Cmsoe, Bishop's Crusw is self-mnsciously
Hellenic and aesthetic. W. H. Auden's distinction between Greek tragedy
as "the tragedy of necessity" and Christian m.ord>- as "the tragedy of
possibility" is paralleled by Bishop's namtoic 52.xin~decided that he
cannot remember "a moment when I a&ral!y r!inse this." In fact, he
would like to believe that, like Oedipus. thincc %?lnp~n
to him without
his knowledge and against his desire, p r e m a h l y as a divine punishment
for his huh&." This lack of relation bebeen hein! and acts which he
perceives happening and which Anden finds h-picd of Creek drama prevents him from undergoing self-conscionsly the K i d of historical development that Auden associates with Christi,m sensibility. Rather, like
many late Victorian Hellenists, the narrator's allusions to art and interest
in Greek drama may be seen as a resistance to the concept of progress in
historical theory. Artistic monuments appear intermittently to challenge
views of continuity and ongoing impror-ement." The language of his
descriptions, moreover, stresses sentimentalit). as a bask for interest. He
speaks of "my poor old island," "miserable, small volcanoes," and drifts
of snail shells looking like I e d s of irises.- He reduces lava fields to "a
fine display" and offers to give or take a few years "for any sort of kettle."
He often gives way to self-pity, arguing that 'Pity should begin at home.'
So the morelpity I felt, the more I felt at home." This turning hack upon
himself at times out of boredom or the interests in verbal play heightens
the impression that he finds no real metaphysical purpose to his life.
'~

loRobinson Cmroa, pp. 160, 55, 174, 1167. Ian Watt as quoted in Robinson
Crusoe, p. 313. Edwin B. Benjamin, "Symbolic Elements in Robinson Cmoe," in
Twentieth Century Intapretah'ons, pp. 3438. J . Paul Hunter and William H. Hazelwood are orher Defoe scholars who &era religious aspects of the novel.
11 W. H. Aden, "The Christian Tragic Hero," New York Times Book Reoiew,
December 16, 1945, p. 1: W. H. Auden, "The Dyeis Hand," The Listener, 53 (June
16, 1955), 1065. See Noel Annan, "Science, Religion, and the Critical Mind," m
Backgrmnds to Victorian Litmukw~,ed. Richard A. Levine (San Francisco: Chandler
Publishing Co., 1967). pp. 11R1, for a discussion of this aspect of Victorian Hellenism.

The emphasis on self-pity which is part of the narrator's senthentality allies him eventually to the starting point of Existentialism. Existence for him precedes essence; essence is known by reflection. In his
case, he affects some of Albert Camus's notions of the Absurd. Actions are
perpetually thwarted. By seeming to take up thc stance of Gide's Philoctetes, he grows intolerant of the past (Odysseus and 'love of country"),
indulgent of the present (himself and "love of self'), and enamored of
the future (Neoptolernus and 'love of futurity"), but his drama does not
end like Gide's. He does not send his Neoptolemus hack to Troy with a
miraculous bow. His Friday, as the poem's conclusion states, "died of
measles/seventeen years ago come March." The one meaning--or "taming"-which has oocurred in the poem has been dashed, leaving the
narrator as uncertain about the future as are many of Saint-Exupfq's
heroes. Unlike Defoe's hero, he seems to have no wife and children as an
alternative to Friday. Instead, readers have an analogue: t o the ch
of volcanic islands and to Bishop's "Invitation to Miss hdarianne 1
Volcanic islands are extremely unstable. They are foredoomed to destmb
tion by new explosions or landslides of the soft soil. Similarly, "Invitation
to Miss Marianne Moore" praises the older poet for writing a poetry that
is coevally "'dynasties of negative constrnction/darkening and dying."
Like real comets, the "comets" of verse fade. Thus, although ignored by
the narrator, a choice for aestheticism has been made. The poem's pretense at extenuating every&ng and blaming for nothing turns, as in
nth-- Bishop poems, into a stance that extenuates nothing and blames
for everything.
M[uch of th,e brilliance of "Cmsoe in England" lies in the apparent
.. .. .
ease wth whlch Bishop combines these various contexts into the thread
of her narrative. The dual focus of world and narrator, on which the
poem begins, is repeated in the final stanza with the request of the local
musenm keeper for artifacts of the island. Implicit attitudes and diction
work to suggest an environment consciously and unconsciously at odds
with Crusoe and a Cmsoe whose tendencies toward exaggeration and
fancy smooth over obvious discrepancies. Having established that his
"poor old island's still/un-rediscoverd, un-renamable," he goes on to
explain, "None of the hooks has ever got it right." How might they,
readers may ask, since, by the various contexts of the poem, several
islands are involved and, by the poem's Heraditean view of time, one
cannot step into the same stream twice? Like the daffodils of Wordsworth's lyric, the island of the poem is a mental and, therefore, unlocatable image-both for the narrator and for the other castaways he resemb l e . A physical description of the island follows, blending in its allusions

. .
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to giantism with Book I of Jonathan Swift's Guntoer's Tratiels (1726)
s ith
and Carroll's Alice in Wonderlaml and in its allusion to sn~ a h e s w
sequences of The Little Prince. The --llice metaphor dominates as 15 e
poem moves into an implicit tea party only to turn from a d escription of
environment to an analysis of self-pih as a premise for feeling a t home.
Behind this first description is a sense nf alienation resembling that
characterized by H.D.F. Kitto as common to Creek tragedy: "If a
character speaks of the scenery around him. it ic to emphasize that he
is cut off from his fellowmen." l2
A more detailed description of the island k r i n r in the n& stanza,
colored by both proprietorship and interartinn. !hr-inz dismvered the
island's "one kind of berry," the narrator mar- e ~ ' i c : ~ 'into
r the Greek
drama implicit in his former alienation. .%n rrroim! t-*T% in his admission of not knowing enough: "The books'rr? re?<! twrc iull of blanks."
The "blanks," as he reveals, are his own fau!:: t h ? -nw ?he result of his
inattentiveness and refusals to be "tamed." C-r-'zlnrs ensue of the
smells, sounds, and colors of the island's anlmz'c. ?n-! c 5 o e s of the "bird
islands" of Bishop's "Cape Breton" ocmr in the b ? c ~ n dshrieks, The
poem extends these aspects of pastoral with its rnnccin~~s
use of \'erergil,
h,owever, the improvements on nature by the irn?en?':-n appear playful,
egotistical, and absurd. They give way in the Ti::?w ?mto the wishul6llment of dreams, as the narrator's inc!i"??-nc :n violence and
)ropagation surface. These inclinations are mn:.c.-4 in the imaxes of
'slitting a baby's throat, mistaking it/for a bah: CW!" and of "inhitied
of islands, islands spawning islands,/lik~froz'c e - r c tnmins into polliwogs." The appearance of Friday "just whm I ?'i,nrht I couldn't take
it/another minute longer" relieves the narr2tnr.r !nne!iness and boredom,
t h n g h he is soon lamenting Friday's not beinr! R twrnan. Rescued from
the island and presently surrounded by " u n i n t ~ r ~ t i n!,~mber."
e
he drinks
real tea, reads of sea news like the eruptin? \.o!cnnw3 on which the poem
began, and clings nostalgically to the artif::cts oi his o\rn esuerience. The
joem ends as he feels a need for a new self-definl?.:onmmparahle to the
~ffirmationthat self-pity allowed on his is!.?nd !lome. This new selflefinition, however, is blocked by his inaSi!ih to accept either the
judgment of the museum keeper or the death of Friday.
Within the body of Bishop's poetry, 'Crusw in Eneland" reverts
particularly to poems like "Chemin d? Fern and "The Gentleman of
Shallot" and their interests in loneliness and the purpose of love. Master
and servant giving each other meaninq form the basis as well of
12 H.D.F.

Kitto, The Greeks (Baltimore: Penguin

Books,

1951), p. 52.
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"Cootchie." The baa of the island world echoes not only the bleat of the
islands in "Cape Breton3'but also the hillside about Rio in "The Burglar
of Babylon." Like Crnsoe, the burglar finds that, once having left home,
he cannot retum, even though he returns to the same place. Beaches hiss
in "Sandpiper," and naturalistic detail abounds in "Florida." But most
importantly, the poem seems to reflect backward on "The Prodigal" and
"Over 2000 Illustrations and a Complete Concordance." "The Prodigal"
deals, too, with isolation, as a modem day wastrel decides to leave the
pig sty of a world he lives in. Like Crnsoe, the prodigal at times takes
solace in drink and thinks "he almost might endure/his exile yet another
year or more." Not nigliimares hut "shuddering insights, beyond his control" touch him, relieving his nausea. But unlike Crnsoe, who seems at the
poem's end to accept "Necessity," the prodigal chooses to go home,
though the reader is not sure if this means suicide or relocation. "Over
2000 Illustrations and a Complete Concordance," with its goats, dead
volcanoes, social teas, and "Everything only c o ~ e c t e dby 'and' and
'and,"' parallels the theme of the Crusoe poem of an experience that puts
one beyond being satisfied with former worlds. Here the Incarnation
rather than an Adamic world without Eve is made central to changed
perspective. Bishop's traveler makes clear that it was really "this old
Nativity" which she was seeking laterally rather than the mutual selfc o n h i n g intersubjectivity that Cmsoe and Friday or Adam and Eve
convey.
The poem's themes of evolution, moral responsibility, and loss are
reinforced additionally by other recent Bishop poems. Wight City"
(1972) uses the image of an Indian fakir to describe flying over population centers at night. The urban light clusters resemble burning coals,
as the city itself is described as uninhabitable and the sky dead. But in
an evolutionary way, "there are creatures,/careful ones, overhead." These
"creatures" who "set down their feet" and "walk/green, red; green, red"
are, .as Wallace argued, man extended by technology into something
greater. The comparison of the inexplicable religious mystery of walking
on live coal to the mystery of flying is, in part, the delineating of a recurrent dichotomy of religion and science that Bishop sees existing. "Five
Flights Up" (1974) with its "unknown bird" on its "usual branch" and
"little black dog" who has "no sense of shame" compares the world of
nature to that of man, for whom yesterday is "almost impossible to lift."
Memory and Christian responsibility are again the differences as "shame"
is a determining focus. '?n the Waiting Room" (1971) describes the
development of Christian responsibility in a girl of seven as she sits
pondering a National Geographic magazine while her aunt is in with the

dentist. Mysteriously, in the course of the wait, the girl discovers that she
s part of humanity and the World War goin? on about her. The villanelle,
One Art" (1976), describes the recurrence of losses that, at first, are "no
lisavter" and which finally "may look like . . . disaster." The poem
,hares with "Crnsoe in England a smse nf thu-arted immediate goals
that, if surmounted, may lead to greater reali~ations.:~
But perhaps most clearly 'Crusoe in Enn'znc!' pnra!!els and opposes
T h e End of March, Duxhury" (Ig'ij)." In tF!is Inter p m . a "proto-"
,r "-to-dream-house"
replaces the island Le 3 !,-rns for withdrawal
nd, with its "two bare rooms" and "borinr hnk7.- t'le situation of "In
'rison" is even more pronounced. The n!!F,irz,r-?!
occlirT. in this instance, just as the Canadian geese are returnin: S.T!\ to propagate their
kind and when the lion/lamb or "mutton-i:.t- ? T e e s o! \[arch are
ascendant. Nature's hostility emerges in a hr-:-~n kltc the seme of the
dream-house as protective, and the i m a ~ eof t5e nxn x a kittenish lion
who bats the "kite out of the sky to play ~rith."Tncl-?r! of the creative
explosions of "Crnsoe in England," the narrator ~ r - w ' . "?nose
!
this hostility. The wind, however, is "much too cold- 1nc1 t:'? hnure is boarded
nnm-entful walk.
up, and he chooses the alternative of a -?!-re<.
An image of Walter Pater is conveyed in the ? r r ~ ' c ?-\-el? diaphanous
blue flame," wavering "doubled in the nin?mx..-.' : h . i r h the speaker
would be American enough to gulp "eroe ir rcm:+raiw." The difference
between the speaker of the poem and Crusoe is one P! necessity. Crusoe is
forced to invent and .create by circumstances. Dt.
mr3'ker oi "The End of
'larch, Duxbury" is forced only to ima@ne. Th?
that result are
tyled accordingly. Crusoe's narrative is as bnPinz ?? h i 3 as the desire by
s a
he local museum keeper to enshrine his be!onrinrs. C m o e ~ e a k like
an who is uncertain of what makes him int.:refinn. In contrast, the
'Y of "The End of March, Duxbury" foc715e .;TI !he lesson" of the
broken kite and sentimentality ensues. Like t i e ctanes it describes, the
poem may tease the sun a while hut it. too. w?!! end !~?tteddown. Selfpity is not transcended as it is in parts of "Cruroe in Ens!and."
Yet, it is the allegorical nature of "Crusoe in Englnnd" which shows
Bishop most brilliantly as a poet, especin!!!. for mxlem readers. Her
13Elizaheth Bishop, "Night City," Nm Yorkpr, 48 (September 16. 1972). 128;
lizaheth Bishop, "Five Flights Up," A'ec Yorker, 50 (February 2.5, 1974), 40;
lizaheth Bishop, "One Art,'," NEW Yorkcr. 52 i.4pril 26, 1976). 40. For a more
etailed discussion of ' l n the Waitiae Room." see m y "Elizabeth Bishop's Parculars," World Llteratu~eToday, 51 (\Vinter 1977). 4849.
14Elizabeth Bishop, "The End of March, Drubmy," A ' m Yorker, 51 (March 24,
.375), 40.

concentration simultaneously on precise language and on the x r - of a spiritual force implicit in the recurrence of certain \\-#
situations makes her an heir of both Dante and the New Engln:
that Yvor Winters describes in Mauk's Curse (19%). Muc
Puritans came to look "upon themselves as instrnments in t h r
hand for the carrying out of a great religious mission, the oh:..which was the rebuilding of God's church,"16 her narrators loo: . "objective evidence" and "inner assurance" and individual beha.:: symbolic. Their aim, however, is not the sectarian goal of Calvin+Catholicism. Rather, humanity as a whole becomes God's churc:-. biological survival an instrument of its perpetuation. As manifestr~
her poetry, Divinity assumes a status comparable to Necessity or His.-Through a kind of clustering about recurrent words similar to that \,:-'
David Lyle recommended to William Carlos Williams in the e:forties and Williams used in the construction of Puterson, the s h a p ~
this Divinity is discoverable empirically. Thus, the combination
"choice," "necessity," and "Greek drama" within the poem sendc
reader immediately to Auden's uses of the terms. At the same time.
the context of Robinson Crmoe, the terms evoke the specific G w
drama, Philoctetes, and the particular adaptation of it made by Gi?.~
Similarly, ''basalt," "cloudiness," "volcanic islands," "guano," "propae?
tion of kind," and registering flora, fauna, and geography set up immei::.
ate connections with natural history and historians and bring th:r
realm of discourse into play. Although secular, both sets of referents are
as exactly circumscribed as the Bible and biblia 11 commentary, an,3
Bishop accords them as careful keaiment.
This care or respect for the formality of what, by simp1e commaR
.
usage, comes to represent the objective or general creates me empirical
equivalent to the Ideal world that theorists posit for allegory. In Allegonj:
The Theory of a Symbolic Mode (1964), Angus Fletcher proposes that
at the heart of allegory "is a human reconstitution of divinely inspired
messages, a revealed ii-anscendental language which ~ e tospreserve the
remoteness of a properly veiled godhead." Thus, allegory is often employed when there is a contlict between rival authorities and appears
"when a people is being lulled into inactio
routine of daily life
so as to forget all higher aspirations." l?
authorities seem, i~

~.

1 6 Yvor Winters, Maule5 Curse (Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1938), p. 9
See my William Carlos Williams: The Later Poems (Ithnca: Cornell Univ. Press
1973), pp. 62-3, for a discussion of Lyle and Williams.
16 Angus Fletcher, Allegwy: The Theory of a Symbolic Mode (Ithaca: Cornel
Univ. Press, 1964), pp. 21-3.

3ishop's case, to be everyday experience and the linear perspectives of
Jhristianity and Evolution: Sensuous apprchension is contrasted to salvation by Grace or evolution into a new species of man. A kind of stoicism
rises from the opposition. The Christian bias, which occurs often as a
memory of a religious purpose rather than as vital religious experience,
can be accounted for in several ways: Bishop's upbringing was Christian
and the bias correctly interprets her attitudes as the outgrowth of this
upbringing. Yet, one can as easily propose that for her to break comdetely from Christian myth is for her to cut Western culture off from
ts past and, thus, to sever the linear development which underscores
ler vision. Finally, one may argue that Christianity is a deep myth and
bat all deer, myths have about them some trnth. In any case, much as
he person:a of D;Unte's Cornmedia, her narrators by a cc)alescing of
r IS achieve a type that comes increasingly to flesh out
nner and I~ u t e truth
L vision of the world.
. .
The evolution of Cmsoe offers an excellent iliustranon of how this
coalescing occurs. Bishop presents him as a type for the cre;xtive indhidual by rejecting the autobiographical "I" and adding new dsetails to tl
. le
myth. He is neither a mask for her view nor a Platonic type to whlch
qerience conforms. In some ways, he is an extension of the mythic
nethod described by T. S. Eliot in "Ulysses, Order, and Myth" (1923). By
his sheer survival he comes to symbolize her evolutionary belief. let. even
here, hagiography gives way tc concern for the struggle for survival. By
investigating the ima gination, 1le seemingly furthers survival at the same
time that his failure to propag:Ite works against his success. .it all times,
1s in ' m e Armadillo, a L V U C G ~of~ mass ecology appears to be critical:
Man's aspirations cannot come at wanton damase to the world about
3e reflects, consequentIy, what Fletcher cites as characteristic of the
Illegorical protagonist: He acts "as if possessed." implying "cosmic no1ions of fate and pers onal fortwie." His actions touch on both "human and
ciivine spheres" and make "anI appeal to an almost scientific curiosity
i bout the order of things." Hle is "a conquistador," arbitrating "order
..
over chaos by confrontmg a random collection of people and events"
and "imposing his own fate upon that m d o m collection." .4 s in Dant'e,
"the literal sense
come[s] first, it bein? the meaning irI which tlle
.,
others are contained and without which it n.ould be irnposslDle and
irrational to oome to an understanding of the others, particularly the
allegorical."'7 This literal sense permits the factive sense to border at
times on rationalism and at times on surrealism.

.
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17 Ibid., pp. 689. The Lite~aryCriticism of D a t e Alighieri, trans. and ed.
Robert S. Haller (Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1973). p. 113.

If it were not for the allegorical bent in other of her poems, one
might think that Bishop was drawn to allegory in "Cmsoe in England"
by the nature of the material that she was assembling. In his Preface to
Serious Reflections . of Robinson Cnrsoe (1720), Defoe a5rms "that
the Story, though Allegorical, is also Historical," and critics like Leslie
Stephen have seen the novel as "a kind of allegory for [its author's] fate.
He had suffered from solitude of soul." Benjamin and othexs have seen
the book less personally as "a symbolic account of a religious experience."
Similarly, critics of Sophocles have proposed that his play is an allegory
for the situation of Athens in 409 B.C. and that Philoctetes is intended
"to be identified urith Alcibiades." While recognizing the faults of
Alcibiades, Athens needed him to manage her war with Sparta. GideS
adaptation, as Germaine Brhe states, is an attempt "more or less consciously to deal indirectly with the question of homosexuality, a central
problem of [Gide's] own." Allegorical interpretations have been applied
to Alice in Wonderland and Gulliver's Travels almost from the moments
of their publication, and Saint-Emlphry begins his account of The Lit&
Prince with a drawing of a boa constrictor that has just swallowed an
elephant and he goes on to assert that "what is most important is invisible." IS The insistence of natural history that plants, animals, and environments be studied in order to uncover information about the nature of
man makes its disciplines in their way allegorical. The reality of their
data is no less ciphers in an ideal encyclopedia than, in the Middle Ages,
fact had been seen as ciphers in a Divine work. The parodic nature
carries with it aspects of the original, ,transcendentalmotion.
One may see Bishop's allegory, moreover, as a necessary solution to
what she describes in her inteniew as a love of religious poetry and a
dislike of didacticism. She told Ashley Brown that "Auden's late poetry
is sometimes spoiled for me by his didacticism. I don't like modern
religiosity in general: it always seems to lead to a tone of moral superiority. . . Times have changed since Herbert's day." By means of a corresponding ideal world at one remove from experience, she can assert a
"moral" meaning at the same time she keeps her narrative free from
overt moralizing. Certainly, the ideal world that "Cmsoe in England" and
other of her recent poems call into being goes a long way toward bringing together the body of her work in a more unified, recognizable, and
coherent way. When The Cmnplete Poems appeared in 1969, one was
thankFnl mainly for the convenience of having all her poems under one

..
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18 Robimon Crusoe, pp. 259, 298. Benjamin, op. cit., p. 34. Wilson, p. 286.
Brhe, p. 101. Antoine de Saint-Exup&y, The Llttla Prince, h a s . Katherine Woods
(New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1Q43), pp. 7, 78.

cover. Bishop's tendency to keep her subjects isolated, small, and circumscribed, worked there toward establishing her as the master of the
self-contained anthology piece. So\\.. one has something closer to the
'one s i m c a n t , consisten< and developin? personality" that Eliot
makes requisite to great poets. Xonethe!erc. readers must not forget that
the allegory and its coalescinzs are hrourh? about by Richop's continuing
respect for particulars. Like IVordnvorth. her Sest po&y 'does not start
with an abstraction or a genern!izat;m. a divine commonplace which
[she] wishes .to illustrate."'" X ? t r : n ~in 'Crocoe in England" or the
recent poems shows a retraction pi :':e 2lcm~:messes she articulates in
"
Sandpiper."
On the literal level her \w:". !I*.
-minute and vast and
- <:lear." IIer "millic~nsof grains- remkn 3'acYc white. tan, and gray,/
Inixed with quartz grains, rose and methyr.'
I

-.,,.. - iv-11.
.n.. T. S. Eliot, Seleded Erarp, fLdm: Fabn & Faber, 1951),
--nrown,
p. 203. Pottle, op. cit., p. 280.

REVIEWS
Austin Clarke. Selected Poems. Dolmen/Wake Forest University Press, 1976, 207
pp. $6.95; John Montague. A Slow Dance. DolmenNake Forest University Press,
1976, 63 pp. $4.25; Ciaran Carson. The New Estate. Dolmen/Wake Forest University Press, 1976, 42 pp. $3.25.
With typical Irish understatement, a literary historian has said that, at any
moment in time, there are at least 10,000 poets living and writing in Ireland. Wake
Forest University Press, established in May 1976 as on American agent for Irish
books, offers three of these poets in the paperbacks listed above. Appropriately, the
volumes difIer in s i d c a n t ways, as do their writers. Austin Clarke (1898.1974)
was a proliGc but scarcely known Dublin pwt who bas been ranked second only to
Yeats in Irish verse. Of the older generation of Irish poets, the two are without equals.
John Montague, born in Brooklyn in 1929 and reared in Ulster, now lives in the
Republic in Cork and belongs to the middle generation of Irish poets. A Slow Dance
is his third volume. Ciaran Carson, born in Belfast in 1948, still lives in Ulster and
works for the Arts Council of Northern Ireland. Both by date of birth and the fact
that The New Estate is his first collection, he represents the younger, present
generation of Irish poets.
As Tom Kinsella's introduction emphasizes, Clarke's work is outstanding for
its incorporation of medieval Gaelic rhythms. A rival of Yeats whom Yeats ignored,
he chose materials which Yeats overlcoked to produce eighteen separate volumes of
poems. Because their quality is uneven, Kinsella has d e d carefully from fourteen of
these. It may be, as he says, that these are the poems of Clarke's destined to live.
The result is a variety of highly sensual, whimsical poems which any reader can
enjoy. If the collection has wealmesses, they are that Kirsella favors Clarke's long
poems and offers only two examples of his satiric verses. Since Clarke's poems are
difTicult to locate, Wake Forest offers a needed service in maldng this wUection
available.
Montague's Slow Dance continues the epic collage techniques of his highly
praised second volume, The Rough Field. The title poem indicates that Montague
is concerned with universal themes, even while treating provincial subjects. The
"dance" of dying and death, begetting and birth, and living and loving is made
poignant by the alternate peace and destruction which is modem Ireland. While some
poems are violent, Montague's style is consistently smoother and more polished than
is Clarke's or Carson's. He is obviously a mature poet who has found his voice. He
should produce many more good volumes.
Ciaran Carson's New Estate, by contrast, is obviously the work of a young poet
His images are more powerful than hished. The poems are occasional: painting a
house, attending a funeral of a relative, or remembering a country cousin or a sister.
The poet, at this stage, is provincial in outlook, but has talent and should grow and
develop. Still, Wake Forest is taldng a chance with him. If a single poem makes a
poet, one volume does not make a poetic career.
Still, Selected Poems of Austin Clarke, John Montague's A Slow Dance, and
Ciaran Carson's NEW Estate are volumes which Irish specialists and readers of
poetry generally will want to read. Those of us who teach Irish literature hope that
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the Wake Forest (Irish) University Press \x+ll make additional volumes available.
Writings of Tom Kinsells and Seumas Heaney might be volumes four and five.
After that, there are 9,995 left to mnsider.
Jncs n'.n'~.an
t r - i n t h m College

Richard Holmes. Sheney, the Ptr-3. Srw T&: E. P. Dotton. 1975, 829 pp. $22.50.
Shelley's life has frequent!? 23-r. \er\. kztE.' rr'h'ral responses-much more
r r t ~ m . - s . inc!odlng even Byron.
so than that of any of his m3.m F-.2?1:1
!-: t' :. >,-'-?rtir accclanh of ShelleyS
The spectrum of hiographia! r a l c - 2 : 7:-.
frienQ Thomas Love Peacnr'i a?? T. T. li-:c t>------::>
!i:e d o r a t i o n of Andre
Mauroib Ariel to the contempt of IT-:;
. ' -. 7 w n-ho have attempted
objectivity generally have i q o d I+
. - --- c+!!p'i atheism, thoughts
:r: > -..v P l r m i s m and emergon sex and marriage, and rero!uti-27 p-.
., -.. + L....L.~ ' ~-in
other
ing doctrines of the nature of C : . C C ? . ~ . ~
.,
:--IF.
-.a* inevitshly raise.
words, they have avoided the arr~:=e-:~ :
Richard Holmes's Shelley, the P:-.;
'. a
. ' . K. S. Cameron's The
1 .-2!:-4 '. should supplant
Young Shelley (1950) and She-!'i.. 3; -:
N e m a n Ivey White's long-ss>r'r-l. '-*L-. . - j - : L i ~ ~ - vm d ~ x t sa rational
. .
examination of Shelley that dm:.
. ' . :I---- . . -. -.: m m \ . e r s i e s head-on
- - - ~ t c q ttvhere absolutely
without escaping into abstract p':!~.--:y e t ' s life.
relevant to an understanding of a p ~ r i - %.e:!?y lovers" that "this
Hohnes prefaces his study by I ? - - - .
+"?:- !.>!err ether. \Ve don't
hook is not for them" (p. ir). It is &?:r
find Arid here, but neither do we corf---.
:-c-A
.. . .:. . . i ~ atheistic
r,
whipping..
.
boy of the New Critics and man':*. I'- - s c - 2 - -. 1 - -.;ithe apathy, perhaps
even cruelty, of Shelley's treatma! n! '. '-. --.. ~. !i?- --t \Vestbrwk, destined
to commit suicide, and hm a pei'qr ; - - - : - . n e i - .~3 &e mntradictions in
his poet's character that n,onld lea? '-3. ~--AT--.'.
!- m . ; r a S e his friend Thomas
Jefferson Hogg to profess lihera: i.ic~'s -7 *,r-:x: rl?tiam%pr and subsequently
banish him from the Shell? ci.c!r zi? ' , w - - - z r:~if;c-:: that s liaison was
F.:r i!-'-r: a!in lauds Shelley's mdeveloping between Hoge and \!a? c' *-:n.
sistently generous and cornpw:mac a---:!+ w r i i C I:* Cllirmout in her hibulations with Lord Byron and is a!-,~ ~ ; - r a i . t- v%:c spurious charges: in giving
by far the best discussion to d?!r of !5- a'.-&
a?-=pt on Shelley's life while he
was promoting the land rec!mation %IF-- I! Tar-)T-a!!:
Twmadoc, Wales, in
Fehmary of 1813, Hohnes r e i e s !he tiiy-. fwemi. by Pncock, that Shelley, in a
paranoid state, was merely ha!:ud?x:inz. i!r r l c u ~that t5e poet aar in fact being
assaulted for his radical princip:ei an: thcr ha? l i s t w w for the fears many have
attribnted to extreme psycholoclcal a&w.cs.
Holmes's study d
l
,
I m.cpea. he xaloed for its treatment of Shelley's death,
for it cuts thmueh the path~tirallymmafitirized derivations from contemporary
accounts like Edward Trelax\n?P Rcco!!ecfions of the Last Days of Shelley and
Byon (1858). Halmes admits that Shelley was d e p e n d in the weeks preceding his
drowning and notes that an Italian sea captain claimed to have seen Shelley angrily
preventing Edward TViUiams fmm taking measures to save the Don Juan in the
storm, but refuses to speculate that the poet reached a nadir of despair in his com-
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position of The Triumph of Life, dropped his pen in anguish, and sailed into death
and heroic cremation. His skepticism on these points comes through in his inclusion
of one mundane detail as a k a l point in his section on Shelley's death: "Much later
Shelley's ashes were buried in a tomb . . . in the Protestant Cemetery at Rome, after
having remained for several months in a mahogany chest in the British Consul's
wine-cellar" (p. 730).
Two other strengths of Shelley, the Pursllit should be noted. First is Holmes's
treatment of Shelley's works; rather than attempt to cover every interpretive angle
in a manner which, in many critical biographies, often distr8cts me's attention from
the main narrative, he discusses the poems and prose pieces only to the extent that
they reflect the period in Shelley's life under discussion. Hence, The Cenci, which
would be a major topic in a generic approach, receives brief trwitmenf while The
Mask of Anmchy is meticulously discussed because it shows a reawakening of the
poet's political muse in answer to "one of those crises which a writer must seize"
( p . 537). Thc second voted sh.enKth of this hioqaphy is its concise inhodoctions of
uemlc
those .
. who had an obvionr effect on Shelleis life. Thrrc is no ~rotracteddincussion of Shelley's ancestry here, since Holmes d m not see that as an important
force in the poet's development beyond the f a d that Shelley had ambiguous feelings
about his hereditary nobility, but there are frequent references to William Godwin's
metamorphosis from youthful radical to money-conr;ciaus nukmce and to the state
Byron was in when he and Shelley were together in Italy-a description I End
sensitive and accurate: "Flippancy [for Byron] had become a last refuge" (p. 420).
With this portrait in mind, one can easily accept the view Shelley gives us of his
fellow poet in 'Julian and Maddalo."
Holmeds book signals a new direction for examinations of Shelley's life. It
avoids emotionalism and should set a prime example for thaw who, in the future,
will shun both Ariel and the rebellious demon, and will deal alone with Percy
Bysshe Shelley.
FReD S ~ S ~ O N E

C h o n Uniosrstty
Renb Char. Poems. Translated and annotated by Mary Ann Caws and Jonathan
Gri5u Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976, 292 pp. $15.
Between Mary Ann Caws's Madeleine (p. 93) and Jonathan G&ds Magdalen
(p. 147) stands the poem of Char, accessible, for the first time, in all its richness
to the American reader. Jackson Mathews' Hypws Wnklng, 1956,has, at last, found
its companions. Spanning nearly fifty years of Chafs career, from Les Cloches
sur b coeur, 1928,to Aromates chossmrrs, 1975, the volume is an impressive sampling
of the poet's art-and of the translators'.
Though both were helped by Char is their chclice of tegt!i and words, Mary
Ann Caws and Jonathan G& emerge as craftsmen lrery W e ~~tain technique and
tone, recognizable at every turn.Of the two#,
Ms. Caws is the more literal and succinct.
.
I
" ~ ~ . 'Bansons aux
Compare, for example, the rendering of m
briars nues. ror c,nffin,
Baromies" becomes "Let's Go Dance at Les Baronnies," "Les parages d'Alsace"
turns into "Alsace-That
Part of the World." Ms. Caws renders "L'eatravagant" as
'The Extravagant One," having rejected the more pleasing "Wanderer Outside"
(Preface, p. xriv).
3-

...
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I choose these examples because they immediately point to each translator's
particular mode. Jonathan Griffin emewes as an English poet. As such, he strives
for rhythm and rhyme. Sometimes. the price paid is too high. For example, his
version of "Compagnie de I ' ~ l i & " with its ''vooiko" rhyme and "slip/sleep"
half-rhyme catches none of Cii2i's dusivmesr. an2 the endinq (p. 3 7 ) , "It's you
father altering now," leaves onr \vonc!o<~rliaut fafheir mitier.
In fairness to Grit% it mm LF rai? !hat thulks to his poet's ear he also
achieves some remarkable m m s . 'Pits Lhe ''D?nr;lns anr Bamnnies" mentioned
earlier is beautifully brought mer ni!5 a:: ?s GeI:i- ::z5!nss of much, a noteworthy
accomplishment. And despite i b c o w n c z L m s 'ZP ..:::l~e vertical" (p. 220) also
comes off well.
Mary Ann Cam, whose P r m r ~
d Rr?; C b iPi;aceton 1976) should be
read as a companion to the traElnen.. is the r n . 5 r:s:c. Her versions always
"call attention to the opposite paye..' 7-.Rrii '.-P i 7 rl,f;--m and tone what they
gain in fidelity. Take, for example, the c?i:c -i i :Zi--rm rwarqmble" (p. 4).
The tension created in the French l i x '-.tC-.
P ~ J + iiz-i meaning (&
and gunpowder) is lost in the choppy Eneliyh = wr.-?-~:'v
mzurate, yet far from
the mark.
Ms. Caws is best at the longer pici ?ri- ~rapr.a d some free v-.
Her
''Louis Curel de k Sorgue" is v e v end. r--'
5-t :a- of -Commune &sence"
is excellent, though again I wodd qov-'. u-.' . '-c m m y r s a t o ~rhyme which
turn
Eclaireur m
e tc c.=-.-:i
L'arbre a chi54 nr 3 m sm hi!lrteJ
into
Lipht-bearer hoa !at. !
l
i
m ~ x
The tree chac'=& :.: : - X Y ~ mw 5..me.
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Adunl mishanslations by either ar!5-

this point, Henri Peyre,
a who!? ic a decided success,
i ~ r . . m - a?rl!!im
e
to our apprecia-

!.a. %. 0.1
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given the peculiar dBculty of Chi. 2 rrr-i-? ar
tion of poet and translator.
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Richard M. Cook. Carson 3 f c C ~ ~ R m
Sarr
. T d : F d e e r L Cngr Publishing Company, 1975, 202 pp. $8.95.
Richard M. Gwk's slender, ua?rpter,*ms mdution of Carson hlccUners for
.
3
~m+?er
a rontise, limited approach for
the "Modem Literahme hfonmphr' e
the basic reader. With a format <:mi!= to Tu=?me studies. the monograph offers
methodid chapters on SfcCuDer~'I?? m h c h O! her major works. It d o e not
offer a comprehensive view of her to!d u - ~ knor
. orim'nal departures from received
critical opinion. Nevertheless, Cmk explores the customary themes, ideas, and attitudes
with clarity and poise. The faul!~of prohahie compression show in occasional lapses
in logic and in over-generalizine, while minor emrs in detail (one page reports her
right arm was paralyzed by a stroke; another says it was her left) and spelling
show a haste in copy preparation. He aLo has the quirky habit of naming his
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subject Mrs. McCuUers, McCullers and Carson on the same page. But his most
serious lapse is one of critical imagination, for he seems to rely tw shongly upon
the remarks of Tennessee Williams, though he mentions the more important commentators on the McCullers canon.
Such a critical simplicity as Williams supplies in his enthusiasm for his friend's
gothicism is, of course, acceptable in a book intended to be an extended study guide,
hut Cook teascs the serious reader with his h a 1 provoking pages. For there he
summarizes McCuUers' themes of suffering, alienation and narcissism with admirable
compactness, while suggesting that in leaving the South McCullers lost touch with
the source of her art. Her career thus prefigured, I think, the pattern of those
writers of her period like William Styron and others to came who would write in
the non-sectional style despite their Southern roots (see, for enample, the poetry
and fiction in the two volumes, S o u t h Writing in the Siities, edited by John
Corrington and MiUer Williams). Although some writers felt the need to flee from
the South, they recognized that it was the source of their strength and returned to
it for their greatest later triumphs. XlcCullen, far less coddent of her feelings
or her direction, fluctuated in her understanding of the South's meaning to her.
And so her fiction of alienation, noncommunication and narcissism reflects a symbolic
struggle with her region, and it shows her increasing inability to extricate herself
from her own emotional and artistic adolescence because she could not discover
how to use her real material.
Cook's book will have much use among students seeking a reliable guide to
plots and characters, a tern-paper & e a s t , and an index But other readers,
teased hy what he implies, will want more. They may take a n anecdote from her
early Yaddo days as symbolical. McCullers, seeking the dection of Katherine Anne
Porter, was, after initial sympathy, eventually rejected, left pathetically sprawling
across Porter's doorway. She remains there still: a shadow in the dwnvay to the
Southern experience left by a writer who inherited it and lost the ability to use
it. The shadow remains to be lifted.
JACK DE BELLIS

Lehigh Unlvwdty
William Heyen, ed. American Poets in 1976. Indianapolis: Bobhs-Menill, 1976,
495 pp. $10.00,
The title of this book is deceiving. I thought, when I first picked it up, that
it was another anthology of poetry. Not so. It is a collection of essays by twentynine poets writing about their own life and poetry. One of the dangers of such
a book, as was clear to the editor, is "that it may feed the appetites of those who
would rather talk about and read about poetry than read the poetry itself." But
even more dangerous is that it may bore to death those who would rather read
the poetry itself.
Included are essays by many of the major poets of our time-Staford, Ignatav,
Bly, Hugo, Sexton-and many poets not so popularly h o r n hut equally substantialStryk, Simpson, Plumly. And there are some whose inclusion I wander about. But
the book is not one to be read cover to cover. A reference tool, it will probably
he welcomed more by scholars than by poets.

...

This collection is most useful in explaining different processes of writing poetry.
The poets' standard approach is to discuss experiences that led to a particular poem
and then to give the poem itself. Unhappily, many of these essays are dry and
lifeless because of their almost fanatical concern with detail and Wvia. This
happens, even with poets I greatly admire, lilie Richard Hugo, whose essay is a
He says at one point, "I see myself in
section of his autobiography in pr-s.
the poem," as though it were a great revelation. But it txkes five pages of his
unnecessarily detailed childhood before we get to the pow.
is that we are used to compression ahcn these poeh write. Tell
The
them to write prose, especially about themselves, and stand back. Even much of
Robert Creeley's essay is dry and tedious: "I a u l d see nothine in my life nor those
of others adjacent that supported this single hits theory. Drrilonest to say I hadn't
myself liked it, haikus, for example, or mch of my o a n poems that unwittingly
opened like seeds. But my own life, I felt inneasiogly, was a mntinuonce, from
wherever it had started to wherever it might end--of course 1 felt it as linear in
time-and here were these quite small things I was tossing out from time to time,
in the hope that they might survive my own being hauled on toward terminus."
It is ironic, too, that Creeley opens his essay with a disclaimer about hying
to write an essay on his theory of poetry and life: "As I get older, I recognize
that my thinldng about poetry may or may not have anything actively to do with
my actual work as a poet." And the key to my (and his) discomfort with some
of these essays as teaching tools for other poets can he seen in Creeley's quotation
from William Carlos Williams: "the poet thinks with his poem, in that lies his
thought, and that in itself is profundity." Perhaps that is why, while reading many
of these essays, I kept wanting to skip quickly to the poems scattered throughout
them.
Another approach to poem in this collection, though, gives less importance
to Hugo's "I see myself in the poem," and more to the intangibility of the poemthe di5cnlty in telling just what caused the poem to come together. The Erst
essay of the haok, by Robert Bly, offers an explanation which is echoed later by
William StSord, Lucien Stryk, and others. These poets realize that, as Bly says,
'everything I say here is speculation." Bly talks speci6cally about writers who
attain a certain "mind-set," in which they believe in standard and predictable
images and values. It may be such a mind-set that would prompt poeh to believe
they can logically explain what forces brought their poems together. Logic.
It is easy for poets to forget (or pretend to forget) that a certain amount
of magic, mystery, or "shadow," as Bly says, is necessary to a poem. In fact it is
the unpredictahility of a poem that makes it interesting:
Sometimes we look to the end of the tile
where there should he marriage feasts,
and find only, as it were,
black marigolds and silence.
Bly uses this poem by Wallace Stevens as an enample of a "shadow poem," which
explains that in most creative writing, the language itself often takes over to
create the mystery of the piece. Some of the poets writing in this book seem to
feel as though the poem can he broken down into basic experiences and examined
as though it were made up of logical and definable elements. But Fmst's comment,

"no surprise in the writer, no surprise in the reader," is relevant. The poems themselves in this book are good; they surprise. Some of the essays mistakenly assume
that the surprises can or need be logically explained.
William Meredith states that "the energy is in the words rather than in the
thinky parts of man's mind." He gets to his poem early and remarks: 'This poem,
and to a less consdous d e ~ r e e'Love Letter,' were irrational acts of surrender to
an experience I h e w very little about hut which I had a sudden sense was being
offered to me." And William Stafford states explicitly that poetry is no "easily
seen pattern;" and when he does attempt to explain one of his poems, he does
so with very selective comments: 'Two of our children were away at college. The
house was quiet. I saw that I should weed the lawn. And with these preliminary
thoughts I began to write." The poem, of course, has more to say and grows into
something much larger than these mere detail..
Some of these poets wits about their own work with modesty and embarrassment. Some assume that everyone is interested in how the "1" got into the poem.
And some give the reader a way of seeing poetry as mystezy and surprise, avoiding,
as Stryk says, 'the hateful evidence of our will to impress."
R O B ~ STEWART
T
Kansm City, Mbsmrri
Richard m a n Underwood. Shakespeare's "The Phoen* and Turtle": A S u w q of
Scholavship. Salzburg: Institut fiir Englische Sprache and Literatur, Universitat
Salzhurg, 1974, 366 pp. $12.50.
In 1801 appeared a slender quarto entitled Loma Martyr: 01, Rosalinr Cmnplaht,
A&gm'cally Shadowing the Truth of Love, in the Constant F&E of the Phoeniz and
Tu~tle.Appended to this most inawpicians verse by Robert Chester are "diverse
poetical essays on the former subject . . done by the best and chiefest of our modern
writen"-with
subsequent ascriptions to Vatum Chorus (as if jointly composed),
Ignoto, William Shakespeare, John Marston, George Chapman, and Ben Jonson.
Shakespeare's poem had no title; the designation "The Phoenix and the Turtle'' is
found first in two Boston editions published in the early nineteenth century, and the
present title (omitting the second article) derives from the general title page of
Chester's hook. The poem, in tetrameter quatrains and triplets, nms only sixty-seven
lines. Yet, not surprisingly it has heen .the subject of extensive critical commentary,
in part simply a MnSeqUence of the athibution to Shakespeare and all the mare so
a consequence of the dif6culties of interpretation and the enigmatic relationship of
the work to the remainder of his canon.
Richard M a n Undenvwd systematically and sometimes mthm tediously examines
the history of this previous scholarship. He depends heavily on Hyder E. Rollins'
edition for critical comment prior to 1936, readily admitting that the Variorum editor
'has done all the work" and '%as made laborious investigation unnecessary'' (p. 1fn.).
In general he permits the critics to speak for themselves; vcrhatim extracts comprise
\irtually half of the text. If such a practice is on occasion annoyingly redundant, it does
serve to display both the general tone and the context of the critics' appraisals. The
rhpsdizing of J. M. Murry, for example, in whom bardolatry reaches its apex, is
L?trrctio- in itself, hut more importantly it signijicantly quaUes the manner in which
rzc n i c h t ncc~ptthe specific details of his evaluation: "The poem floats high above

.

the plane of intellectual apprehension. . . . For reasons which evade expression in
ordinary speech, The Phocniz and the Turtle is the most perfect short poem in any
language. It is pure pwhy in the loftiest and mmt abstract meaning of the words. . . .
It is inevitable that such p o w should be obscure, mvstical, and shictly unintelligible"
In.
.. 192).
Th<>chn,nologiual n v r r v of srho'nr.hip ic m e e l in appmpriate cntcgorie*,
thwtcl,
d!mlicatim in.: over ippinv m x r . The vapiue oplnious con- ardin
- s~orndic
ceming the authenticity of the ter: and t h e 23:e of composition are followed by
discussions of the allegorical meanhe. Cw rmr-.
and the re!aeomhip of the poem
to the plays. Two useful appendicpr nrr I ? c ? - ~ + d .one gnn<.'inc n brief history of the
legend of the Phoenix and the other 6e-scrbi-z t5ree essa,~a-hich appeared in print
r-: i.: :n !:J-n. I n ever? catezory the reader
subsequent to the completion of
encountem the full spectmm of c i + k :;nir:,r; m d P m f s w U n d d wisely
makes no effort, beyond noting fa&:;!.:
--:.ex ar - m v s J : y s&ed
hypothetical
observations, to force one particuls. iz!~xl:.'l?n a! !?P cqwnse of another. In
-3i- : ' r i = chi?'^ \ff'mnmphoses, bfstthew
Chapter 111, for example, pro&.
Roydon's elegy on Sidney, Chaucer's T6.q F:-'-..~t OJ F m 5 * . "!he allqorical stuff
common in the medieval bestiaries," t?.e "--7;- 5 ma- q i t ! of Robert Greene,
Pliny, Marco Polo, the Adages of Encr~::. ~
c
? John
~ Foxe's
~
~Actes
. and
Mmumentes, Chaucer's B w k of the D:ir'--q,-. ;'1
Z x i ! t < Chloris, and xicholas
Breton's "Amoris Lachrimae." The 1%: %:.-.m
L? w?w'??hine
that one almost
leaps to accept J. W. Lever's asserfin t?.i.t ' ?.- p?Y-;e 'swlrre' can be claimed" far
the poem (p. 174).
Like William Matchett's anal>-& in 1 9 5 . t5b b k is obviously not for all
readers. Its audience will be limited no: m.1.: t3 %2
who have a reasonable familiarity with "The Phoenix and the Tct!? in pai:cnhr and Elizabethan prosody
in general but also to those who hare 2 pei;-;lzr inter& in the pow's critical
f o h n e s and misfortunes. At the m ?3xi s ?u5!lra6on, presumably in largely
unaltered dissertation form for the 5?!zk:rr w.3 m Elizabethan studies, is not
without value. Perhaps Underwood's nzie: or->& contribution is bis argument
that the poem is not an anomaly in S i a k c s ' c w-ork, that it provides "a distinctive
tone or aspect [for the Chester m':,.xr:-.:: t ? t it would otherwise have lacked"
(p. 2 9 1 ) just as Shakespeare's sonri r x i z a functional tonal and thematic conmore
tribution to their stage n-orlds: i n i r d . :'-.? paint seems well worth -loring
extensively than the "aftenro* wzni%.'.-:t:m?h!y more significant, however, the
work is essentially an extension of t i ? ! . z r i o m edition and can profitably be
utilized as a companion volume.
+
&

LAFZIY S. CHAMTION
North Carolinn State University

Stuart Berg Flexner. I Hem Amnica Talliirg: An Illustrated T~easaryo f Amrican
Words and Phrases. h'ew York: Van Soshnnd Reinhold Co., 1976, 505 pp. $18.95.
No book is a b v e criticism, but Stuart Fle.uer's new book comes very close.
High praise must be commonplace by now for Mr. Flemer, whose best h o r n work,
The Dictizinanj of American Slang, wbich he edited with Harold Wentworth, was an
important addition to American language studies. I Hear A d a Talking is valuable,
not only for language students, hut also for students of American histay. As Mr.
Flemer writes, "This [book1 is not a history of the American language but an
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attempt to present and reveal the language itself against the broad background of
our histnry, to divlay the language in its historical and human context."
Flexner takes as his thesis statement Emerson's idea that "language is the

archives of history." Much of the violent dissatisfaction with America's involvement
in the Viet Nam War, for example, is preserved in the verb "to hag." A soldier
ordered on a dangerous or distasteful mission oftentimes killed his superior o5cer
with a fragmentation grenade, hence, "to hag." At the turn of the nineteenth century,
few people had indoor plumbing; therefore, when John Quincy Adms becamc the
first American president to enjoy this Inxury, an indoor toilet was known for a while
as a "Quincy." Teddy Roosevelt's phrase "embalmed beef" recalls that during the
Spanish-American War fewer than three hundred men lost their lives in combat,
while more than a thousand died of spoiled canned meat. Finally, the word "banana,"
Arabic for "finger," is a reminder that the Blacks who brought the word to America
were in many cases exploited and owned by Arabs in Africa.
In addition to recording history, words often record that vague subdivision of
American history called Americana. An Oreo is a Black with White values. From
the 1890s to the 19403, a Calamity Jane was any prophetess of doom. Flemer states,
"History isn't sure whether she [the real Calamity Jane, Mary Jane Canary1 was a
frusbated feminist or merely a foul-mouthed transvestite shrew." The term "Butternuts," a nickname for Confederate soldiers, records the straits of Southelners who
wore homemade uniforms dyed with a butternut walnut extract. And Horace
Fletcher theorized in 1903 that since the adult mouth contains thirty-two teeth,
each mouthful of food should be chewed thirty-two times; mothers urged their
children not merely to chew their food but "to fletcherize" it.
Nevertheless, while some of Flexner's etymologies are interesting and colorful,
they are of uncertain validity. In most cases when an origin is uncertain, he notes
the fact, hut in the case of the term "gun moll," Flexner neglects the obvious and
assumes that "gun" is from a Yiddish word meaning "thief': a possible origin but
certainly improbable. Elsewhere Flexner argues that the term "honkey:' which has
been regarded by some etymologists as a derivation of "bohunk" and "hunkie," is
"probably from the Whites' nasal tone." Since no one is sure of the term's origin,
Flemer would have improved his discussion by at least mentioning the other possible source. In his "Preface" Flexner admits that his book is not exhaustive, but
when a term like "Tarheel" is used, an explanation, especially in a book on language
and history, should follow. "Incommnnicado," "marijuana," "plaza," and "pronto"
are other tenns which are listed and dated hut not discussed.
In 1789, Noah Webster wrote, "The reasons far American English being different
from English English are simple: As an independent nation, our honor requires us
to have a system of our own, in language as well as government." Despite my
objections, Stuart Flemer has done an excellent job of illustrating in words and
pictures the independence of American English in a format that is certain to be
copied.
SKIP EWIMWGW
C h o n Uniuerm

Larry Rubin. AU My Miwms Lie. David R. Godine, 1976, 48 pp. $3.50.
Larry Rubin's first book of poetry, The TheVorWs Old W a y (University of Nebraska Press), was published in 19@2. Since that time a second volume, Lanced
in Lipht (Harcourt, Brace & \Vorld, lW),
and hundreds of poems in dozens of
magazines and journals have appeared. All 3ly Alirmrs Lie shows a maturity of
thought and form we expect in major poem.
Most of this hook is intensely personal. The reader is somefimes an eavesdropper
and voyeur, hearing and seeing private thmchts and actions. Much of Rubids
power, in fad, comes from the stance of privacy and privacy invaded. For although
many of the poems are about the interior life. they are never embarrassing or selfconscious as Rubids mature vision lends assurance and balance.
The poems in this volume form a catalogue of 1 % at middle age-the life of
a bachelor poet and ~rofessorof literature, \%<th p a m i s dead a heloved sister dead,
with career half-finished. Wistfnlness is here, of cmm?. but no bitterness--no
Prufrockian angst. Essentially, the most pleasant thine about Rubids poem of
middle age is the tone of good sense and comic in-on
produced by a man
absorbing the shocks of life:
oh yes, I've bid the h rho&
And also vitamins, but this anemix
Is so pernicious, nothing s m to hdp:
Some precious vial of the spirit ( a xi!?
Clichk -forgive me) has been spill.+. somewhere,
And prayers do seem so pointless. I m e q Gxl
Is dead, and all ( I read that somewhem), and all
My mirrors lie-I'm
not that grey.
0

0

0

I scribble a little, but who reads po&p
" 3 s e days? A protein diet-a
little mn?
W , but I have dozed in whitest liehf
:aming of pregnant virgins, the gmfac d gods.

-.

a d dying pervade this book. Ghosh haunt the pages: there are
Fears
the mailbox on a graveyard wall waiting for "some &st r 1\10 forgot to write,"
and the ghost of the father whose "bones were climbine ladden to my room." But
the cenbal image of death here is found in "Sharine with S;3ter," the section which
examines the death of the poet's sister Mona lo the face of dreadful loss, Rubin
poses a question about pwtry's power to c a p m and assuage the SOITOW death brings
to the survivor:
We spoke of poems on m y visits to
Her cell, and she saw fat he^. in my eyer,
Swallowed her tablets and spoke the swoIIen lines,
Calmed again by sunlight, =ords that cushioned
The concussion in her rLd. But when the lines
Collapsed, I was on continents unknown,
Linking words her veins could never spell.
Father I would not be, and blood and words
Slowed in their cold cycle, and were gone.
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Related to the death theme are recurriag images of the bonds of the generatiwith &e poet's identi6cation with his dead father, as in

I was dreaming
Of my father's bones, touching his cold mouth
With hgers like a child's soda straw.
Such Hamlet-like brooding is common in the death and mwrning poems which dc:
tlris collection.
Several poems in AU My Mirrws Lie take requited and unrequited love as thcir
subject. My favorite of these is a playful and frightening poem about two teenaged couples who die accidentally of carbon monoxide poisoning while parked in a
laver's l m . Rubin mentions the lovers on Keats's Grecian urn: "these couples must
have read it / In some English class, but they forgot, / And failed the final test."
The poem ends with a painful irony:
They
Came through that sacred hour, safe from thaw,
Carved in moonlight, cold within .the urn.
Larry Rubin has always had a good eye and ear for the macabre and the
surreal. In this bwk, the poem which best exhibits tbis &il
isl "Dinner at the
Mongoloid's," in which the speaker is left alone with a Mongoloid child:

she moved closer, turning
Her dented features toward my face, and said,
"I think you're very handsome.' I smiled, bncated,
Faceless, afraid of mirrors, chromosmes.
This poem also &hates the conbIling image of the book: other people may be
mirrors to reflect the self. The self is seen in the faces of fathers, mothers, sisters,
lovem, chance acquaintances, and strangers. Broken ~ I T O I S (dead fathers and
sisters) and cracked mirrors (the hvisted face of the Mongoloid child) presage more
than bad luck; they symbolize the poet's loss of certitude and his realization of his
own mortality. If mirrors tell anything, they tell of transitory life.
Thus mortality weighs heavy in these poems, though yearnings for performance
and even rebirth are strong. The most powerful and impressive poems here speak of
the grave, especially of Mona's grave. In "The Stormn the poet sees a tornado
approaching. He thinks of his dead sister and calls for the stom to open the earth.
Hc calls for Mona to rise from the dead:
l%e twister
Slashed the graves apart and she was in
My palms, my sister waking in the wind,
Remembering me, my flesh, my wild earth.

This mystic reunion signals a strained and only partial &ation.
All of the poems in All My Mirrors Lie have immediate impact, uncommon
currency and freshness about them, reflecting the poet's solid sense of the inner and
outer worlds and his unimposing craftmanship.
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